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Joseph E. Blaisdell, president of the
Parent-Teacher Association, has been
TIIREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
advised by the State Department that
Subscriptions *3.00 per year payable ln owing to a change in plans Dr. Garri
dvance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circula son Cleveland Myers, Ph. D., will not
tion and very reasonable.
be heard In Maine, which means that
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established
In 1846 In 1874 the Courier was estab Rockland will not have the privilege
lished and consolidated with the Gazette of hearing this distinguished man as
1882. The Free Press was established
1855 and ln 1891 changed Its name to previously announced. The change in
he Tribune. These pupers consolidated plans is much regretted as the oppor
(arch 17. 1897.
tunity to hear a speaker of Dr. Myers'
„ I calibre seldom comes to a city of this
»i size. The monthly meeting of the
Labor conquers all things.—
, local Parent-Teacher Association will
Homer.
... I take place Monday, March 14, the
♦ ...._ _ ............ ........ _ r formal Program not yet completed.

The Courier-Gazette

THE FOURTH MAINE
Wherein We Hear From Our
Friend, Oliver N. Blackington
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
In your edition of Peb. 4 I note an
article on the embarkation of theFourth Maine in 1861. As there
seems to be some doubt as to which
wharf was used on that occasion, I
think I can give a fair and reasonable
answer—'too, and the whys.
It was at first thought that Com
mercial wharf would be used because
of being nearer and a shorter march,
but the boat agent, Willard Farwell
I think it was, said he would not take
the responsibility of loading the regi
ment with all its camp and garrison
equipage at Commercial wharf on
account of the depth of the water
there—hence the change to Atlantic.
So the six-year old editor boy and
Mrs. Emma Burpee Wight were right.
I am enclosing a short clipping in
which the Fourth Maine should re
ceive a little honor if there is any.
I hoDe you will reprint it.
O. N. Blackington, Late Private Co.
C. Fourth Maine Infantry.
Lime Rock, Conn., Feb. 27.

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, March 8, 1932

THREE CENTS A COPT

The Town Meeting Season Is On
Town meetings were held in vari- j
ous parts of Knox County yesterday,
and crowded town halls attested to
the keen interest which is being taken
by the taxpayers everywhere. The
results in five of the towns are here 1
presented:
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HELD A SPICY SESSION
City Government Starts Nowhere and Arrives At the
Same Place—Supt Toner’s Plea

NORTH HAVEN

The prosaic programs which the Thompson as being as well informed
The taxpayers yesterday obligated
city
fathers axe wont to stage at this as anybody on the matter.
themselves to expenditures which will
"We have a city solicitor," inter
probably reach a total of $32,000, in season of the year were varied suffi jected Mayor Richardson.
cluding State and county tax. It was ciently last night to furnish consid
“Huh!” exclaimed Alderman Ben
voted to pay $6000 for the widening of erable entertainment for the large ner; “he'd be on your side any way;
the Pulpit Harbor bridge, and to hire gallery of spectators.
let’s have somebody who is disinter
$10,000 in anticipation of taxes.
The usual rumors had been current ested.”
The real issue of the day, however,
WARREN
Mr. Benner’s suggestion did not
that His Honor, Mayor Richardson,
was the traffic officer, and that offi
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiniiiiiiiiinmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiH
materialize for the apparent reason
The usual contests marked the an
was
to
yield
somewhat
in
the
matter
cial wiU have the satisfaction of
that while Individuals could take such
nual town meeting, with Republican ’
knowing that the town is standing of appointments, but the bulky form action, the aldermen as a body could
candidates generally successful. Con
squarely behind him when he at of the Chief Executive, and his set not.
spicuous by his absence was the vet- j
tempts to enforce the law. Com purpose to abide by the fruits of his
“Maybe the aldermen are within
eran town clerk, G. Dudley Gould, i
mencing July 1st he will go on duty
their rights in refusing to confirm,”
who was prevented from being pres
at 1 p. m., remaining until midnight,
said Mayor Richardson, “but I think
ent only by the fact that he is on
this service being effective up to and
I have a legal right to continue in the
the opposite side of the continent.
including Labor Day.
7
course I have followed. The trouble
Needless to say he was re-elected, and
These town officials were chosen:
is that somebody may raise the ques
will perform ,his customary duties in ,
"Mr. Moderator!”
Moderator—H. T. Crockett.
tion that the taxes are not being
his usual able manner for his 28th (
Selectmen, Assessors and Overseers
legally collected. I would like to see
year. Miss Tena McCallum officiat
to equal amount raised for hydrants of the Poor—Leon B. Stone, Herman
proceedings instituted to determine
ed in his absence yesterday and C. B.
W. Crockett and Lamar K. Lewis.
| aM lights in village), $1125.
who is right.”
The clipping follows:
Hall, another veteran in Warren
Town Clerk—Foy W. Brown.
Special resolve roads No. 1 and
Editor National Tribune: In a re town affairs, was moderator.
In order to reduce our large stock of Gift
The special police appointments, In
cent edition of The National Tribune
Treasurer and Collector of Taxes—
2, $95.
which
there seems to be unusual in
A. M. Hilt was re-elected first se
Col. W. G. Morrill made the state
E. A. Starrett Camp, 8. of V. Aux- Frank Beverage.
terest, were deferred to the April
ment that he was the only man who lectman for his 13th consecutive
Goods we have placed them in three sec
Auditor—V. L. Beverage.
meeting.
went into the Army as an enlisted year, receiving 105 votes to 97 cast for 1 iliary, $50.
School Committee—H. T. Crockett,
• * • •
man, carried a gun and knapsack for Alvah Simmons, Democrat. C. C. j Public Health nurse. $73.
Anna Beverage, Foy W. Brown.
15 months, and came home In com
tions. Your choice while they last—
Outstanding notes, $1000.
The
annual
appropriation resolve,
Starrett, Democrat, was re-elpcted,
mand of his regiment.
Constable and Traffic Officer—
Interest on town notes, $650.
adopted last night, carried a total of
With all due respect to the colonel, second selectman for his 10th con- 1
Rodney A. Haskell.
Snow fence, $100.
$263,699.81.
I am going to show you that he was secutive term. He received 127 votes
Road Commissioner—Ray M. Bev
Gravel
for
Clarry
Hill
road,
North
not the only “pebble on the beach.” I and his opponent, C. Frank Berry had I
Supt. E. L. Toner appeared at thia
erage.
enlisted April 24, 1861, and was
Warren, from Packard Fund, $100.
juncture to make a last ditch fight
33.
Clifford
Spear,
Independent,
was
mustered in June 15, 1861, as a pri
Sexton—Herman W. Crockett.
Total appropriations, $31,119.20.
in order to save the schools' indus
vate in Co. C, 4th Me., under Col. elected third selectman for the sev
Fire Warden—P. L. Brown.
It
was
voted
to
discontinue
town,
trial department*—home economics
Hiram G. Berry. I was promoted to enth time, receiving 125 votes to 45
Harbor Master—I. E. Simpson.
corporal Nov. 1, 1861, to sergeant Aug. cast for A. D. Broadman, R, and 27 road in northeast part of W. Y.
and manual training. He said that
The principal appropriations were:
S ! 21, 1862, and to sergeant major March
Piper's land.
the High School teachers had agreed
for
Fred
Miller,
Democrat.
= 1, 1863, and carried a gun and equipTraffic officer, $500.
There was much discussion on
to donate 3 percent of their wages
— j ment from June 15, 1861, to Dec. 15, C. B. Hall, Republican, and Virgil white pine blister, but no appropria Town charges, $1000.
E. L. Toner
and the grade teachers 2 percent of
s; 1862. when I was wounded in the Hills, Democrat, were rival candidates
Roads and bridges, $2000.
tion was made.
=S I Battle of Fredericksburg
their wages in order that it might
for first assessor, the former winning
Common Schools, $4000.
S
I was appointed captain April 5.
It was voted to allow the Woman’s
not
be necessary to abandon these
appointing
power,
remained
immov

= j 1863, major Feb. 24. 1865, lieutenant 93 to 67. For second assessor H. L. Club to use the lower part of the town Town and school physician (sub able.
educational branches, which the
= colonel Dec. 11, 1865, and was Kenniston Republican, had no oppo
sidy), $2500.
Tiie only city official confirmed at school committee had voted to do
mustered out Nov. 30, 1866, as lieuten sition. For third assessor Harold hall, the selectmen and the Club to
Free High School, $2700.
have
joint
control
of
It.
ant
colonel
and
brevet
colonel
com

^iiiHiiiiiiuiiiHiiiiiiiiiiHiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuwiuinniiiiiiiiiiiiiHiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^
last night's session was Marshall M. away with.
Pease, Republican, received 78 votes
School Supplies, $300.
manding the 81st U. S. Colored Inf.
The selectmen were empowered to
Alderman Benner was quickly on
Daggett, who becomes assessor for
I can't understand whv the colonel and P. R. Bowley, Democrat 64.
State Aid road, $2052.
dispose
of
the
cheese
factory
build

his feet to oppose Supt. Toner’s prop
the
term
ending
Jan.
7,
1935.
The
Other
town
officials
elected
were:
ban think how out of 2,000.000 soldiers
Maintenance of State road, $2000.
vote was five yes and two no. Mr. osition. “I do not think that money
there is only one man who from a pri
Treasurer—Willis R. Vinal, Repub ing on Mechanic street.
Maintenance of third class road, Daggett Is a valuable official, and his should be taken from the teachers’
Articles
which
aroused
the
greatest
vate could rise to the command of a lican.
regiment. I congratulate the colonel
discussion concerned the improve $182.
reappointment will give universal wages,” said he. "I believe we should
School Committee—Mrs.
Grace
on his reception and banquet on his
State Aid road patrol, $950.
ment of Union street from Starrett’s
satisfaction, regardless of his political back up the school committee.”
birthday and shall expect one of my WyUie.
Difference in road wages, $1000.
* * * *
corner to Arthur Peabody's land, goaffiliation. The vote on the other
own March 14, 1932, when I reach my
Tax Collector (to receive one cent
North Haven library, $132.
92d.—Oliver N. Blackington, Lime on each dollar collected)—C. T. i ing toward Union. An appropriation
appointments
was:
Supt. Toner said that the school de
There is nothing funny about needing some
Street lights, $600.
Rock, Conn.
last year of $1066 for this road was
City Engineer—R. H. Britt, 5 no, partment was taking a cut of $5000
Moody.
Rental
of
doctor
’
s
home,
$300.
ready money when you haven’t got it ... in
alleged to have been expended In
2 yes.
this year, and that the total set for
Fish Agent—C. B. Hall.
Redeeming outstanding notes, $2100.
stead on the “Three Towns’ act,”
City Marshal—Almon P. Richard three years would be $11,000. “I am
other words, being “broke.” It s mighty un
Fish Wardens—P. R. Bowley, and
Interest on town debt, $1000.
or “Camden road.”
son, 5 no, 2 yes.
not asking for more money.” said he,
S. A. Watts.
pleasant and sometimes downright serious. But
....
From the excise tax on automobiles
City Physician—Dr. F. O. Bartlett, “I am simply asking a redistribution
Fish Committee—The selectmen
$1599 was appropriated to be applied
FRIENDSHIP
in many cases this state of affairs is entirely un
5 no, 2 yes.
of the fund so that we may retain
and fish wardens.
on both roads, and make arrange
AU
attendance
records were broken
Tax Collector—T. E. McInnis, 4 no, these Important departments. All
The selectmen will act as road com
necessary. Almost everyone can save some
FRIDAY, MARCH 11
ments if possible to improve the town at yesterday's town meeting in 3 yes.
but one of the High School teachers
missioners.
thing against the time when they will need a few
8.00 P. M.
road.
Friendship when over 500 persons
Health Officer—Dr. James Kent, 5 voted to donate 3 percent of their
Appropriations:
It was voted to accept the legacy were on hand to witness an amicable no, 2 yes.
hundred dollars unexpectedly.
wages, and about 90 percent of the
K. of P. Hall, Rockland
Support common schools, $5300.
of $2153 from the estate of Sarah E. and interesting session. The appro
Fire Chief—W. S. Pettee, 7 no.
grade teachers were favo’able to It."
School supplies, $750.
A meeting of vital importance.
Hilt, interest to be spent in behalf of priations amounted to $15,669 which
Assistant Engineer—Albert C. Mc
Commenting upon the cut ln the
Repairs on school buildings, $400.
Break all engagements and get
Frequently these situations appear without
the High School and a like amount is $1862 less than the 1931 total of Intosh, 5 no, 2 yes.
school
department Mayor Richard
there
High School, $2000.
from the same source was accepted $17,531. An entirely new board of
warning but to men and women who have saved
Commissioner of Public Works— son said that some of the other de
29*20
Fuel for High School, $125.
for the library.
selectmen was put In office and it was Benjamin B. Bisbee, 6 no, 1 yes.
partments had been cut 50 percent.
a few dollars a week from their regular income
Roads and bridges, $4000.
♦♦♦*
voted not to change the present twoCity Solicitor—E. W. Pike, 5 no,
“Was the school committee In
Sidewalks,
$250.
they are not insurmountable. Have you made
ST. GEORGE
year High School plan. John B. 2 yes.
formed
of this move?” asked \Her
Maintenance third class roads.
About 600 persons attended St. Mitchell was moderator and Romney
preparations for the future or are you living
City Auditor—Harold Thomas, 6 man Tirrell.
no, 1 yes.
The best selection and service $1500.
“It was not,” replied Supt, Toner.
George town meeting yesterday in one Collamore, clerk. The officers:
from day to day and from week to week, relying
Support of poor, $5000.
First Selectman—Riley Bradford.
City Treasurer—J. E. Stevens, 6
“
Then I move that it be referred
of
the
liveliest
sessions
in
years.
G.
Snow bills, $1800.
upon luck to pull you through? The best course
Second selectman — Melvin B. no, 1 yes.
back to the committee before any
Miscellaneous, $2000.
N. Baohelder wielded the gavel and Lawry.
ROCKLAND, ME.
♦♦••
action is taken here," said Alderman
is to deposit a few dollars each week in a savings
Officers’ salaries, $2200.
C. E. Wheeler served as clerk. Fred
28-tf
Third Selectman—Lawreston B.
Ralph
H.
Tibbetts
was confirmed as Tirrell.
Electric
street
lights,
$525.
account at this bank.
Smalley and C. H. Smalley contested Davis.
And that’s how the incident ended.
weigher of coal for the Central Maine
»
Hydrants, $600.
Assessors—Riley Bradford, L. P. Power Company and James E. Rob
for the first selectman’s berth with
These traverse jurors were drawn;
Cutting bushes on Improved roads,
Wlnchenbach, W. A. Bradford.
Pearl E. Borgerson, Albert C. Jones,
erts
was
confirmed
as
constable,
victory
going
to
the
former.
These
$125.
School Committee—Charles MurSusie A. Ames and Nellie M. Wil Albert R. Marsh, Harry Be/ man,,Hor
were elected:
During this month I will extract Patrolling State highway, $385.20. officers
Phy.
liams were confirmed as Democratic ace E. Lamb, Frank Gardner and
First
Selectman
—
Fred
Smalley.
teeth by my painless process for Gravel roads, (in outlying districts,
Treasurer—L. C. Morton.
election officials in Ward 6, and Effie Francis Reardon.
Second Selectman—Fred Seavey.
One-half Price. Other work at a
Constables—J. L. Stevens, Stanley M. Clarke and Clarence E. Ulmer
Changes in the highway at the
Discount. My main reason for
Third Selectman—Winfred Tabbutt.
this is, I find many who are not
were confirmed as Democratic elec Junction of Maverick street. Old
Treasurer and collector—Joseph P. Poland.
earning much this winter and
Fire Warden—J. L. Stevens.
County road and Lake avenue, in
tion officials in Ward 7.
Simmons.
ROCKLAND
cannot afford to pay from $2 to $5
Road Commissioner—Levi P. Noyes.
volving the acquirement of certain
The
nominations
were
preceded
by
School
Committee
—
Ernest
Rawley.
for having a tooth removed.
Tax Collector—A. H. Morton.
a brisk running debate in the course land were ordered.
Road
Commissioner
—
A.
J.
Rawley.
Work
done
by
appointment
only.
—
AT
—
Camden,
Union,
Warren,
Vinalhaven
Health Officer—W. H. Hahn, M. D. of which Alderman L. W. Benner
The Impossibility of the city mak
A lively tilt over the road commis
DR. J. II. DAMON, Dentist
The
appropriations:
Owl’s Head Town Hall
ing airport expenditures was report
good
naturedly
expressed
his
disgust,
sioner
took
place
with
three
entrants
Tel. 1203-W
Rockland
Fire department, $100.
and declared that In the interest of ed by the committee.
26T38
WEDNESDAY, MAR. 9 in the first vote, C. M. Thompson, A.
Interest, $700.
Myron Young and other petitioners
the taxpayers it was high time that
J. Rawley and Forrest Morris. In
8..00 P. M
Snow removal, $200.
some agreement be reached, and he withdrew their request to have Dunthis instance Mr. Thompson had the
Music By
Roads and bridges, $50.
suggested that the Board of Aldermen ton avenue accepted as a city street,
largest number of votes but after
Library, $100.
Haskell’s Orchestra
engage a lawyer to see what its rights with the understanding that improve
some argument it was decided that a
Schools, $5000.
He suggested Rodney I. ments are to be made upon it.
were.
ADMISSION 25 CENTS
majority was necessary and on the
29*lt second vote, with Mr. Morris retiring, School superintendent, $250.
School repairs, $375.
the vote stood Rawley 191, Thompson
Insurance, lights, $150.
166.
High School tuition, $375.
24-HOUR
Appropriations this year amounted
ELECTRICAL SERVICE
School Physician, $50.
while last year $38,262. It
Associated Press reports this mom- [ in daily upon the Lindbergh home
Let us install those fixtures you are to$35,525,
Public health nurse, $66.
is
worthy
of
note
that
$4000
was
voted
ing have no more definite clues to and this is opened personally by the
buying for spring house cleaning.
Why not do that wiring job now? to pay on the town debt and $1000 to State Aid road, $726.
offer in solution of the Lindbergh kid family. Four to five hundred tele
And remember: Your electric re pay a road bond, a fine record. The Third class road, $757.
napping than at any time since the grams come daily.
frigerator may be “getting by” now. sum of $1599 was voted to roads to Support of poor, $4000,
child was taken from his nursery I------------------Will it continue to do so during the secure State Aid.
Highways, $600.
last Tuesday night.
I c Merle M. Messer of Union, N. F.
hot weather? Let us look it over
Town officers, $1500.
„
, Spear of Cushing and Warren J,
before the breaking point is reached The appropriations:
Two
letters
received
Sunday
are|
BU]ings of vinalhaven have been
Highway patrolman, $170.
Support of schools, $11,500.
CLARKE-KALER, Inc.
thought to be authentic and from the ' drawn for service on the petit jury in
Electric
lights,
$300.
Wiring Repairs Refrigeration Support of poor, $3000.
same source as the original note left U. S. District Court, Portland,
50-50 road, $50.
Phone 903-W
Rockland Miscellaneous bills, $2500.
pinned to the window sill at the time ,
The Republican caucus tonight at
P. O. Box 132
Clark
road,
$100.
Town officers’ salaries, $2100.
the child was stolen. One is typed, 7.30 will be held in the main court
Finntown
road,
$300.
Town debt, $4000.
the other written, and they state that room at the Court House for the pur
Advertising Maine, $50.
)[
pose of selecting delegates to the
Repair of schools, $200.
"the baby is safe.'
••«•
To pay road bond, $1000.
Henry Johnson, sweetheart of the State Convention.—adv.
OWL’S HEAD
School insurance, $225.
baby’s nurse, Betty Gow, is still be
Owl’s Head voters had a quiet and ing detained by police. A witness has YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Snow bUls, $800.
harmonious session yesterday and come forward to sustain Johnson’s
Roads and bridges, $2400.
If I had to live my life again I would
elected these officers:
Third-class roads, $475.
story of his movements the night of have made a rule to read some poetry
and listen to some music at least once
Moderator—John F. Whalen.
Three town Act, State Aid road,
the kidnapping, identifying Johnson a week The loss of these, tastes Is a losa
Town Clerk—'Mrs. Abbie Heard.
$1599.
as the man who gave him an automo of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
Selectmen — Herbert Montgomery, bile ride that night and this is regard
Maintenance State Highway, $666.
ACROSS THE MILES
J. Dana Knowlton and George Has ed as important.
Mothers’ aid, $480.
True friendship! with the thought ap
pears
Such Good Food
kell.
Health nurse, $100.
Enough mail to fill a barrel pours
Your Jolly face, your happy smiles.
We
may
not meet for days or years
Town
Treasurer
and
Tax
Collector
Removal of bushes, $500.
But let's shake hands across the miles.
$1500; sidewalks, $75; town roads and
Tenant’s Harbor and Port Clyde —Ralph J. Ph 11 brook.
let s shake hands across the miles.
It was voted to have no road com bridges, $500; Ballyhack road, $500; Aye.
All Home Cooking street lights, $550.
The miles of sea. the miles of shore.
missioner.
Mrs.
J.
D.
Knowlton
was
And
trust
the kindly afterwhiles
Creek
road,
$500;
State
aid
road
Insurance
school
busses,
$210.
Specials Served Daily
May bring us face to face once more.
Special appropriations total, $1475. elected a member of the school com work, $2665: tarviyoad, $1600; cal
Try our 25, 35, 50c Dinners
mittee for three years. The State Au cium chloride, $50; third class road Though one may gaze on fields of snow.
Baseball field maintenance, $200.
The other look on fields of green.
maintenance, $137; poor department, We re old-time comrades still. I know;
It was voted to pay $1000 as an in ditors will audit the town books.
No matter are the miles between.
Appropriations: Common Schools, $300; Mothers’ Aid, $250; interest on
ducement to a doctor settling in town.
Opposite Perry’s Market
The
fates have lured us far apart:
town voted to accept the newly $1600; school repairs, $200: text temporary loans, $150: street lights,
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS
ROCKLAND, - MAINE | The
I miss you. and I miss your smiles.
completed baseball field and appro books, $160; school supplies, $65; High $330; officers’ salaries, $675; school But friendship holds us heart to heart.
Service: 5 A. M. to 7 P. M. priated $200 for Its maintenance.
So let's shake hands across the miles,
School tuition, $1300; current expense, nursing, $61.

253969

25c 39c 69c
E. O’B. GONIA
This is no joke

SPORTSMEN AND
LANDOWNERS

R-A-D-I-O-S

House-Sherman, Inc.

SECURITY TRUST

DENTAL NOTICE

Company

DANCE

Confused!

WHERE IS BABY LINDBERGH?

HARDESTY’S
PEERLESS FLOUR

Has been sold to the housewife in this territory for the past 25 years
During which time a number of brands of Peerless Flour have
come and gone from the market, but HARDESTY’S PEERLESS
has steadily increased in sales, thus proving it’s of the highest

quality.

Accept from your grocer

NONE but HARDESTY’S PEERLESS FLOUR

ROCKLAND WHOLESALE GROCERY CO.

at PENOBSCOT GRILL

PENOBSCOT GRILL

,

—James Ball Naylor.

BY MEN’S CHORUS

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Rockland. Me., March 8. 1932.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle.
Who on oath declares that he ls Press
man ln the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the Issue of this paper of
March 5, 1932, there was printed a total
Of 6193 copies.
W. H. BUTLER.
Notary Public.

He that is faithful in that which is
least, is faithful also in much: and
he that is unjust in the least, is un
just also in much.—Luke 16:10.
The meeting of the local W.C.T.U.
Friday is listed on the program as
"A Day With the Treasurer” and will
meet with Miss Ada B. Young at her
home on North Main street. As a
part of the “Hold Fast and Go For
ward” campaign, it is desired that as
many members as possible, who have
not already done so, pay their dues
at this time. This is an open meet
ing and members may invite their
friends. An interesting program is
being arranged for the afternoon be
ginning at 2.30, followed by a social
time. For the convenience of mem
bers who are occupied during the day.
Including clerks, teachers and mothers
the meeting will be continued through
the evening with special music and
other entertaining features. Refresh
ments will be served.

The BPW Club as a part of the ob
servance of National Business Wom
en's Week holds its regular monthly
meeting Thursday evening, with Mrs.
Maud Clark Gay of Waldoboro, as
speaker. Mrs. Gay. who is secretary
of the Maine Federation of Women's
Clubs, is a magnetic speaker, always
bearing a message of vital interest.
Her topic will be "Public Relations."
The social part of the meeting will
be in keeping with St. Patrick's Day,
with supper at 6.30 served in cabaret
style. A play. "The Meaning of the
Emblem," will be presented, and Mrs.
Gladys Morgan will contribute a
group of Irish songs.

Miss Margaret Hannigan, R.N., of
Northampton. Mass., has been chosen
as superintendent of nurses to fill j
the vacancy at Knox Hospital |
caused by the resignation of Mrs.
Nettie B. Lord. Miss Hannigan. who
comes highly recommended, is a
graduate of the Coolidge-Dickinson
Hospital of Northampton, with post
graduate work at the Yale School
of Nursing, and special courses at
Simmons College. She has had op
portunity in the past to meet many
Rockland people through visits with
her aunt, Mrs. David L. McCarty..
There are certain unmistakable
signs of spring in the air and among
them are the vocal demonstrations
by our uncounted colony of seagulls,
seldom heard except when spring is
near at hand. To the untutored ear
there is no music in the screaming
of the seagulls, but to those of us
who have been imbibing the tang of
the sea since we were knee high to
a grasshopper it has an appeal al
most as strong as “Aida” has for the
lovers of operatic music. And there's
certainly a marked difference in the
admission fee.

A meeting has been called for
Thursday afternoon at 2.30 at the
Chamber of Commerce rooms of the
executive and church committees of
the Thrift Shop, and also of the
townspeople who are interested in
this project and would like to see it
continued for another year. A good
attendance is urged, for it is im
portant to get the voice of the citizens in considering the continuance
of this work which has proved so
valuable during the fall and winter
season.

Every-Other-Day
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“ON MY SET’

Silsby’s Flower Shop

Sunday Concert Was Alto
gether a Credit To Knox
County Club
Those who attended the concert
given Sunday afternoon in the Uni
versalist Church by the Knox Coun
ty Men's Chorus were afforded a
musicsal treat of high order, the
group of men comprising this organi
zation proving unquestionably that
Knox County has a men's singing
club that compares favorably with
those of larger cities. With S. T.
Constantine wielding the baton,
these singers displayed unusually fine
diction and rich tonal quality, well
balanced. Careful attention was also !
given to phrasing, attack and ex- j
pression. The program:
Untold, Ye Portals from "The Redemp-1
tion" ................... -..........-.......... Gounod j
(Incidental solos, Harold Green)
When We Stand Before the King ............
............. -............................. George Nevln
How Long Wilt Thou Forget Me ..............
...................... -............... Pflueger-Hartz
One Sweetly Solemn Thought. Ambrose !
In Heavenly Love Abiding. Brown-Bustln !
Lord of Our Life ............. George Nevln
(Incidental solos. Chester Wyllie)
While the Years Are Rolling Bv. Herndon
At Midnight ........................ Dudley Buck I
Goin' Home—(By request). Dvorak-Fisher [

Mrs. Constantine at the piano j
provided sympathetic accompani- |
ments and as an offertory solo played '
Thome's "Under the Leaves."
These members of the Chorus were
present: First tenors, Harold W. j
Green, Chester Wyllie, Frank Tib- j
betts and S. T. Constantine; second ,
tenors, Carleton Porter. Gerald Mar- 1
gerson, Fred H. Haining, Charles J
Merriam, Dr. L. W. Hart; first bass.
Raymond K. Green. E. F. Berry’,
Henry Pendleton, John Robinson,
William Manning; second bass, Ros
coe McKinney, Dr. Samuel Tib
betts, Adin L. Hopkins, Joseph A.
Brewster and Robert B. Magune.
The audience noted with interest
the presence of Dr. Tibbetts, who
even though he has passed the four
score year mark, still possesses in a
marked degree the rich bass voice of
former years. He displays a devoted
interest in the chorus.
In listening to these men sing, it
can be well understood why their
work has attracted such favorable
attention wherever they have ap
peared. Plans are in progress for
future concerts. Mr. Constantine an
nouncing the next to be at Masonic
Temple Palm Sunday. A program of
secular music is also being outlined
Sunday's concert was given under
the auspices of Group 6 of the Uni
versalist Church, with Mrs. Gladys
S. Morgan as chairman.
Rev
George H. Welch, pastor of the
church, assisted in giving prayer a
scripture reading and also a' brief
address on the relation of music to
the church.
E. R. Veazie, Dr. E. W. Peaslee. J.
F. Knight and Almon B. Cooper
acted as ushers.
I

THE BOY SCOUTS

Thirty-Three At Court of
Honor—The Awarding of
Badges

H

Doan’s Pills

Carefully choose
your foods
Trade at NationWide Stores con
fident that, the
many items on
sale are selected
for fine quality
at lowest possi
ble prices.

BASKETBALL LEAGUE ENDS
League basketball for Knox and 10 teams had weathered the battle:
Lincoln Counties jdrew to a close last
Boys' Division
week, well deserved championship
Won Lost
PC
being won by the Rockland High Rockland ......... .. 8
1.000
0
.75(1
School boys and Camden High School Camden ........... 6
2
Thomaston ...... . 3
.375
girls.
5
Beth teams emerged from a long Lincoln Ackd. .. 2
6
.250
season of gruelling battles with clean Rockport .........
1
7
.125
slates, the Rockland boys leaving no
Girl’ s Divis ion
doubt as to the superiority of their
Won Lost
P.C.
0
court machinery, while the Camden Camdefi ........... 8
1.000
.750 !
6
2
girls nut on the finishing touch in a Rcckland .......
.375
5
decisive manner when they defeated Lincoln Acad. .. .. 3
5*
.286 1
the Rockland girls in that Friday Rockport ......... .. 2
6’
.143
j Thomaston ...... 1
night, thriller.
And when the season's powder
• Rockport and Tho maston played
smoke cleared away this is how the ' a tie game.

NATION-WIDE SERVICE GROCERS
SPECIALS—WEEK OF MARCH 7

CODFISH S IC P and G Soap }1OC
MORGAN’S CREAMED
CHICKEN a 25c
Chipped Beef

one Life, and two Eagles.

pects to begin work March 15.

vy

£.15*

WITH

Ward’s Sponge CaKe

HERSHEY’S

Hakes Delicious Shortcake

ALMOND BAR

A Variety of Shapes and Prices

Mother’s Oats

Large

WITH ALUMINUM

Calo c£;r Food
JUMBO GLOVES

BRILLO
HOYT’S BUT>A-KISS
GOLD DUST

Beech-Nut Mustard

Maith General
Newspaperfavice

COD FISH

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

STRAWBERRIES
1/

MORGAN’S CREAMED

MEYER. BOTH

&

CaL Pea Beans «£, 1OC

MORGAN’S CREAMED

THREE

Cuts & Copy

North Haven, Me.

thc

law

Thc battrc

Has

Tired, Nervous and Depressed?

m?nthIy court °f honor was
^day night at the Methodist
, served after the customary business
FRIENDSHIP
Church. There were 14 Troop 2
and social afternoon.
Scouts, 13 Thomaston Scouts, four
Mrs. Phoebe Burns has returned
WITH THE BOWLERS
j Scouts from Troop 3, and two from
The wags are telling it at Harry
Self made champions! This term from a visit with relatives and friends i Lauder's expense, but I wager a pret
i Troop 1. Executive A. Kenneth Mc
in
Portland
and
Boston.
Cartney
presided,
Judge
Miles
being
might
well
be
applied
to
the
Kicka

j
zel he hadn’t a thing to do with it.
absent on business. Edgar Libby, poo bowling team wnich has known
Burnham & Morrill's clam factory
At any rate, the story goes that
Thomaston’s Scoutmaster was sud what it means to trail, even as it opened Feb. 29. There are 40 women 1 Harry was playing golf one bitter
denly called out of town, and the now so finely exemplifies Maine's employed there besides the usual cold day. At the end of the round he
Levi T. Patterson of Freeport is a Troop w’as led by Assistant Scoutmas motto, "Dirigo." Here is the pres- quota of men. A. Dwight Wotton has slipped something into the caddie's I
taken the place of James Murphy as hand and said kindly, “That's for a j
the Knox C
candidate for State Senator in Cum ter Morgan. Scoutmasters, White- 1
engineer.
berland County after serving two hill and Kimball of Troop 2 and 3, i League:
glass of hot whisky; my man.”
W L P.C. P.F
terms in the House. Should Mr. Pat and Assistant Scoutmaster Aylward ;
Twenty-six members of the 4-H
The caddie opened his hand and
Kickapoo,
9 1 .900 2500 Club met with Mrs. William H Hahn discovered a lump of sugar!—New
terson and Albert C. McLoon of of Troop 2 served on the court’
Before it was opened the boys j Gulf Ref. Co.
14 6 .700 5.531 Saturday afternoon. Ice cream was; York Morning Telegraph.
Rockland both have seats in the
9 6 .600 4.258
next Maine Senate they ought to played games under the direction of Federals,
Texacos,
8 7 .534
find plenty to talk about between Scoutmaster Kimball.
Mr. McCartney explained the rights I Boiler Makers,
10 10 .500
sessions, as they were baseball op
10 10 .500 5.482
ponents 30-odd years ago. Patterson of the court and gave an interesting Perry's Market,
7 13 .350
also pitched for the Rockland team account of the merit badges offered Barbers,
in 1910. One of the higher tests was Burpee Fur. Co.,
2 13 .134
a short time.
to place a stake in the ground, and | A. & P„
1 9 .100
fell
a
tree
so
that
it
would
drive
in
The call for the Republican caucus
the
stake.
He
remarked
that
he
did
,
Registering only four century
tonight at the Court room in the
know of any Scout who had won strings the American Legion team
Court House is for 7.30 at w’hich time not
that award.
from Orono was sadly outclassed at
delegates will be chosen for the State
Court procedure was snappy, and the Recreation alleys Saturday night
Convention of March 31 and such interesting.
Second class tests were
other business transacted as may on the program. Second class badges by the Rockland Legionnaires, who |
come before the meeting. Chairman were awarded Scouts Somers, Gregory hung up 10 century strings. Vance I
Oafver of the City Committee is and Chandler by their Scoutmaster. Norton led the procession with an
average of nearly 104. and capping
anxious for all Republicans desiring Harold Whitehill.
the evening's climax when he pro
or willing to make the Portland trip
Bronze Palms were awarded to duced his 135 string. The summary:
to attend the meeting.
Eagle Scouts who have gained five
Rockland
Legion—Valley,
492;
merit badges additional to the 12 re
A St. Petersburg, Fla. postcard ar quired for Eagle. A period of six Perry, 472; Stimson, 479; Brewer,
rived on the souvenir editor's desk months must elapse between the 491; Norton, 519; total. 2453.
Orono Legion — Needham, 445;
yesterday, and it required only two awarding of Eagle and Palms. Ap
glances to show that it was from plicants were: Eagle Scouts Aylward George, 478; Peters, 419; Tucker,
“Jose” Hobbs ctf Camdeni who is and Chase of TrooD 2. and Morgan of 468; Danchez, 465; total, 2275.
The Texacos defeated the Barbers
rusticating in that vicinity. “I saw Troop 10. Palms will be awarded at
1473 to 1388 last night, taking four
Judge Hurley yesterday,” he writes, next Court.
of the five points.
“and he looked fit to play baseball
Star Scout rank was awarded to
with Frank Whitney on the mound,” Scout Richard Anderson of Troop 2.
HOPE
Merit badges were awarded, the
Miss Estelle Bartlett went to Rock
Half a dozen scallop boats navi first being dramatics, won by Eagle
gate the Monroe Island beds these Scout Chase. The test just came land Saturday for a few days’ visit
days, netting perhaps eight to ten out. and there is not even a badge with her sister Mrs. Leroy Coombs.
Miss Mary C. Barrett is spending
gallons a boat. The price to the made yet. All are proud that it was
a few weeks with her cousin Miss
fishermen has averaged around $1.75 won by a Rockland Scout.
Merit badges in carpentry were Lizzie Bartlett ln Rockland.
a gallon.
awarded to Scout Staples, Troop 2,
Mr. and Mrs, E. N. Hobbs, daugh
The rapidly changing panorama and Scout Cook of Troop 10; automo- ters Marion and Harleth and son
at the cement plant attracts the at biling and machinery, Scout Morgan, Wilfred were in Searsmont Sunday i
tention of all who pass. What an Troop 10; firemanship, Scout Doni- visiting at the homes of Mr. Hobbs'1
insatiable appetite for limeroek those lono. Troop 10; cooking. Scout Upham, sisters, Mrs. James Robbins and
Troop 10; personal health, Scout Mrs. Leland Johnson.
Crushers must have.
Cook. Troop 10; wood carving, Scout
Mrs. Hugh Pendleton and two chil
master Whitehill and Acting Assist dren visited her mother Mrs. Lillian
AVENGE O I.ORI): AROUSE US!
ant Percy Young of Troop 2; wood Fletcher in Lincolnville last week.
I For The Courier-Gazette |
Herbert Hall of Appleton is work- ‘
Can It be true this shocking news we working. Whitehill; farm home and
hear.
its planning. Assistant Scoutmaster ing for Herbert Hardy.
Snatched from Its mother's arms this Aylward, Troop 2;
leathercraft,
Miss Evelyn Marriner was the guest
child so dear.
Scoutmaster Kimball, Troop 3.
of Mr. and Mrs. Albion P. Allen in
And by Inhuman wretches borne away?
For those who are wondering why Lincolnville two days last week.
Avenge O Lord, these stricken hearts we
pray.
the Scoutmasters are going up for
A whist party for the street lights
Alas! Alas' That in this land can dwell, merit badges, it is explained that all benefit fund held in the hall Satur
These fiends with hearts impulsed from members of the Merit Badge Club of day evening was well attended.
1
deepest hell.
Honor, must get at least one merit
These Hope Grangers motored to
Who bootleg, bandit, kidnap, murder, badge everv Court.
steal.
South Hope Saturday and attended
Court adjourned at 9. The next an interesting meeting of Knox Po
And stain wtth crimson crimes the com
monweal .
will be held the first Friday in April. mona which was entertained by South
c * ♦ *
Hope Grange: E. L. True, Mrs. Kath
Not at one home ls struck these devilThe new Troop at the Free Will erine True, Mr. and Mrs. E. N. Hobbs,
blows.
That mock all benefits that law bestows; Church under Scoutmaster Wixson. Mrs. Olive Noyes, Mrs. Bessie Hardy,
They menace every home with fear and | and Acting Assistant Chase, held its
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Ludwig, Mrs.
blood.
These craven curs who sneer the com first meeting Monday night. There Eleanor Payson, Miss Estelle Bart
were
12
bovs
present,
and
more
are
mon good.
expected next meeting. Mr. Wixson lett, Mrs. Addie Marriner and Mrs.
|
It ls no foreign foe we need to fear,
Is an excellent leader and we all wish Emma Simmons.
That might from lands across the seas
Mrs. Fannie Brown spent thc week
him luck. He has planned a get-to
come near:
The peril ours these godless ones within. gether committee Meeting next Tues end with her sister Mrs. Abbie Howe
in Camden.
Without restraint of law. conscience or dav night.
sin.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Kimball and
The new South Thomaston troop
had its second meeting Friday, with a family are getting ready to move to
Arouse us Lord that ln thy Holy Name,
Rockport where Mr. Kimball has a
The land may act to rid Itself of shame; large attendance.
Lest In rejection of our faith and God.
position as caretaker of the Henry’
Troop
2
has
but
three
Tenderfoot
Come anarchy. Judgment and Ichabod.
Scouts now. There are three Stars, estate on Beauchamp Point. He ex
Henry Felton Huse.

.

Yj, , p.

Couldn’t Raise
* Hand to Head
Neuritis Pains Stopped Like Magic
By Fast-Working Ru-No-Ma

.underworld, waged every day in
Added Department W ith j every large city, is the basis of one of
For centuries peo
Expert In Charge
! the most dramatic stories ever given
ple have sought
------the screen, in "The Beast of the |
something that would
quickly relieve the
Sflsby's Flower Shop, 371 Main j clty» spectacular drama of city lifp, I
agonizing pains of
March political winds, having without much trouble, picked up 20 street, Rockland, announces the in- which wlll come for Wednesday aad
rheumatism, neuritis
shredded the legislative truce flag on delegates more in Kansas bringing his
and lumbago. If first
3 doses of Ru-No-Ma
Capitol Hill, shift to New England total there to 10. and 12 in Louisiana, auguration of a landscaping and gar- Thursday.
fall to do this very
dening
service.
This
service
will
inThe
picture
ls
literally
a
cross'
this week to stir up the first voting where two factions named Hoover
thing druggist will
refund money. Don’t
contest for the Democratic Presiden delegates to develop the first seating elude among other things the design section of the political structure of!
lose
hope Just because
tial nomination between the rivcl contest. Hoover forces also claim 11 and construction of flower gardens, ;
. . .
n
all other medicines
foundation
plantings
and
aU
other
the
ty
P'
cal
metropolitan
city.
It,
camps of Roosevelt and Smith.
delegates at large from New York al
failed.' ' Ru-No-Ma
home ground developments as well as shows the linkage of underworld and j contains no opiates or narcotics—absolutely
The present and former New York ready named, but uninstruoted.
harmless. Why waste time with anything
Governors come to grips in New
Last week saw no change in the the maintenance of grounds already I political machine and depicts the ota- that doesn’t stop your pain. If Ru-No-Ma
Hampshire today in the first presi Democratic delegate lineup. Of the laid out.
stacles faced by the police in honest i does that you know you wlll get,well.
dential preference primary.
64 already chosen, 22 from Oklahoma
Edward D. Johnson has been cn- j jaw enforcement. Intimate glimpses C. H. Moor & Co.,322 Main Street,
Supporters of the victor undoubt are instructed for Gov. Murray; 20 gaged for this purpose and is avail-I of the private lives of the police, the
Rockland, Maine
edly’ will seize upon the advantage for from Louisiana are uninstructed, 16 able immediately to anyone desiring ♦ truth about the “third degree” and
"Father^ did Edison make the first
all it is worth in gauging eastern from Washington State are for such work.
[ spectacular police raids form excitRoosevelt, and Murray camps. A | Mr. Johnson's training equips him 1 jng episodes of the plot. The large talking-machine?"
sentiment.
"No, my son, God made the first
Full delegate slates pledged to the primary there April 24 will settle the to handle such projects weU.
He , cast is headed by Walter Huston who talking-machine, but Edison made
opposing candidates are in the field issue.
received a degree in Horticulture from scored in “The Criminal Code,”— the first one that could be cut off.’’—
Roosevelt, by reason of having the
Although the Democrats are de the University of Maine, class of 1927, a(jv.
Wataugan.
support of most state leaders, is be veloping campaign talking points in after which he did two years' gradu—————
lieved by most observers to have the Congress, particularly concerning ate work in landscape gardening at 1
Federal economy and unemployment the Massachusetts State College. The ,
edge.
Roosevelt managers are undecided relief. Republican leaders ar? growing course given there is one of the finest
whether to enter him in Massachu more hopeful and apparently are let of its kind in the country. Since then |
setts. As matters stand now the Ver ting opposition assaults go by the i Mr. Johnson has been employed in
Health Suffers When Kidneys
mont Democratic convention May 18 boards in hope that time will show the landscape and nursery business j
Do Not Act Right
probably will see a fight for Roose the wisdom of the Hoover program.
in Massachusetts. He comes here
velt. Smith, and an uninstructed dele
Senator Moses of New Hampshire. from The Little 'Tree Farms in Fram- j
EEI) promptly a nngging
gation.
[ a White House visitor Friday, said the ingham with unusually fine recom
backache, with bladder ir
Both Democrats and Republicans Democrats are "clearly showing their mendations.
regularities and a tired, nervous,
will choose 32 delegates each this fright.”
depressed feeling. They may warn
It is hoped that all who contem- J
week. This will bring the Democratic
"The swing is toward the Presi plate the beautification of their
of some disordered kidney or
bladder eoudition.
total already selected to 96, the Re dent," he claimed.
grounds whether their plans com-,
publican to 65. Each party will have
Five other Democratic; Presidential prise merely a small bed of flowers
Users everywhere rely on Doan’s
1154 votes in the June conventions, possibilities kept in the picture dur or a complete development of their
Pills. Thc sale of millions of boxes
with 770, or two-thirds necessary’ 'o ing the week.
annually attests to Doan's popu
property will avail themselves of this
nominate for the Democrats and 578. , Speaker Garner received the sup opportunity to obtain expert assist-;
larity. Your dealer lias Doan's.
a majority, for the Republicans.
port of the House Democratic whip,
By so doing much experimental
Besides New Hampshire, which Jlso McDuffie of Alabama, and he was ance.
A Diuretic
chooses 11 Republican delegates virtually assured of a place in the work may be avoided and the chances
for
for
success
in
this
art,
the
popu
’
arity
Tuesday. Kansas, South Carolina and Nebraska primary April 12 along with of which is ever increasing, will be
the Kidneys
Minnesota will select by the older Roosevelt and Murray.
convention method during the week.
"Alfalfa Bill.” who claims the sup assured.—adv.
Or> the same day as the New- port of the common people and scorns
Hampshire primary. Kansas Republi that of the politicians, carried his
cans will name seven delegates at ] sweeping campaign into North Da
large and the Tolbert faction will kota with seven speeches, saw and
convene in South Carolina to name talked with a brother there for the
ROCKLAND DISTRICT
14 more Republican delegates. The first time in 34 years, and laid tenta
Hambright faction meets there April tive Dlans to stump Florida.
26 to name a similar slate. Both fac
Governor Ritchie of Maryland went
tions claim authority, promising an boldly Into the South with an anti
other seating contest for the national prohibition speech.
He told the
convention to decide.
South Carolina Legislature that “our
Wednesday. Minesota will name 24 greatest progress toward temperance
delegates to the Democratic conven was made before we mixed morals,
tion. Seven counties are sending politics, and legislation all up to
delegations to the state meeting gether.”
pledged to Roosevelt. The others are
Bowing to the wishes of their lead
sending uninstructed groups with er. Missouri Democrats set March 28
some favorable to Smith.
for the state convention to name 36
The Republicans, who foresee delegates for former Senator James
President
Hoover's renomination i A. Reed.

And This One Is Not In China But New Hampshire
Roosevelt Versus Al Smith

The deep interest which we
have all felt in the welfare of
the Lindbergh baby has found
no keener expression than the
eagerness with which we have all
tuned in on any station which
might afford a glimmer of infor
mation however slight In no
other way could the value of the
radio so have tremendously
impressed itself upon the world
than in this emergency when its
facilities have speeded and ex
tended the search to such a re
markable degree.
Daily, except Saturday and
Sunday, during the present week
at 12.25 p. m., questions of milk
production and marketing will
be discussed by experts. Fur
thermore. farmers will be en
couraged to send their questions
to Prof. M. C. Bond, at the State
College of Agriculture at Ithaca.
Breck’s Sunday night talks
over WEEI, from 7.30 to 7.50 are
taking on special interest now
that it is so near the time to con
sider flower and vegetable gar
dens. Next Sunday night Breck’s
listeners will hear a great deal
about “annuals," a subject dear
to the heart of all posy raisers.
The United States Merchant
Marine and its relations to ag
riculture will be discussed by
H. G. Smith, shipbuilder and
president of the National Coun
cil of American Shipbuilders, in
a talk from WGY, during the
farm program. Friday, at 8.30
p. m. Mr. Smith was at one
time general manager of the
Fore River Shipbuilding Corpo
ration and I came into personal
contact with him on several oc
casions when warships built at
Quincy, Mass., were being tried
on the Rockland course.
“Wabash Moon," the familiar
melody with which Morton Dow
ney sang his way to fame, will
be sung again by Downey Thurs
day, in the Camel Quarter Hour
broadcast over the Columbia
Broadcasting System. The pro
gram will originate in Chicago,
in which city the program is
making personal stage appear
ances. Jacques Renard and the
Camel Orchestra will interpolate
several orchestral numbers and
Tony Wons will query “Are You
Listenin’ ” from the city in which
he first made his mark in radio.
The Rainbow Hour program of
the First Baptist Church of this
city over Station WLBZ Wed
nesday, 6.15 to 6.45 p. m., will
include Burleigh Sylvester of
Belfast, evangelist, and his song
leader, Stanley Gavitt, who also
plays the accordion exceptionally
well.

STRAND THEATRE

TO DO LANDSCAPING I

IMPORTANT BATTLE TODAY
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TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

March 5-13—Evangelistic services with
Dr. Tucker at First Baptist Church
March 6-12—National BPW Club week
March 7—Lady Knox Chapter. D. A. R..
meets w^h Mrs. Hester Chase. Talbot
avenue.
March 8 <7.30 p. m.)—Republican
caucus at the Court House.
March 8—Public auction party at
Thorndike grill, benefit Washington trip.
March 10—Monthly meeting of BPW
Club.
March 14—Union town meeting.
March 14—Vinalhaven town meeting.
March 14—Cushing town meeting.
March 14—Hope town meeting
March 14—Monthly meeting of Par
ent-Teacher Association.
March 17—St. Patrick's Day.
March 17—Old fashioned costume
supper. Relief Corps.
March 17—St. Patrick's Night enter
tainment by -Sunday School of St. Bernard's Church.
March 19—Spring begins.
March 20—Palm Sunday.
March 21—Camden town meeting.
March 21—Rockport town meeting.
March 21—South Thomaston town
meeting.
March 25—Good Friday.
March 27—Easter Sunday.
March 28—Thomaston town meeting.
March 29-30—Democratic State Con
vention ln Portland.
March 31—Republican State Conven
tion In Portland.
April 1—Student Day program of Ru
binstein Club.
April 4 — Thomaston — Williams- Brasler Post minstrel show.
April 7—Relief Corps play, a mock
wedding.
April 19—Patriot’s Day.
May 6—Intercity meeting of Rotary
Clubs at The Thorndike.
May 30—Memorial Day.
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F.very-Other-Day
There will be a meeting of the
Knox Hospital Alumni Association
at Bok Home for Nurses Wednesday
at 2 o'clock.
C. L. Allen of South Thomaston has
bought the Earl Maxey filling station
at Walker’s Corner. Thomaston and
plans to open it soon, giving a yeararound service.
The Speech Readers Club
tomorrow afternoon at 2.30.
meetings are always open to
ested friends, whether hard of
ing or not.

meets
These
inter
hear

TWO CANDIDATES

You are Cordially Invited

to Inspect a Display of
SPRING WOOLENS
PRESENTED BY MICHAELS-STERN

Sidney B. Jones, Pontiac sales
star with C. W. Hopkins, flashed into
the lime light as a January plaque
winner, and his portrait appears on
the front page of the Service News.
He has three salesmen on his staff.
There will be no meeting of the
Woman's Missionary Society this
week, on account of the meetings be
ing held at the church, for the chil
dren, after school hours. Notice wil'.
be given.

Golden Rod Chapter meets Friday
night. Supper at 6 will have Mrs.
Mary Ladd and Mrs. Grace Veazie
as chairmen. There will be work,
and Mrs. Helen Wentworth will con
tribute vocal solos.

Thurs. and Fri., March 10 and 11

Arthur J. VanZandt
of Michaels, Stern & Company
of Rochester, New York, will

then be at this store to accept

A PLEA FOR HELP

The Educational Club Heard The Thrift Shop Is In Very
Urgent Need of Used
Spear and Martin At Inter
esting Meeting
Clothing
The Friday gathering of the Edu The Thrift Shop is in urgent need
cational Club at Copper Kettle Porch of more clothing to carry its many
proved memorable for its fine attend deserving patrons through the re
ance, excellent speakers and general maining weeks of cold, raw weather
interest. The current events period characteristic of March and April.
conducted by Mrs. Zaida Winslow The present supply is almost com
proved of extraordinary interest be pletely exhausted and the many
cause of the important world events friends of the Thrift Shop are asked
now in progress. Mrs. Olive Rhodes to make one more effort that the
presented an excellent paper on some children be kept comfortable.
The clothing provided earlier in
of the outstanding men and deeds of
the present week supplementing the the year has become much the worse
for wear and in many instances
current events program.
The membership drive goes merrily must be replaced, a circumstance
on as the new faces at the meetings impossible with the present slender
testify. The Kipling playlet put on stock. Many of these children do
by Miss Dorothy Parker of the high I not have warm homes but they
school was much enjoyed with Miss j should at least have enough clothing
Ruth Dondis giving a sketch of the ] to keep them comfortable.
The Willing Workers are thanked
life of the great poet. In the cast
were Maxwell Ames, Stanley Quinn, for five pairs of pants and the
Charles Havener, Dorothy Harvie, Speech Readers Club for a quilt.
Helen Pietrosky, Ruth Hanscom and February donations include used
clothing to 13 families, new cloth
Constance Snow.
Mrs. Reta Robinson gave piano ing including ten pairs mittens, ten
solos and names of Mrs. Jennie M. union suits, five flannel blouses, two
Webb. Dr. Ethel Crie, Mrs. Abbie quilts, four pairs larrigans, leather
Campbell presented. Eight others jacket, sweater, etc.
were suggested and a film shown de
picting Canadian scenery at its best.

AT LAST!
The Impossible Is Achieved
FULL FASHIONED

SILK HOSE

39c
Positively the Most Astounding Value Ever Offered

the Women of Rockland
I

720 Pairs—All Sizes and Colors in This Sale.
A Year Ago These Stockings Sold At $1.00 Per Pair

Burpee Furniture Co. rolls the
orders for clothes made to
ROCKPORT
Forty Club tonight and Gulf Refin
ing Co. and the Boiler Makers will
Hon. Arthur G. Spear, candidate for
your
special
measurements.
/
also battle; Wednesday Federals vs.
WEATHER
Fred A. Norwood W.R.C. will serve
the Republican nomination for gov
Intermittent snow squalls and Perry’s Market and Thursday A. & P.
ernor was present with Mrs. Spear dinner at GAR. hall on town meetThe new spring fabrics are un
vs.
Kickapoo
in
the
Recreational
lowery weather the past few days re
and gave an admirable talk dealing ing day, March 21.
mind us that spring is not here for alley scheduled this week.
with present day issues in this State.
usually distinctive and the
William Carleton has moved his
He said in p&rt:
keeps though as advance signs of that
family from Camden into the D. A.
The
Auxiliary
of
Ralph
Ulmer
pleasant season, mud and marbles
The biggest issue in the State of Whitmore house on Union street.
models pre-eminently correct.
have been evident of late. Yesterday Camp meets tomorrow. The sewing
Maine today is to get a living. I want
Mrs. Robert Carll who has been
cttcle
will
be
held
in
the
afternoon,
to congratulate Governor Gardiner very ill at her home is reported in a
noon temperature was 40 with raw
and
supper
will
be
served
at
6.30
for
east wind. Barometer was very low members and comrades, with Mrs
and the members of his executive I somewhat unproved condition.
council on their recent vote to give j Delmont Ballard and Ronald Bill
and has not begun to rise this morn Jessie Wall, Mrs. Mahala Dyer. Mrs.
ing though the weather vane per Emma Dick and Mrs. Ella Hyland in
Maine labor the preference on high ings, students at University of Maine,
sistently points to northwest, a fair charge. There is Important business
ways. There must be a reduction of were in town over the weekend. Mr.
quarter,, and the forecast was given for the evening session at 7.30.
the tax burden.
With com Billings is a former principal of
ROCKLAND, MAINE
as fair tomorrow.
modity prices falling, incomes getting R.G.S. and was warmly greeted by his
less and values of property less, taxes many friends here.
Rev. J. L. Corson, Miss Alena
James Murphy was home from Young, Mrs. Hope Brewster. Mrs.
must be reduced and economies made
Mrs. Roy Blake of Bar Harbor who
Bangor for the weekend.
in our State government expendi was
Clara Emery and Mrs. Mildred
called here last week on account
tures.
The
1932
State
tax
rate
is
7
Washburn represented Rockland at
of the death of her father, Capt.
mills
which
provides
about
five
mil

Claremont Commandery conferred the regional conference of the Maine
lion dollars; the other $25,000 000 is George W. Stinson, returned home
the Order of the Temple on Charles WiC.T.U. in Bangor, a complete re
night with her husband who
derived from indirect revenue and Sunday
Schofield last night.
port of which, prepared for this
came that day to attend the funeral
bond
issues,
$30,000,000
total.
paper, has been deferred to Thurs
Six and one-third mills is pledged services.
Emery Trafton returned to Boston day’s issue.
Mrs. Effie Veazie was hostess to the
by
statute before we start; 3'it mills
Sunday to resume his studies at
Saturday Night Club at her home on
for
education.
1
mill
for
the
Uni

Northeastern University.
The sudden death of John Philip
Did Rockland have a narrow escape I automobile stopped near him and versity of Maine, % mil! war bond | Russell avenue.
Sopsa, brings regret to all Rockland I
Mrs. Alton Brown entertained the
sinking fund, ’*• mill soldiers' bonuses
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Wood were music lovers, not a few of -whom had | from a, kidnapping Saturday night? , from it emerged a young man with a and 1 mill for the highway depart T Club Thursday evening at the home
rope
in
his
hand,
who
started
for
the
recently called to Norway by the the pleasure of seeing the famous
Such would appear to be the case
of Mrs. E. C. Moran, Jr. in Rockland.
march king direct his equally fa
Burpee boy, and according to the lat ment. One way to reduce the tax
death of Mr. Wood's father.
Mrs. Cacilda Cain who has been
mous band on two occasions in the after listening to the story of Fred ter chased him until he had nearly burden is by cooperation of the Gov
ernor, Council and legislature, backed confined to bed the past month from
old
Farwell
Opera
House.
Sousa's
1
Burpee, 7-year-old son of Mr. and reached his home which is a com- up by the people. The Governor and ; the prevailing epidemic is now able
Dr. Blake Annis has recovered from
lis double-header sick assignment, marches will be heard in more years Mrs. Albert R. Burpee of 104 Lime- ; paratively short distance away.
members of the Budget Committee I to sit up awhile each day.
to come than will be lived by any
nd is again able to be out.
Mrs. Elizabeth Spear returned from
rock street.
Tlie matter was reported to the and the Appropriations Committee
body now on earth.
can, many times, by agreement, get! Camden Saturday having spent a
The
youngster
was
returning
home
police
but
the
green
car
man
with
the
Oscar Ames has returned to Mamany qf the institutions and depart- week at the home of her brother,
Miss Myra Joyce, nurse at Knox from the Public Library when a green rope has not been located.
inicus after spending the past week
ments to reduce expenditures.
j Herbert L. True.
Hospital,
who
has
been
caring
for
vith his family at 200 Main street.
The two greatest forces in Maine The officers of Harbor Light ChapMrs. Eva Sayward of Union since,
and in the nation to assist in stabiliz.- ter. O.E.S., will meet at Masonic
both were in a recent automobile ac
UNION
APPLETON RIDGE
ing bdsiness and employment are the , hall this evening for rehearsal of the
The Universalist Mission Circle cident, was yesterday ordered abed
meets tomorrow at the home of Mrs. by the hospital authorities. Suffer
The Republican caucus will be held
A social get-together was held at Government Reconstruction Finance work. At thc meeting on March 15
R. W. Messer, with luncheon at 12.30. ing from a severe blow in the stom at the American Legion rooms Fri the Baptist Church Wednesday eve Corporation, headed in Maine by ex- degrees will be conferred on two canning. Stereopticon slides were shown Governor Cobb of Rockland, to en- didates. A fish chowder will be
ach and injuries to her side, she day evening.
courage idle money and hoarded served at 6.30 under the direction of
J. F. Burgess and B. F. Burgess are. was unable to go on with the duties
Seven Tree Grange will confer the and refreshments served.
ittending the New England Council which she had been so bravely per third and fourth degrees on one can
Miss Ruth Moody was the guest of money into the banks and into cir- the men, with James Miller in the
>f Optometrists at Hotel Statler, forming.
Miss Grace Wentworth in Searsmont culation, and the American Legion, capacity of chef.
didate Wednesday evening.
who' are assisting in finding jobs for i Mrs. Christie Whitney will enterBoston.
The Farm Bureau meets at the Re for a few days last week.
! the unemployed. The people of Maine ta*n the members of the Farm Bureau
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Morong of Au can assist their State by buying Maine Thursday at an all day session.
At the meeting of Edwin Libby Re bekah hall Wednesday with “Quilts”
The men are to serve the supper lief Corps Thursday evening Mrs. as a subject. Dniner will be served. gusta were recent callers on their I made products and patronizing Maine Home Demonstration Agent Jessie
sister Mrs. Hazle Perry.
t the Littlefield Memorial Church Maud Cables was named as chair All are invited.
Lawrence, will attend and demon
imorrow night, with Harry Chase as man of the mock wedding to be pre
The W.C.T.U. met with Mrs. merchants
The American Legion Auxiliary will
strate the art of “Coat Making." Pic- |
At
the
evening
session
the
club
was
-lief commissary.
sented April 7. Thursday there have another card party Saturday| Blanche Davidson Friday afternoon privileged to hear another aspirant nic dinner at noon.
with nine active and one honorary
will be work in the afternoon. The evening.
Mrs. Ray Kononen who has been
member present. The meeting was in for gubernatorial honors, Senator
Arthur Rogers has moved from 15 supper will be in charge of Mrs.
O.E.S. circle will have a public din observance of Union Signal day and Burleigh Martin, who dealt with the spending the past week at the home
;ech street to 15 Summer street, Julia Huntley, and at the evening ner March 9.
of her father, H. Heistad returned
a fine program was carried out. Re present conditions in and outside of home Sunday accompanied by her
icidentally his barber shop is 15 session final plans for the oldMaine and discussed problems of the
Mrs.
M.
C.
Stephenson
and
daugh

freshments
were
served
by
the
presi

fashioned supper and costume party
nephew, Sonny Cole, who will remain
merock street.
ter Janette are visiting in Portland.. dent, Mrs. Elizabeth Newbert. The immediate future.
of March 17 will be completed. ,
with her for an indefinite visit .
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Bowes are in next meeting April 1 will be with Miss
The R.HB. girls’ basketball team
Dr. Leon Tucker who is conducting
tist
Church
Sunday.
Rev.
Mr.
Emery
Lottie P. Young.
Fales Circle, Ladies of the G.A.R.. Boston for a week's visit.
went to Vinalhaven Friday where in
rangeiistic meetings at the First
of
Ellsworth
is
conducting
the
services
Mrs. Lela Haskell entertained Fri
Otis Loveland who boards at P. D.
the evening they defeated the V.H.S.
aptist Church is staying at the Cop- conducts an Easter sale tomorrow
and while in town is the guest of Rev. team 19 to 10.
afternoon at Grand Army hall, with day afternoon in observance of the Perry's, is ill.
:r Kettle while in the city.
„__
Linnibel Grant visited Chrystal and Mrs. Watson.
The Twentieth Century
Club met |
this committee in charge: General birthday anniversary of Mrs Cora
Marjorie Morang of Augusta spent j prj,jay afternoon at the home of Mrs.
A deputy collector of Internal Rev chairman, Mrs. Priscilla Smith; Griffin. Guests were Cora Griffin, Stanley Saturday afternoon.
Ruth Moody went Sunday to New a few days last week with her cousin, GCorge p Currier. It was one of the
alue will be in the local office March aprons, Mrs. Marcia Green; candy, Edith Bowes, Nancy Ayer, Nina castle where she has employment in Ethel Marie Perry.
| most largely attended meetings of the
to 15, inclusive, to assist tax payers Mrs. Susie Lamb; cooked food, Mrs. Matthews, Bertha Howe and Mildred Ludwig's garage.
Mr. and Mrs. L. N. Moody and son season ancj of unusual interest! each
Bernice Jackson; fancy work. Mrs. Slater of Belfast.
1th their income tax returns.
P. D. Perry of Palmer, Mass., is Warren were in Camden and Rock- | member contributing an article in
Mrs. John Williams and Mrs. John
Mary Rogers; grabs, Mrs. Ella Flye
line with the subject "Current
Mrs. Flye will also be in charge of Cunningham gave a dinner and home, called by the serious illness of land last Saturday.
Mrs. Florence Ellis of the home the picnic supper The evening wil! bridge at the Williams home last week. his father, Elbridge Perry.
Mr. and Mrs Smith and daughter Events.” Naturally much attention
irvice department of the Central be devoted to the usual business There were six tables at play.
Special services which will continue Evangeline of Orrington were Sunday was directed to the Lindbergh kid
laine Power Company, has taken an session. Doors for the sale will open
napping case and at 4 o'clock the
Miss Mildred Slater of Belfast is for two weeks were begun at the Bap- guests at Albert G. Pitman's.
sartment in the Verrill hous^,
program was halted that the latest
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Has
at 2 o'clock.
pring street.
news broadcast might be heard. At
kell.
the business meeting Mrs. Alice GardMiss Janette Stephenson spent a
There was a forced sale of clams
local basketball fans were delight- at the "Barrel Club" the other night, pleasant birthday last Friday when I
; ner, Mrs. Rebecca Fowle and Mrs.
1 beyond measure yesterday to learn and the victim was Capt. Charlie six girl friends were her guests at
Louise Holbrook were appointed as
lat the Rockland High School team Tibbetts, the genial chaperone of dinner. Games were enjoyed in thc
nominating committee. Officers will
as selected for the Bates tourna- that institution.
' be elected at the last meeting in j
Following the afternoon.
March. Next Friday the Club will be
Orient Chapter, O.E.S., observed
transfer the clams were taken to
' entertained by Mrs. Amy Hartshorn. J
Mather's Restaurant and were Past Ruth's night at their regular;
lapt and Mrs. C. F. Chester of steamed to suit the taste of the most meeting Friday evening.
At the weekly meeting of Fred A. '
l's Head recently celebrated their finicky members.
Norwood W R.C. Friday evening there
Mrs. Dwight Cummings has re
The situation
h wedding anniversary and were wouldn't have been quite so bad for turned from a visit in Massachusetts.
will be initiation of candidates.
isantly remembered, with cards Capt. Charlie if he hadn't waited
Stanley Payson arrived last week
from New Jersey to join hls wife and
BORN
I gifts.
all these months for Freem Young
•son at the home of her parents, Mr.
—At Knox Hospital. Rockland.
to make good on hls promise to dig MAXCY
March 7. to Mr. and Mrs. Boynton
and Mrs Hiram Robbins.
he students from Rockland whose him a mess. So near yet so far, is
Maxey of Warren, a daughter. Joan
Funeral services for Capt. George i
les appear on the new dean’s list probably the conclusion drawn by
Laura.
W. Stinson were held Sunday at 2
he University of Maine are: Wes- the skipper as he thinks how those DAY—At Harrison. March 2. to Dr. and
l p. m. at the late residence on Com
Mrs. O. K Day. a son.
N. Wasgatt, Arts and Science, and delicious bivalves were fairly wrest
FINE QUALITY MARROW
mercial street. Rev. George F. Curhard B. Stoddard.
ed from his grasp.
i rier Officiating. Interment was in the ’
DIED
BONES
FOR
SOUP
MAKING
COLTART—At Rockland.
March 5
1 family lot in Amesbury Hill CemeIbert T. Gould of Boston is to be
While Special Officer Burleigh C.
George C. Coltart. aged 51 years. 6
[tery.
iker at the meeting of the Men's Nash was patrolling his Point beat
months. 10 days. Funeral Tuesday at
A Democratic caucus will be held I
imunity Brotherhood, Thomaston, Saturday night he heard outcries
2 o'clock from 25 Oak street.
March 14 at 7.30 p. m. at the select- I
ght. His subject, “Labrador," between Pine and Winter streets, and SHAW—At Rockland. March 6. Julia
A GOOD COMBINATION OFFER
Ann. widow of Joseph M. 8haw. aged
men's office for the purpose of elect- 1
be illustrated by lantern slides. upon
investigation
found
Guy
77 years. 11 months. 5 days. Funeral
ing delegates and alternates to the i
Wednesday at 2 o'clock from late resi
Roma and a young girl, said to be
State Convention at Portland, and *o
Japt. William Mitchell thinks he his niece, under circumstances which
dence. 17 South street.
elect a town committee. The Repub
; the upper hands of the grippe caused him to demand the man's CROSBIE — At Seattle, Washington.
March 4. William C. Crosbte, formerly
lican voters are requested to meet in
ack which he had been fighting appearance before City Marshal
of South Thomaston, and a native of
caucus at the same place Friday
three weeks. And he is out and Richardson. There was an alterca
Dalbeattie. Scotland, aged 78 years.
March 11, for the same purpose.
>ut, to prove it to any doubting tion, and after making a pass at the MERRILL — At South Hope. March 6.
| Rev. A. I. Oliver, district superinLvdla W.. widow of Edwin W. Merrill,
mber of the Polycootis Club.
officer Roma ran down the street,
; tendent, held the fourth quarterly
aged 92 years. 11 months, 25 days. Fu
being stopped by two men in the
neral Tuesday at 1 o'clock.
j conference at the Methodist Church
L rehearsal of the Immanuel vicinity of the C H. Rice Co.’s plant,
HEAL—At Lincolnville. March 7. Horbert
Sunday evening. A large number of
orus Choir and assisting singers after Officer Nash had twice dis
L. Heal, aged 44 years. 2 months. 12
officers and members of the church
the cantata “Immortality" to be
days. Funeral Wednesday at 2 o'clock.
charged
his
revolver
in
the
air.
were present. The reports given by
sented Easter Sunday afternoon
HUTCHINS—At Peabody. Mass . March 8.
Even then it was a sort of Sino' the officers of the Sunday School,
William H. Hutchins, native of Ells
1 take place Friday evening at Japanese
armistice, for the scrapping
worth. aged about 62 years. Burial ln
Ladies' Aid, Johnson Society and Ep
) in the Universalist vestry.
Thomaston.
continued, and Officer Nash was ob
worth League were very satisfactory
LONGREN
—
At
New
Haven,
Conn
..
March
and pronounced highly encouraging
The L.T.L. held its first regular liged to apply the hard end of his
—. Carl W. Longren. Interment ln
bv Mr. Oliver. The report of the
Jelferson. ,
meeting in the Central Maine club billet to Roma's boco. Patched up
) Sunday School showed an average
Camdfn. March 4. Vinal Dyer,
room with a goodly number of re ln appropriate surgical style he ap DYER--At
Finest Quality Norwegian Sardines Packed in Pure
aged 78 years. [Correction.|
in court yesterday to tell
attendance for the year as over 50.
cruits present. A short program of peared
judge Butler that so far as the
I this being 55% of the entire enrollOlive
Oil
learning the pledge, flag salute and
IN MEMORIAM
1 ment.
The conference voted to
songs was followed by games and young girl was concerned he was
In loving memory of Frank E. Wells,
license Earle Achorn a.s a local j,
play. The next meeting will J>e merely declining to give her money; who passed away March 8. 1930.
preacher and also confirmed the eleeand that he resisted the officer be If we could have raised hls dying head.
March 19.
tion of Ernest Crockett as Sundnv1^
cause he thought he was being ar
And heard hls last farewell,
Can
The grief would not have been so hard
school superintendent and Roland
rested
without
cause.
He
was
found
Members of the local W.C.T.U.
For those that loved him so well.
Richards as a member of the board
who visited the schools Friday in the guilty and sentenced to 60 days in We think of him ln silence
of trustees.
jail
for
resisting
an
officer,
with
the
And
oft
hls
name
recall.
Interest of Prohibition Day were
There's nothing left to answer
Mrs. L. G. Perry, Camden street; possibility that there might be
But hls photo on the wall.
Man criticizes woman for her exMrs. Mildred Washburn, Tyler further action. County Attorney •
Sadly missed by Mother.
; travagance, but she never wastes two «
Otis
appeared
for
the
State
and
School; Mrs. Clara Emery, McLain
j dollars' worth of shot-gun shellss in £
CARD OF THANKS
School; Mrs. Hope Brewster, Grace Frank A. Tirrell for the respondent.
order to get a twenty-cent rabbit
•it— £
We wish to thank friends, neighbors
Street; Miss Alena Young, Purchase
( Louisville Times.
and relatives for their kindness during
SPRUCE HEAD
'street; Mrs. Leona Risteen, Crescent
| Nor uses twenty gallons of gasoline
the sickness, and after the death of our
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Hammond mother; and especially those who sent
and pays $25 boat hire to get where
floral
offerings
for
the
funeral.
of Camden were at their bungalow
the fish aren’t.—Houston Post-DisMrs.
Ada
Moody.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Henry
The Republican caucus tonight at Sunday.
! patch.
Moran. Jr.. Mr and Mrs. Nelson Moran.
Oscar Payson who has a place here Mr. and Mrs. Wilfred Bryant. Mr. and
A GOOD PLACE TO TRADE
7.30 will be held in the main court
Nor goes into a restaurant and buys
room at the Court House for the pur at Lobster Cove was also here Sun Mrs. Joseph Langlois. Mr and Mrs.
a 25-cent meal and gives the waiter
Lewis
Costos.
Miss
Charity
MorBn.
Mrs.
pose of selecting delegates to the day. It was a fine day and many Alexander Spear and Luke W. Arm
a 25-cent tip because he smiled at
people were about.
State Convention.—adv. ,
her.—Florida Times-Union.
strong.
V
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Starts Wednesday at 8.30
HOUSE DRESSES
A Special Lot of
HOUSE DRESSES
Will Be Put On Sale
At the Same Time

BURPEE & LAMB

SOUP BONES

lb 5c-10c

Pound Beef Liver
Pound Sliced Bacon"

Frankforts Pi5cd 2 lbs 25c

Sardines

4 cans 25c

Corned Beef HashPound 19c

Split Peas pledge 2 pkgs 19c

Perry’s Market

39c
Each

E. B. CROCKETT

5&10c to $1 Store

LOCAL KIDNAPING ATTEMPT?

ALL WEEK SALE

Only

ROCKLAND, MAINE

.

J. A. JAMESON CO.

SPECIALS
For Wednesday-Thursday
Fancy Native Fowl, lb................................................... 28
The Celebrated Diamond Flour, bag....................... 80
5 Pound Bag Graham Flour........................................25
5 Pound Bag Granulated Meal.................................. 18

This is a fresh shipment from the makers of Diamond
Flour.

Hatchet Pumpkin, can .................................................. 18

Makes pies like grandmother’s.

Canned Hulled Corn, can............................................. 10

Ready to heat and serve.

Fancy New Dates, 3 pounds ............
25
Fancy Bantam Com, 3 cans........................................25
Superba Cream Cereal, package .............................. 20

Just like Cream of Wheat at less money.

Grape Juice, pints................. 23; quarts................... 40

Try this for breakfast.

3 Bars Palm Oil Soap, and a good No Bum
Frying Pan; for both ............................................... 59
Best Canned Pineapple, can............. 25; 3 cans .60

Sliced or grated.

Nice Shrimp............................ can .15; 6 cans .75
Chase & Sanborn’s Coffee, pound........................... 32
Superba Pears........................ can .25; 2 cans .47
1 Pound Can Corned Beef.............................................22

Try it for Corned Beef Hash.

1 Pound Jar Buffalo Peanut Butter......................... 20
Pea Beans..........................quart .12; 4 quarts .38
Scotch Peas for Soup, 2 quarts ................................ 25

Black Jack Quick Drying Enamel, pint cans...........55
Brush Free
1-2 Pint Cans—Brush Free.................................... 35

For painting anything inside or out, stovepipes, gas
stoves, register-, heaters, etc.

A dollar came into our store and remarked: “You
make me feel like a dollar and a half, and such good
quality goods you have, too.”

J. A. JAMESON CO.
FREE DELIVERY

TELEPHONES 17 OR 18

AYER’S

(

-- -- -- -- -- -- -

I

For the next week or so we shall offer some of the
most beautiful Shirts we ever had, for an especially
low price. It's getting along toward Easter and these
will be especially appropriate.

ENGLISH BROADCLOTH SHIRTS
$1.00 each
These arc in plain colors or assorted patterns

And to go with these we have a wonderful assort
ment of—

M0GAD0R NECKTIES
x
3 (or $1.00

Last year these sold at $1.00 each and arc great values
Try a Few of These

1 WILLIS AYER

z

|
zz
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The Housed
of the'Th ree
-Ganders
by Irving Bachellei*
SYNOPSIS

CHAPTER I.—Exhaibted, rag
ged. and starving, a boy of about
sixteen ls found in the woods, and
befriended, by a camping party. He
has fled from his brutal father, Bat j
Morryson. Bat comes after htm, ijut
hls new friends conceal him. Fed,
and ln clean clothes, tUe boy, who
fives hls name as Shad (Sheridan)
s sent on his way to Canton, with
a letter to Colonel Blake.

f

CHAPTER II. — Shad cleverly
eludes his father, Colonel Blake, his
wife, and thelr young daughter Ruth,
are (repressed by the boy's manner.
The colonel secures him a situation
in the village of Amity Dam. He
becomes friendly with a youth of
his age, •'Bony." and Bumpy Brown,
tinker,
village character, consid
ered by the straitlaced people of
Amity Dam as a drunkard because
of his periodic lapses from strict
sobriety. With Bony, Shad is a fre
quent visitor to the picturesque
shack which Brown calls home,
known in the vicinity as the "Pun
Shop." Bat Morryson comes to Am
ity Dam, with determination to take
his son back to bis own dissolute
life.

a

CHAPTER III.—Morryson, known
lawbreaker, ls overawed by Colonel
Blake, who is the district attorney,
and hls father passes out of Shad's
life. With Bony, he pays a visit to
Bumpy Brown. A girl, young anj
pretty, comes to Brown's shack in
quiring for him. Shad applies him
self diligently to his neglected edu- 1
cation. Two years pass.

CHAPTER IV.—In new clothes,
and with much of his uncouthness
worn off, Shad visits the Blakes, and
love for Ruth takes a strong hold
on his heart. The community is con
vulsed bv an attack made bn ths
Perry family, ln which Oscar Perry,
the father, his daughter, Mrs. Doo
little, wife of Cyrus Doolittle, promi- I
nent citizen, are shot and seriously I
wounded. Circumstantial evidence
points to Bumpy Brown as the as
sailant, and he is arrested. Shad is
convinced of his friend's innocence,
and with boyish confidence deter
mines to prove it.
CHAPTER V.—Statements by Cy
rus Doolittle and his stepson, Rob
ert Royce, strengthen the case
against Brown. Shad lqses his Job,
and goes to live with Bony, at Miss
Spenlow's. The two boys seek and
find disguises ths murderer had :
worn. Colonel Blake takes an ac
tive Interest In the case,
CHAPTER VI.—The colonel Is al
most convinced Bumpy Brown Is not
the murderer, and encourages Shad
to continue his investigations. The
friendship between the youth and
Ruth Blake kindles into love. Col
onel Blake arranges for Shad to take
up the study of law, under his guid
ance. New evidence points to Robert
rtoyce as the murderer of Perry, or
at least of serious implication In
the affair.
CHAPTER VII.—Bumpy Brown Is
released on bail. A stranger In the
nearby town of Ashfield attracts the i
attention of Doctor Gorse, friend of
Shad and Bony. There is proof he
could
have
“planted”
evidence
against Brown, and his description
fits a proclamation calling for the
arrest of “Donald Algyre,” bandit
and bank robber. The stranger has
associated with Robert Royce in
Ashfield.

CHAPTER VIII.—Colonel Blake ls
convinced Algyre at least ls acces
sory to the murder of Oscar Perry.
He deciphers Incriminating tele
grams between Algyre and confed
erates, then sends a message, ap
parently from a friend, urging Al
gyre to meet him on the dock at
Morristown. Shad, cleverly disguised,
is used as the decoy. Blake and the
sheriff are concealed nearby. Algyre
falls neatly into the trap. An acci
dent discloses the ambush. Algyre
attempts to escape by swimming.
Shad, following, overpowers him,
and the two are brought ashore.
CHAPTER IX.—Algyre refuses to
make any statement, but Blake Is
satisfied. Doctor Gorse recalls Shad's
attention to the girl who had visited
Bumpy Brown while Shad was there.
She, unwed, has given birth to a
child, refusing to name the father.
Evidence seems to prove that Royce
is the man. and points to a motive
for the Perry tragedy.

CHAPTER XIV.—Though Doolit
tle refuses to confess, the facts con
necting the threads of the mystery
become known, and Bumpy Brown
stands forth In the light as a man
of worth and honor, far from the
shiftless character known and pitied
as a drunkard In the village of Am
ity Dam. The Christmas gathering
at Colonel Blake's house marks the
end of tragedy and the dawn of
love and life for Sheridan Morryson
and his beloved Ruth.
CHAPTER X.—Shad sends the new
evidence concerning the • girl and
Robert Royce to Colonel Blake. On
his next visit to Bumpy Brown's odd
abode he christens the shack, “The
House of the Three Ganders."

CHAPTER XI.—Colonel Blake,
talking with Bumpy Brown, is con
vinced of the tinker's inability to
commit any crime.ileast of all, that
of premeditated murder. The mys
terious girl admits she is Brown’s
daughter, but has been ashamed of
the relationship because of Brown’s
drinking habits. She and her baby
are at Miss Spenlow's. She still loves
the man who has wronged her, and
refuses to name him.
CHAPTER XII.—Bony witnesses
a meeting between the girl and her
lover. Doctor Gorse arranges for Shad
to take a photograph of the two
while they believe they are alone.
The plan succeeds. Shad takes the
photograph to the doctor, who does
not divulge the identity of the man,
but gives the developed picture to
the boy, telling him to take it to
Colonel Blake.

CHAPTER XIII

The Truth Crushes Its Enemy.
HERIDAN .Morryson, now a dis
tinguished lawyer, has written
In a volume of reminiscences, not
to he released for publication until
he has been lying ten years in his
grave, that a boy ought to be care
ful in making the memories tliat
ure to go witli his up the road.
He lias given tiie historian a lim
ited right of quoting from tills rec
ord of his early life.
He writes:

S

I see mostly darkness when I
look back upon my young boyhood.
It was the darkness of ignorance
and oppression with which I could
not be content But as I look a
light falls upon my way. It came

from gentle friendly faces. Mostly
It was tlie light ttiat shone out of
the big honest, blue eyes of a young
girl. I began to feel the stir of a
new life in me. In a little time
the restless, daring, adventurous
human being tliat I am was born.
He knew his way. No task was too
great for him. He had a strange
faith ln his heart ttiat no under
taking was beyond his strength. If
It was an illusion it was worth hav
ing.
1 knew mean and sordid people.
These 1 have almost forgotten. But .
I do not forget or underestimate
the kindly help of Mrs. Smithers, in
spite of her narrowness, or the
gentle severity of Betsy Spenlow, or
the great heart of Bumpy Brown.
Especially I remember the keen in
tellect and fatherly counsel of the
beloved doctor nnd the generosity
of Mr. Converse and of Colonel and
Mrs. Blake. Above all these forces
that have helped to make me the
man I am Is that light which, long
ago, shone upon me out of a girl’s
eyes.
I was a romantic young knight of
the age of chivalry when, that day
in December, elated by my success
ln Amity Dam I came to Colonel /
Blake's house. I sat down at the
table with Ituth and her mother.
Cautiously I tried to ease the full
ness of my heart.
“Forgive me if I look at you too
much," I said to the beautiful girl.
“It ts winter. There are no flow
ers. The trees are hare nnd my
eyes long for something good to
look at.”
Mrs. Blake smiled, saying: “I
suggest that you turn your eyes on
that portrait of a lovely lady look
ing down at you from the wall."
“She ls very grand hut her eyes
tell no secret. Her lips do not speak
to me. Mv heart heats no faster
when I look at her.”
These tilings I tell so that those
who read may know tliat I had an
active imagination nnd a spirit not
quite fltted to my time. Extrava
gance in dress and speech was the
keynote of my youth. The ladies
liked me. Some men did not. Those
who said tliat I was a horn liar will
have never understood me. They
will not understand me now when I
say that there Is nn one so unin
teresting as a horn truth teller
whose veracity lias the precision
of mathematics. Mrs. Blake knew
my heart. She faced me about with
these words:
“Dear boy, I know tiiat you mean
what yon say but you are on for
bidden ground. Did I not warn you
to keep off the grass?"
She was smiling. My ardor had
amused her.
“True! But when you gave me
tliat warning you thought tliat I was
a child. Since Colonel Blake has
told me that I have done the work
of a man. He does not know it, but
I have helped to solve the mystery
which has baffled us so long. I pre
sent it to him.”
She took my hand in hers—a
gentle motherly gesture. She said:
"You are a boy of a thousand—
brave, thoughtful, keen-minded—a
gentleman. I am proud of you.
But you are only a boy in years,
even If you are a man In accom
plishment, You must he patient nnd
wait a while before you can be en
gaged to marry."
“I can wait but the thought of It
ls like a knife in mv heart. I shall
have to go away where I can not
see her. When I take her hand ln
mine, when I look Into her eyes, my
heart ls telling her of my love. I
should think that I might as well
say it with my tongue. Why not?”
I wonder not that she laughed.
“I think that you are a born
pleader,” she answered. "The judge
decides against you, hut you can
take your case to a higher court. Why
do you not appeal to the colonel?"
Ruth had been silent but amused
by these proceedings. I turned to
her and asked: “Have I your per
mission to appeal?”
I think that she never looked so
beautiful as when sbe turned to m»
and answered quite seriously: “Of
course we'll appeal. Mother knows
bow to bribe him.”
“I shall be scared. I know what
he will do. He will remind me of
tiie brass cannon and tell me tliat
he uses it shoot at young fellows
who want to marry his daughter.”
Then Mrs. Blake offered a sugges
tion which betrayed tier sympathy.
It was this:
“You will say that you are not the
kind of man who finds discourage
ment at the cannon's mouth.”
I arose and went to her side and
kissed her. I knew tliat my case
was more than half won.

Tills much Is taken directly from
the memoirs of the accomplished
lawyer and statesman. It accurately
reflects the romantic fervor of bis
temperament, tlie forces tliat lifted
him out of tlie slough of his boy
hood and started him on his trium
phant way, tiie pride he took in the
approval of the friends who had
done so much for him. Tlie illumi
nating passage should be associat

ed with 'the query which ends hls
review of an unusual and most
happy career. It Is:
“How, ln any land save this,
could a boy born us 1 was and
bound for many years to a life of
hard conditions, have won the
friends, the peuce, the plenty that
have long been mine?”
Colonel Blake returned that eve
ning from hls journey in the West,
bringing good news. He said:
“Algyre has been convicted. I
have In my pocket a sworn confes
sion of ills part In pie crime at
Amity Dam. The doctor's theory
was correct. Tlie plan was Algyre’s.
He planted the revolver and tlie
cartridges on Bumpy Brown. He
was to get a certain sun) of money.
He got only half of It.”
“Did ybu learn who paid him?"
Shad asked.
“Yes. Tlie name 1 am not quite
ready to disclose. You and 1 must
go tomorrow and make a careful
survey of the premises of Robert
Royce. Within twenty-four hours I
think that we shall have our man
in jail. Meanwhile we must keep
still and step softly."
“I have some news for you," Sliad
began. “We are at the end of the
mystery.”
Shad told of the doctor’s strategy
with the unfortunate girl and of the
taking of the photograph, with tlie
help of magnesium and powder, at
night He recited the dialogue tliat
he had overheard. He presented
the sealed envelope to his friend,
saying:
“There ls the photograph. I have
not seen It. The doctor says that It
shows the murderer. He Is sure of
that"
Colonel Blake broke the seal of
the envelope and looked at the pho
tograph.
“G—d!” he exclaimed as he put
It back in the envelope.
He walked up and down thought
fully, a serious look ln hls face. He
resumed his seat.
“This Is important," he said. “The
talk you overheard and the photo
graph are the last links in the chain.
It’s a remarkable story, and there's
a great hero In it.”
The boy restrained hls curiosity
ln the moment of silence ttiat fol
lowed. It was broken by the colonel
who said:
“My boy, In this whole matter you
have rendered me a great service.
It has been the work of a man and
a brave man at heart. My rule Is
to keep decisive evidence to myself
until the one It affects Is under ar
rest, but I think that you are en
titled to see that photograph if you
wish to."
“I bow to your Judgment, sir. I
can wait,”
“Well, you will not have long to
wait. How did you get on with
Blackstone?”
Shad took from his pocket the
little essay that he had written on
The Foundation of the Common
Law. Tlie colonel read It care
fully.
“Again you have surprised me,"
he said. “It ls excellent. 1 don't
mean to say that it is above criti
cism, but your ideas are well ex
pressed and your judgment of the
value of the factors is singularly
mature. It is like that of a man."
Shad was quick to take hls cue.
He said, “Colonel Blake, this com
pliment is very welcome. You told
me o»»e that I was brave. Well, I
am going to be braver now than I
have ever been,"
The colonel turned toward the
boy, whose face was red with em
barrassment. He asked:
"Shad, what is it?”
“I am ln love with your daugh
ter. Some time I want to marry
her if she will have me, I want
to ask her to wait for me until I
am old enough. If I have done anythlnk worth doing, it is because I
loved her and wanted to win her ad
miration.”
The colonel laughed. “My boy, I
know how you feel,” lie said. “It's
a terribly serious feeling. I can
only say now that the court re
serves its decision. At present let
us confine our thought to the main
issue. I am weary with much travel
and must have rest. I’ll go to bed
and you go to your lodgings. To
morrow will be a busy day for both
of us. I shall get a good team In
the morning and call for you nt
eight o’clock."
Next morning Shad drove to’Ashfield with Colonel Blake and the
sheriff. They stabled their hoises.
The colonel asked Shad to telephone
to Doctor Gorse and learn If he had
any news to report.
The doctor answered: “Tell youi
chief that I must see him this
morning, and that I will meet him
at the Westminster hotel within the
hour."
They waited in the hotel oflice un
til tlie doctor arrived.
Then the colonel, the sheriff and
the boy proceeded to the shop of
Robert Royce. Tlie colonel addressed
him in a serious tone.
“Royce, the time has come when
I must have a frank talk with you,”
he said. “You will save yourself
embarrassment If you lock your
door and draw the shades. There can
he no Interruption ot these pro
ceedings.”
Royce changed color. In a fright
ened voice he inquired, “What has
happened?”
"I may have to arrest you. I have
evidence enough to make you a lot
of trouble. If you lie to me you
shall suffer for It. What I want
from you is the truth and the whole
truth. I warn you not to conceal
any part of It. Don’t make a mis
take and try to fool me. It won’t
work."
The sheriff had written on a
sheet of paper. “Not open this
morning.” He hung It on the outer
knob and locked the door. Royce,
as white as the thin cover of snow
that lay on the ground outside,

turned up the lights and drew tiie
window-shades.
“What have I done?" he asked.
“That's exactly what I want to
know," Blake answered. "Yon are
In a critical position. I take It that
you do tn.it want to he tried for
murder or for complicity in mur
der."
“Murder!" Royce exclaimed.
"Yes. You cannot prove an alibi.
Moreover you laid a motive- ns tlie
only heir of your mother. You were
intimate witli tlie crook Algyre who
bus jnade a confession of his part in
tlie killing of Oscar Perry and the
attempt to pat it on Bumpy Brown.”
Royce had risen to hls feet witli
a distressful countenance.
"My G—d, sir!" lie exclaimed. "1
have been a fool hut 1 had nothing
to do with that crime. Wlint can
1 tetl you?"
Blake demanded: “Tell me all
tliat you know about tlie girl Carrie
Brown."
“That’s like prodding me with a
hot iron." lie hegan. “‘But I'll tell
you.
Everything I know I’ll tell
you.
She is a daughter of old
Bumpy Brown. She came on to live
with her father nearly two years
ago. I was a friend of the old man.
He lived in town and was drinking
hard those days. She couldn’t he
happy with him and lie was in no
shape to take care of her. I fell
in love with that girl."
Royce stopped. He leaned for
ward, tiis face in his hands. When
he spoke again his voice showed
signs of emotion.
“I never knew what It meant to
be in love until I saw her,” lie went
on. “My uncle gave her a Job in his
shop in Malone. Tiie work was
hard. She didn’t like it. She was
not very well. I got her a place
in the store In Soutli Bolton. It was
a healthy country. She liked it. I
went to see her once a week. I took
her out riding."
Royce paused again. Colonel Blake
asked: “Were you engaged to her?"
“Well, I had asked her to 'marry
me. She had not promised to do It.
I began to see stie did not care as
much for me as 1 did for her. I
would have gone through hell for
her. By and h.v I learned that stie
was keeping company witti another
mas. 1 couldn't find out who it was.
I was told that she would walk off
In the woods alone Sunday eve
nings and meet him. I am sure tliat
she was fond of him. He didn’t love
her as much as I did—that's cer
tain.”
,
Royce took out His handkerchief
and wiped his eyes.
“He seduced her," the young man
went on. “By and by she was in
trouble. I liad quit going to see her.
Hubbard wrote me the truth and
said that something would have to
be done. The girl Hud no friends.
I went up there. I couldn't stay
away. I felt sorry. I loved her in
spite of nil she had done. She
wanted to go to a midwife up in
the woods. She wanted to hide the
disgrace as much as possible. I
took here there. She tiad a liaby find
came near dying. I stood by her. I
took Doctor Gorse up there to see
her. He saved Her life."
Colonel Blake arose and went to
Royce’s side nnd took his hand, sayiny: “You have told the truth like
a man. You see. I know tlie truth,
hut I wanted to hear it from you.
I have only one more question to
ask. When you missed your revol
ver. cartridges and overalls, had you
no suspicion of tlie thief?"
“Algyre was In the shop the day
of the murder. He told me that
while I was out on nn errand that
day Bumpy Brown came in nnd went
back to tlie office. I made up my
mind Bumpy had done the stealing."
Colonel Blake answered: “I am
satisfied.”
The sheriff was speaking of the
admirable attitude of the young
hamessinnker toward the unfortu
nate girl when a loud rap shook tlie
door. Immediately the rap was re
peated.
“You may open tlie door and re
sume business,” snid Colonel Blake.
“Pardon tiie interruption."
The door swung open revealing
Cyras Doolittle.
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(Solution to Previous Puzxlei

UNION
Miss Inez M. Ripley, daughter of
Mir. and Mrs. Clarence Ripley of
South Union, was united in marri
age to Edgar A. Ames of Thomas
ton, at Hillsdale, N. Y., on Friday,
Feb. 25. Mrs. Ames is a teacher in
the Union schools this year and
many friends extend hearty con
gratulations and best wishes to the
young couple for a long and happy
married life.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Calahan of
Massachusetts spent the weekend at
J. W. Sayward’s.
Miss Hilda Robbins who has had
employment at the Jones Sanitorium
has returned to her home in Appleton.
The many friends of Mrs. Eva
Sayward were shocked to hear that
she had been in an auto accident at
Wast Rockport and taken to Knox
Hospital badly cut about her head
and face besides other cuts and
bruises. The heartfelt sympathy of
all goes out to her.
The U H.S. dramatic club gave
their play at Washington Friday
evening.
H. E. Mank is doing carpenter
work for John Howard.
Edward Ames of Appleton called
on relatives here Monday.
The annual mite box opening was
held last Tuesday evening and not
withstanding the bad weather and
traveling there was a large company
present. Mrs. Eugene Calderwopd
who had charge of the program pre
sented the following numbers: Con
gregational singing;
“Send the
Light," duet, J. Howard and H. E.
Mank; dialogue, "Christ or Ma
homet" in four scenes, by several
ladies and children, in charge of
Mrs. R. H. Moyle; solos by Charles
Wilson of Warren; dialogue, "The
Price of Pleasure," Mrs. Myrtle
Messer and Winona Messer; reading,
‘Time,” Mrs. Nan Erickson; congre-

TO BE CONTINUED

NORTH WARREN
Anderson School Notes
The Seventh and Eighth Grades
have made geography posters repre
senting the people of the different
nations.
The sand table is a Mount Vernon
scene with George and Martha
Washington and their friends and
slaves.
The school has a poster of Wash
ington crossing the Delaware.
Scrapbooks of Washington have
been made by the Fifth, Sixth, Sev
enth and Eighth grades.
The health nurse visited the school
and six pupils received gold stars on
the chart. The aim is a 100% school.
School closed March 1 with a short
Washington program.

PARK THEATRE
Following fast on the heels of
“Grief Street,” one of the best mur
der-mysteries of the season, Chester
field Motion Picture Corporation, the
same producer, offered a new and
even better thriller in “The Devil
Plays,” Wednesday-Thursday feature
at the Park.
From the opening scene of the
picture, in which a house-party
group are playing the game of “Mur
der,” until the solution of the very
baffling real murder that follows,
there is not a let-down in the story.
Blackmail and illicit love play their
parts in supplying the confusion of
motives that will keep you guessing
until Harry Forrest, novelist and
amateur sleuth, is ready to spill his
big surprise in the closing scenes.
And Jameson Thomas, by the way,
who has done this sort of thing on
the screen before, is one of the most ,
convincing and engaging crimi
nologists yet seen.—adv.
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gational singing, followed by the col
lection and opening of the mite
boxes, from which a good sum i
was received. The dialogues were
well presented, each taking her part
in a pleasing way. Mr. Wilson’s
singing is always much enjoyed and
worth going a long distance to hear.
J. C. Moody, Lela Creighton and!
May Wallace were in charge of the i
refreshments.
Mrs. Sarah P'tikham entertained atI
bridge and luncheon Tuesday night at
Riverside Lunch. There were five
tables at plav. Out of town guests [
were Mrs. Margaret Sawyer. Mrs. i
Fmma Norwood and Mrs. Avis Nor-;
wood cf Warren. Honors fell to Mrs.!
Margaret Sawyer, Miss Gertrude ’
Robbins, Mrs. Bessie Stephenson and
Mrs. ^lice Robbins.

"It pays to look well.” Messer's
Barber Shop, Union, Me. Hair cut
ting 35 cents.
27-29
Bobby (Short of money)—“I say
dad. have you any work you’d like me
to do?"
Father (taken by surprise)—“Why
—no—but—er—”
Bobby—“Then would you like to
put me on the dole?”—Tatler.

EURALGIA

There is great charm in the little
town of Sulgrave of not more than
400 inhabitants so far from the
ways of railroads and modern traf
fic. It Is of old houses of the Tudor
times, although there are of course
a few modern dwellings. Sulgrave
was mentioned In the Domesday
hook, tliat earliest record of obr
Suxon ancestors which William the
Conqueror had compiled to show
how rich was the land of His con
quest.
But the town, although
greatly Interesting to tlie historian
does not especially concern us until
it was purchased Hy Lawrence
Wasshyngton when lie was twice
mayor of Northampton. It has
been conclusively proved hy recent
Investigation that this Lawrence
Wasshyngton was tiie direct ances
tor of George Washington and that
Sulgrave manor by right of descent
belonged to him. As a gift to ce
ment the hundred years’ peace be
tween the two great English-speak
ing nations It was purchased by the
llritisli peace centenary committee
in 1914, along witli ten acres of land
and handed over to tlie Sulgrave In
stitution to be an active center of
work for the furtherance of AngloAmerican friendship.—Boston Her
ald.
Eskimo Women Put Up
as Poker Game Stake

Eskimos of the Canadian Arctic
along tlie Thelon river while away
tlie long winter days gambling and
It ls a more or less common event
for a man to gamble his wife or
daughters, apart from foxes, rifles
and equipment.
Corp. H. O. Nichols, reporting to
Royal Canadian Mounted Police
heudquarters at Ottawa, Canada,
has tlds to say: “A native. Soodyyailuk, an ex-Ctknliik-Halingmiu,
had lost b.v card playing to another
native, Ishnootmatu of the Ivralnemult, hls tent, rifle, ammunition,
one dog, deerskins, snow knife—all
hls worldly possessions. Upon mak
ing Inquiries Ishnootmatu produced
a pack of cards and 1 discovered
that the game played was draw
poker. I had these articles returned
to the former owner and Informed
all natives that gambling was wrong
and must therefore cease.
“It was at this inquiry that I
heard of the more serious gambling
inland. I am unaware whether
polygamy or polyandry exists among
any other of the tribes. The ex
changing of wives is a more or less
common occurrence. Tiie women
apparently have no voice In tlie
matter whatever, but merely obey
the husband.’’
Bornholm

For fantastic rock formations on
a wild coast, for the most beautiful
castle ruins of Denmark, It Is need
ful to journey hy water to the rocky
isle of Bornholm, south of Sweden,
hut belonging to Denmark. For cen
turies the Island belonged to Hie
archbishopric of Lund, and was tlie
cause of many a Hattie with Danish
kings, hut since 1058 It has been
part of Denmark. Whether you go
to the little fishing village along
the coast, or visit its larger towns,
such as Ronne, Ro or Nexo, this
lash being the birthplace of the nov
elist Nexo. you will find It a delight
ful place for a holiday. It has fine
ethnological and archeological re
mains, beautiful forests nnd heatlierclad moors which stretch for
miles. During tlie summer the gar
dens are ablaze with color.—Ex
change.

Men and women bent
with rheumatism will find
the same wonderful comfort
in these tablets. They aren’t
just for headaches or colds!
Read the proven directions
covering a dozen other uses;
neuritis, sciatica; lumbago;
muscular pains.
Cold, damp days which
penetrate to the very bones
have lost their terror for
those who carry Bayer
Aspirin! All druggists, in the
familiar little box:

specially for

BABIES and
CHILDREN
Physicians tell us that one condi
tion is nearly always present when a
child has a digestive upset, a starting
cold or other little ailment. Constipa
tion. The first step towards relief is
to rid the body of impure wastes.
And for this nothing is better than
genuine Castoria! Castoria is a pure
vegetable preparation made specially
for babies and children. This means
it is mild and gentle; that it contains
no harsh drugs, no narcotics. Yet it
always gets results! You never have
to coax children to take Castoria.
Real Castoria always bears the name:

CASTORIA
CHILDREN

CRY

IT

FOR

HAVE YOU ?
1 - Gat Disturbance*
2 - Hyperacidity
IS - Belching or bloating
4 - Loss off Appetite
a
5 - Sour Stomach, Heartburn or
S - Associated Stomach Disturbance*

Then start the PFUNDER Stomach
Treatment at once for ready relief
and permanent correction.
A private formula of F. H. Ff under, Ph. Q.
who spent a life time crowned with
treat success in <te»elopin| to perfection
his remarkable stomach treatment. Yost
owe It to your stomach to ask for a FREE
TRIAL at

SHELDON’S DRUG STORE
444 Main St

ROCKLAND
MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.

F. H. PFUNDER INC.

KEYS! KEYS! KEYS!

Keys made to order. Keys maoe
to fit locks when original keys are
lost. House, Office or Car. Code
books provide keys for all locks
without bother. Scissors and
Knives Sharpened.
Prompt Service, Reasonable Prices

Crie Hardware Co.
ROCKLAND

408 MAIN ST.

Telephone 791

96-tf

SEA VIEW GARAGE, Inc.
689 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND

TEL. 1250

56-tf

HJNEIJALSERVICE
Rome’) Downfall

The Roman empire originated
after the battle of Actitim, It. C. .’ll,
end the decline began with the
death of Marcus Aurelius, 180 A. D.
Contributing causes through the
centuries were the aggressive influx
of large numbers of German pen-*
files; hostile advance of tlie Per
sians; Internal dissension; revolt of
tlie provinces; Ingrafting under
Heliogabalus of oriental rites nnd
practices, repugnant to the Roman
people; a pestilence which lasted 15
years and carried off one-half of tlie
Inhabitants of the empire; the Inva
sion of the Goths nnd Huns, and the
final aggression of vandals from Af
rica. The end of the Roman em
pire of the West was practically
complete by A. D. 476

The agonizing aches from
neuralgia can be quieted in
the same way you would end
a headache. Take some
Bayer Aspirin. Take enough
to bring complete relief.
Genuine aspirin can’t hurt
anybody.

Mcrc/e

Since 1840 this firm has faithfully
served the families of Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT
Day Telephone 450—781-1

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.

RADIO
SERVICE & REPAIRS

ALL MAKES OF SETS
R. W. TYLER
PHONE 58-23

True Story
An excited foreign gentleman
was awaiting the arrivnl of hls
first-born in one of our hospitals.
He was so certain It was going
to he a hoy that he had Invited all
hls friends to an elaborate ban
quet that evening and had broad
cast the joyous news all over town.
Thus, when the nurse came to tell
him that the arrival was a girl, hls
rage knew no bounds. Hurriedly,
he made several telephone calls,
canceling the feast.
Then, summoning the nurse, he
announced: “I’m going to get into
my automobile and go home.. You
tell the wife when she's ready to
come home to take a street ’car."—It
Cleveland Plain Dealer.

Fish Need Protection
Because of the fact that tiny fish
cannot protect themselves against
thelr natural enemies, fjsh culturlsts have found that planting 100,000 six-inch trout, raised ln rearing
ponds, gives results equal to plant
ing 1,000,000 small fry directly ln
streams.
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GLOBE LAUNDRY

Portland, Maine
Quality Work,
Family Washings
called For end Delivers''
Parcel Delivery 8ervice
Walter Dorgan, TeL 106R

DR. PERLEY R. DAMON

DENTIST

302 Main St. Tel. 915-M
I

Rockland

139*60

DR. EDW. W. PEASLEE
Dentist

Special Attention to Preventive
Dentistry and Children’s Work ,
375 MAIN STREET
TEL. 38
ie-28

WILLIAM E. DORNAN
& SON, Inc.
, Cemetery Memorials
EAST UNION. MAINE

4-tf

VINALHAVEN A KOCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Steamer leaves Swan’s Island at 5.30
A. M.. Stonington 6.25, North Havpn 7.25,
Vinalhaven 8.15. due to arrive at Rock
land about 9.30.
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M.,
Vinalhaven 2.45. North Haven 3.30. Ston
ington at 4 40; due to arrive at Swan *
Island about 6 00 P M
B H RTTNSON. General Agent.
WHEN IN BOSTON -You can buy
copies of The Courler-Oazette, with the
home news, at the Old South New*
Agency. Washington St., next Old South
Church; also at M. Andelruan’a, 284 Tre
mont St.

And Not a Drop to Spill

SHOVELS REWRITE
STORY OF FLOOD

JEAN: Tell me, Dot, how
often do you wash a girdle

Excavations Now Show It
Was Local Affair.

PERIPATETIC PERCOLATOR is the almost constant companion
of Frank Fay, stage and screen actor, who drinks an average of
thirty—count ’em—thirty cups of coffee each and every day while he
is under the nervous strain of working on motion picture sets. He keeps
a percolator always bubbling and visitors to his dressing room are
assured of a cup themselves (unless it is No. 30).

A

NORTH WALDOBORO

NORTH HAVEN

Mrs. Hildebrandt has employment ,
The order of Pythian Sisters held
in Portland.
William Walter is selling Raleigh their anniversary at last week's meet
products. His territory includes Wal- , ing. Nellie York and Lillian Hopkins
had charge of the evening’s plans,
doboro and Thomaston.
Mrs. L-evander Newbert is in Port and this program was greatly en
land this week, the guest of her sons joyed: piano solo, Mrs. Eaniel Wood
Dewey and Maynard Robinson.
man! vocal solo, Mrs. Herman CrockGeorge Eugley who has been on the i (‘.t; duet, Misses Barbara Stone and
sick list is reported much better.
. Margaret Butler; reading, Vernon
Mrs. Lura Waiter and daughter Bevetage; vocal solo, Miss Phyllis
Edith were in Rockland Wednesdav. , Duncan; clarinet solo, Flovd Duncan;
Bert Bogues has employment at F ' reading, Mrs. Leon Stone; duet, Mrs.
C. Teague's.
Gilbert Laite and Parker Stone. A
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Smith of Waldo Virginia Reel, called by Henry Dunboro were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Har ' can. with music bv Mr. Euncan's son
old Smith Sundav.
Floyd and granddaughter Miss PhylHanly Overlock who has employ : lis Duncan, added much fun to the
ment in Richmond is at home for a program. Ice cream and cake were
short stay.
i served. Jennie Stone made the anniRalph Stahl has been getting hls, I versary cake.
Original toasts by
supply of ice the past few days.
Nellie Beverage made a great hit.
No community can feel more keenly
than does North Haven the outrage
, that has been committed in the kid
napping of that dear little fellow
' Charles A. Lindbergh Jr. from the
I home of his parents. At the services
cf the church morning and night
By LOUISE M. COMSTOCK i! praver
was offered for his safe return
i and the apprehension of tbose guilty
cf this shocking crime. The people
SKIPPER IRESON
of this country need awakening to the
peri's that are u”on us in lawlessness,
t ------------HEN John Greenleaf Whittier ganerter violence and inhuman
used popular tales circulating ; crim’d? What shame and humiliation
about the fishing village of Marnle- fcr the country that this young man
whe has won the love and admiration
*head in his poem "Skipper Ireson's * of the whole world should have this
Ride,” he unwittingly served to per 1 crime committed against him.
petuate a greet injustice.
Herman Crockett was in Camden
“Floyd Ireson, for his hard I ever the weekend and attended the
heart,” wrote Whittier, “was tarred : funeral of Vinal Dyer.
There was a high school danc° Fri
ond feathered and carried on a eart,
day night at Grange ha'l. Mus'c was
by the women of Marhlehcad. .
On the night of October 28, 1808. j furnished bv the Oreston orchestra.
the fishing schooner Betty, Skipper | Much favorable comment is heard
Ireson in command, passed almost •upon the playing of this musical
within hailing distance of tlie Ac group.
• • • •
tive, about to sink in the heavy sea. I
Vinal Dyer
Skipper Ireson would have stopped'
Friends in North Haven were sadto give aid; his crew, fearful for
! dened to learn Fiiday morning of the
their own lives, disobeying his or i 'uriden death of Vinal Dyer at the
ders to stand h.v to succor tlie Ac home of his brother in Camden.
tive and set sail for home while ‘Uncie Vi" as he was affectionately
he was taking a bit of a nap be 1 called had labored as usual Thursday,
low. Once safe home they accused I retiring for the night at the accus
the skipper of refusing aid. and tomed early hcur. Death by heart
their story was affirmed taler when i failure came in the night. Deceased
four survivors of tlie ill-fated Active i was 76 vears of age. For many years
reached port The angry populace | he had been employed summers at
of Marblehead seized Skipper Ire i Haven .Inn and Nebo L-odge in caring
son, stripped and bound him, tarred for the grounds and in a score of use
ful wavs. A man of sterling charac
him and covered him witli feath ter and cheerful disposition, he won
ers and dragged him through tlie the esteem and love of all who met
streets In an old dory. When its ! him, summer guest and resident
bottom fell out they put their vic lieiander. Funeral services were held
tim in a cart and proceeded, howl ! Sundav morning in Camden. Burial
was also in Camden.
ing, on their way.
Not till many years later, when
Awnings are cheaper. Let us make
Skipper Ireson was old, blind, nod
destitute, and It was too late to vour awnings now—help create emmake amends, was the true story I ployment and save money at the
time. This is a local concern
told hy tlie Hetty’s enhin hoy. now (same
all year round service.
Rockland
grown to manhood and a new sense ! Awning Co., 16 Willow street, H. E.
of honor.
. Simmons or J. M. Richardson.
<©. 1932. Western Newspaper Union.)
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SPONSOR GUA*aN1EED B

StUDEB AKER

Thrills and surprises new in the low priced
field await you in the Rockne. It has everything a
great car should have—Free Wheeling in all for
ward speeds, Full Synchronized Shift, Automatic
Switch-Key Starting. And literally pillowed in rub
ber its smooth, lightning fast six cylinder engine
gives 4-Point Cushioned Power. Before you make
up your mind on any car, drive the Rockne.
Model

Model

*’65”

*’75”

Extra Long Wheelbases

110"

Large Motors—cubic displacement

190'
66

114'
205’
72
155 sq. in.

Vital Specifications

Very Powerful Motors—brake h. p.
Extra Large Brakes—braking surface

143 sq. in.

ROCKLAND GARAGE CO.
• PARK AND UNION STREETS, ROCKLAND

Philadelphia.—Picks and shovels
of modern archeological expeditions
are rewriting the Biblical study ot
tlie flood on the banks of the an
cient Euphrates, ln Mesopotamia.
A series of moving pictures, taken
by the University of Pennsylvania
museum expedition, under tlie lead
ership of Dr. C. Leonard Woolsey,
were brought to the museum by
Doctor Woolsey and exhibited to
the public.
These show that the Biblical re
cital of the rising waters, which
eliminated the races of the Eu
phrates, Is a legend recounted by
succeeding generations of the As
syrians, long before the Jews In
corporated It Into their Old Testa
ment, Doctor Woolsey said.
Excavations of the expedition also
prove, lie declared, that the flood
occurred many years before the
Hebrew tribes trod the soil of Mes
opotamia.
Tunneling beneath the underpin
nings of structures built by races
who dwelt in the section after the
waters of the Biblical flood had dis
appeared, the excavators found the
silt left by the flood near Ur of
the Chaldees, which must have oc
curred between 5000 and 4000 B. O.,
according to the calculations of the
archeologists.
Tlie Biblical flood, according to
Doctor Woolsey, was a purely local
phenomenon and consisted merely
of the overflowing of the Euphrates.
It was not a world-wide flood, as
the Bible relates, and not all the
people of the earth were drowned,
he said.
According to the Biblical account,
the only family to survive the ris
ing waters of the river was that of
Noah, but the archeologist said that
there were no Jews thereabouts ut
that time.

New “Moore’s Almanac”
Predicts Russ Famine

DOT: Every day or so
that keeps it dainty

JEAN: But doesn’t it stretch
and get flabby?
DOT: Not a bit.
I wash it the way
that preserves

ELASTICITY*.
Then it always
fits perfectly...

*The Lux Way to

preserve ELASTICITY
How flattering a new foundation garment is!
Even if it’s the merest wisp of a girdle its elas
ticity makes it fit smoothly and yet so lightly!

But when this precious elasticity is gone, the
most expensive garment is flabby, ill-fitting—

actually disfiguring! It’s because gentle Lux
preserves elasticity that it keeps your founda
tions as perfect in fit as when they were new.

Avoid ordinary soaps — cakes, powders, chips. These
often contain liarmiul alkali which weakens threads,
fades color. Lux has no harmful alkali. Anything safe
in water alone is safe in Lux.

Wash this 2-minute way: Use lukewarm water — Lux
dissolves instantly in it Squeeze suds through fabric,
rinse twice.
Lux every day or go, for foundations absorb perspiration.
Perspiration acids discolor and rot fabrics.

Don't rub foundations with cake soap — this destroys
elasticity, leaves the garment flabby, ill-fitting.

London.—The "renewal of world
prosperity" and a wave of famine,
new
disease and pestilence in Russia in
the next two years was predicted in
in spite of frequent washing
the "Old Moore Almanac” for 1932,
just Issued.
The famous almanac, which cor
rectly forecast the formation of a
’ early date. Members of Moses Web
VINALHAVEN
WALDOBORO
British coalition government ln its
ster Lodge, F.&A.M., are invited to
1930 edition, predicted the follow
attend the entertainment.
The
annual
town
meeting
will
be
Mrs.
Percy
Moody
entertained
the
ing events:
Word has been received from John
More settled conditions in India Mending Club at the Friday evening t held in Memorial hall March 14. Moore of his arrival at Moose Haven,
meeting.
I
There
are
70
articles
in
the
warrant.
anil the downfall of some of the Na
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Teele have re- J Mrs. Bernhard Erickson and infant ! Orange Park, Fla., where he will make
his home.
tionalist leaders (presumably some
turned to their home in Loudville i daughter Gwendolyn returned Friday
Misses Mary and Louise Morong of
such as Mahatma Ghandi) in the
after passing the winter in town.
| from Tenant's Harbor. She was ac- 1 Report who attended the basketball
next year.
The Susannah Wesley Society did i companied by her mother, Mrs. Frank 1 game Friday night were overnight
The Illness or death of a member not meet this week and next Mon- J Pullen
guests of Mrs. E. C. Macintosh and
of British royalty in April.
day will be entertained by Mrs. Nellie
Saturday night bridge met Mrs. Everett Libby.
A grave naval disaster at the end Over lock.
March 5 with Mrs. E. C. Macintosh.
A wood-chopping bee was held
A telephone has been installed in
of May.
Mrs. Fred K. Coombs entertained Wednesday for Roy Webster who has
the
residence
of
Miss
Marion
Storer.
An outbreak of hostilities early
ill all winter, Eleven neighbors
Miss Mary Morse and Miss Martha the I. H. Club at her home Saturday | been
next summer.
made short work of a good sized
night.
Supper
was
served
at
6
o'clock.
A British government crisis In Morse of Bath are guests of their
American Legion and Auxiliary will wood pile. Thursday morning they did
grandparents Mr. and Mrs. V. B.
mid-July.
hold a public bridge at Legion hall the same good turn for John Whit-,
Hagerman.
Important constitutional changes,
tington who also has been ill.
Mrs. Cora McLain and Harlan Mc the evening of March 10.
Capt. W. P. Greenlaw who has been
reduction of taxation and expansion Lain have been guests of Mr. and Mrs.
of British exports.
Harris
McLain
in
Everett,
Mass.
irris
»
m
Hh ™
Ms. and Mrs. o. E, Ludwig wl.o.r.tght. „ ,„e gW gwe. Rockport | —«

LUX for underthings

“

Shoes Baked, Banged and Bathed

accompanied John P. Moore of Vinal High. vs. Vinalhaven Girl Scouts, the Mrs. George Callahan are assisting
Daughter-in-Law Seeks
haven, a member of Waldoboro Lodge score was 19 to 10 in favor of Rock in caring for him.
Guns of Jesse James of Moose, to Moosehaven, Fla., plan port. The boys' game, Vinalhaven Miss Lucinda Young returned this

Excelsior Springs, Mo.—Guns used
by Jesse James, which have caused
dissension ever since the outlaw's
death, are creating trouble again.
This time the police have been asked
to take a hand In the argument over
ownership.
Dr. Ernest Lowrey, Excelsior
Springs physician, now has the
guns. He got them while he was
attending Jesse E. James, the notori
ous bandit's son, several years ago.
Doctor Lowrey says he was given
the guns, weapons of the long bar
reled, cap and ball type, as part pay
ment on a bill for hls professional
services. He keeps them locked in
a safe.
Mrs. Jesse E. James has asked
police to see what they can do to
return the guns to her. She now
lives In Los Angeles.

Nebraska Shows Traces
of Gold and Platinum
Danbury. Neb.—Red Willow may
in the near future develop eunmerclally the mining of gold and plat
inum.
Deposits of the valuable metals
have been found in sand spread on
a road between here and Indianola.
The sand was traced to a pit on the
C. Brown farm near here.
Samples were sent to an assayer.
Reports have not been received, but
it is believed the metal is present In
sufficient quantity to make mining
of It profitable. It Is not believed
the deposit is large, and local per
sons believe the deposit may have
been left by the shifting of soil by
glaciers.

Nurses Select Name
for Thirteenth Child
Memphis, Tenn.—Nurses In
Baptist hospital here were ap
pealed to by Mrs. Arch R.
Anderson, when she could not
think of a name for the thir
teenth child, a boy.
The baby was Anally chris
tened "Robert Clarence,” the
name of one of the nurse's
“nice boy friends."

to be a%ay from home two or three High vs. Rockland Celtics, the score week to Rockland.
was 28 to 18 in favor of Vinalhaven.
weeks.
Mrs. Maurice Brown and Mrs. Fred
Wednesday at 7 p. m. there will be
Paul Thurston of Bethel, Demo
Geary were guests Wednesday of Mrs.
cratic candidate for governor, was a a basketball game at Town hall, Roy Webster.
Whizzers vs. Demons, and a boys’
recent visitor in town.
The funeral services of Frederika,
Miss Emma Fossa and Miss Mar game, Arey's Airedales vs. Chilles’
jorie Fossa are visiting their grand Chows. Friday night it is expected widow of John Erickson, were held
that Vinalhaven High will meet Deer Sunday afternoon at the home of her
father in Danvers, Mass.
Mrs. Fred Shuman and Mrs. Perley Isle High, also girls' teams, Scouts vs. son Bernhard Erickson, Mountain
street. Rev. P. J. Clifford, pastor of
Winchenbach have been in Portland. | Nitchevos.
Waldoboro High School closed Fri-' John Lowe returned Saturday from Union Church officiated. There were
beautiful floral tributes. The body
Rockland.
day for two weeks’ vacation.
Mrs. Clyde O. Ames who has been was placed In the tomb and inter
Funeral services for Carl W. Longren who died in New Haven, Conn., the guest of her mother, Mrs. Chel ment will be made at Criehaven,
Mrs. Ella E. Ames is spending a few
were held at his former home in Jef sea Calderwood, returned Friday to
days at North Haven as the guest of
ferson Friday afternoon of last week. North Haven.
Mrs. William Benner entertained her son Clyde O. Ames.
He was the son of the late Rev.
Charles and Mary (Jackson) Lon- the Washington Club at her home
At the regular meeting of Pleasant
gren and lived here for some time. Saturday night.
River Grange, March 2, Deputy Har
Don’t miss the quilt exhibit at Fi- old H. Nash of Camden was present
with his mother, making many friends
who were saddened to hear of his fleld's store this week.
for the purpose of making the custom
Thursday nearly a dozen wood- ary inspection. In its usual efficient
death.
choppers worked on the farm of manner this Grange exemplified the
Joseph Calderwood and Llewellyn j necessary work much to the satisfacSWAN’S ISLAND
Smith preparing fuel for Union tion of the inspecting officer. At the
Winifred Norwood who has been in Church. The wood was a gift from close of the meeting the lecturer with
Portland for several months is visit- the above named citizens^
the assistance of the chaplain pre
ing her aunt, Mrs. Gerland Newman. I Mrs. Charles Chilles and Thomas sented one of the fine programs of
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Stanley are Baum have been drawn as traverse tableaux and songs for which the
visiting their daughter Mrs. Daniel1 jurors for the next term of court.
Grange is famous. Under the direc
Union Church circle will hold its tion of the lady officers a bountiful
Cole in Rockland.
Laura Sprague went to Portland usual supper Thursday at 5.30 at the supper was served to approximately
Saturday to visit her sister Mrs. Al vestry. Housekeepers will be Mrs. 50 ever hungry Patrons. It was not
fred Sprague whose husband is ill Oscar Lane, Mrs. L. R. Smith, Mrs. until near the midnight hour that the
H. W. Fifield and Mrs. L. W. Sanborn. gathering finally departed. Pleasant
in the Marine Hospital.
Rev. A. I. Oliver, Methodist District River Grange Is always glad to wel
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson White are
living in the house owned by Mrs. Superintendent will be in town Wed come outside Patrons and was gladGerland Newman previously occu nesday.
to have Deputy Nash there on an
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Hatch of official visit.
pied by Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland
Portland are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Trask.
Mrs. Orrin Milan entertained an Robert Georgeson.
WHEN IN HOR I'LANLt—You san buy ]
Rehearsals are now being held for copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
afternoon party Wednesday of last
home
news, at Central News Co., 66 Con
week. Refreshments' were served. the Colonial Minstrels to be given by gress St.;
or Ross News-stand. 381 V? Con- j
The guests were Sadie Gross, Dora Marguerite Chapter, O.E.S., at an are**1 Rt
Stinson, Ella Morse, Ruby Holmes,
Rilla Joyce, Margaret Sprague, Mary
Butman,
Phoebe Kent,
Hester
Freethy, Lucy Smith, Mrs. Chandler
and Nina Sprague.
George W. Stanley is in poor
health.
The Ladies' Aid met Friday after
noon at the home of Mrs. Orrin
Milan and the occasion proved to be
of unusual activity and sociability.
The refreshments Included hot pop
corn served by Mrs. Rilla Joyce.
Mrs. Tina Joyce arrived home
Friday after spending several weeks
in Massachusetts, Rockland and
Tenant’s Harbor.
Mrs. Everett Gross entertained
the Methodist choir
Thursday
afternoon ana evening.
Refresh
ments were served and the evening
was spent with singing and games.
The guests were Rena Rowe, Mary
Trask, Mary Butman, Winnie New
When baby cries at night moth
Changing a Ure on the highway
er mast answer, hut toys and
man,
Elizabeth
Morse,
Nina
ls a hazardous job for the motor
chairs and carts are strewn
Sprague, Lucy Smith, Sopha Stockist and a menace to passing cars.
about the floor, and, she doesn't
bridge, Rev. W. C. Osgood, Mr. and
want to flood the room with the
The Boy Scout light solves tbe
Mrs. Orrin Milan, Laura Stinson and
glare of the electric lights nor
Judson Smith.
problem for, set up on end. it

“Just fancy, grandma,” said the
girl, “I had my second flying lesson
todav. and it won't be long before I’ll
be able to take you to the country in
my airplane."
Fortune Teller—"You are going to
"You won't do anything of the
kind,” said her grandmother, grimly marry a tall, dark man.”
The Girl—“Can't you be specific?
“When I want to go to the country
I’ll go by train, as Providence intend All four of them are tall and dark.”
—Boston Transcript.
ed us to.”—Tit-Bits.

These shoes look like
any others but imagine
ordinary foot-gear tak
ing this punishment
Above, two pair go into
the oven for 16 hours
at 90 degrees heat and
high humidity. At right,
the toe must resist a
bang of several hun
dred pounds. Below,
one gets a 16-hour bath
in an acid like perspira
tion. These are tests
made on safety shoes
worn by Western Elec
tric telephone makers,
virtually eliminating
toe injuries.

MODERN INVENTIONS REDUCE NIGHT ACCIDENTS

autoist and at the same time

risk barked shins.
The little
electric candle which automati
cally lights when picked up and
goes oat when set down, makes
entry into the nursery quiet and

warns approaching drivers.

safe.

throws a steady beam of light on

the parked car and the tolling

The house cat usually selects
the most precarious spot on (lie
cellar stairs to curl up for a nap
The wary woman never under
takes to descend those steps
without a light and where w ired
electric outlets are not available,
the handy wall light which op
erates ou batteries provides real
safety at this danger spot.

Mud puddles, fallen trees and
other obstacles are not among
the Joys of the commuter's Ufa
but he is hound to run Intojhsat
sometimes when he Is late get
ting home from the office. (Ano
of the small pis-ket lights, which
tits neatly even Into s vest pock
et, Is all he needs to make walk
ing safe ami to avoid any and i
‘C
sidewalk pit falls.

THOMASTON

NOTICE!

Lawrence Hahn went to Portland
A representative of the Delaware
Saturday and expected to return Mon
day night.
*
Mills will speak at North Warren
The Baptist ladies' circle will meet
Grange Hall
Wednesday afternoon, with supper at
6 o'clock.
Thurs. Evg., March 10
The Community Brotherhood will
at 7.30
hold their meeting this Tuesday eve
ning in the Baptist Church. Supper
will be served at 6 o'clock by the
ladies' aid of the M. E. Church. Al
POULTRY TROUBLES
bert T. Gould, Esq., of Boston will
AU interested are welcome
give a talk on “Labrador,” illustrated
29‘lt
by the stereopticon. The lades' circles
of the churches and the Baptist choir
who will have their regular rehearsal
WARREN
afterwards, are invited to attend the
lecture.
Mrs. R. J. Andrews was called to
C. L. Allen of South Thomaston
has bought the Earl Maxey filling Boston from Florida. Feb. 28. by the
station at Walker's Comer and death of her aunt Mrs. Mary Storer.
plans to open it soon, giving year- It will be remembered that Mrs. Storer
had spent several summers with Mr.
around service.
Dr. and Mrs. O. K. Day of Harri and Mrs Andrews in this town.
The girls*of the World Wide Guild
son (Ruby Woodcock) are receiving
congratulations on the birth March will meet with Mrs. Ella Caler Thurs
day at 3 o'clock to prepare a box of
2 of a son.
Miss Martha Jones is visiting her bandages and pads to go to Shaohsing, East China.
sister Mrs. Pearl Oakes in Union.
Howard Swift who has had a posi
Through error it was reported that
tion in Boston arrived home Satur- Warren would celebrate its 150th an
dy. Laid off on account of no busi niversary in 1936. That year will be I
its bicentennial, or 200th anniversary.!
ness.
Joseph Bradlee has returned from
Parts in the senior play "Finger
Boston where he had his eyes oper Prints” have been given Gerald
ated upon. The one most badly in Brown, Roger Teague, Elmer Jame
jured was removed. Mr. Bradlee is son. Jr., Edgar Wiley, Marguerite1
encouraged to believe in permanent Haskell, Betty Moody. Thelma Star- '
benefit from the operation.
rett. Florence Packard, Beatrice Has
Battery F, C.A.C., is having a kell and Edith French. It is planned
cement floor put in the building to put on this play some time in April. ’
where the big gun is kept.
The ladies' circle of the Congrega
Mr. and Mrs. William T. Smith and tional Church will meet Thursday at
Mrs. George Ludwig have returned 2.30. with business meeting at 4 o'clock
from Attleboro, Mass., where they and supper at 6, served by Mrs. Nettie I
went to attend the funeral of Alonzo Jameson, Mrs. Abbie Newbert, Mrs.
C. Whittaker, a life-long friend.
Florence Gardiner, MPs. Katie Star
Next Thursday evening the Auxili rett. and Miss M. Grace Walker.
ary of the American Legion will
It is with pride that Warren friends
sponsor a public card party in the
Legion rooms. Playing will begin at learn of the fact that Beulah Star- !
The committee in rett, oldest daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
7.30 o'clock,
charge. Mrs. Edith Clark, Mrs. Hollis Starrett, achieved perfect
marks at the University of Maine the
Ednah Smith, Mrs. Avis Brazier.
William Coburn of Portland was in past semester. She is majoring in
town for the weekend to visit his zoology.
Mrs. Estelle Perry of Rockland was
sister Mrs. Oliver Johnson who is
a recent guest of Mrs. Gertrude Rowe.
very ill.
The springlike weather of the past
Mr. and Mrs. Clark who have spent
two months with their daughter. Mrs. few days has necessitated scraping
Louie Jacobs, have returned to their the roads in the village and some
patching on No. 1 highway between
home in Searsport.
Gladys M. Davis, G.N., who has Warren and Waldoboro.
The final meeting of the Twelve
been night nurse to Mrs. Adelia M.
Masters has returned to her home Club took place Wednesday evening
with Mr. and Mrs Clarence Spear.
in Camden.
George French made a trip to First prizes were taken by Mrs. O. B.
Knox Hospital for a slight operation. Libby and A. V. McIntyre, consola
Rev. H. S. Kilborn went to War tion going to Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Spear.
ren Monday evening to give an il
Rev. Helen Carlson. W.C.T.U. field
lustrated chalk talk to the Boys' worker, of Portland, who has teen in
Club of that town.
Massachusetts several weeks, will
Mrs. Lee Walker has returned from speak Wednesday afternoon at the
a visit in Portland.
meeting of the Mission Circle in the
Clayton and Ira Oliver and George Montgomery rooms.
• • • «
Davis motored to Waldoboro Sun
day to visit relatives.
“
Clover
Time"
Wins Applause
Mrs. Olive Brazier fell to the barn
Thanks
to
the
hearty
cooperation
floor Saturday from a ladder she
was ascending, breaking her leg. of the townspeople both in the Wom
She was taken to Dr. E. W. Hodg an's Club and outside, the play ‘
kins Hospital where an x-ray showed "Clover Time" given Thursday eve
the break to be not a serious one. ning under auspices of the club, was
The leg was set Sunday. She is now a decided success. The sum of $77
at the home of her son Rodney on was netted, part of which was earned
by the sale of homemade fudge be
Hyler street.
William Hoffses of Portland spent tween acts. Charles Dwinal and Al
the weekend at his house on Brook bert McPhail, the two Civil War vet
erans, were superb as the leading
lyn Heights.
Raymond Beattie is much improved characters and were well supported
by Mrs. Marjorie Allen as the ingenue,
in his physical condition.
Union prayer meeting at the M. E. Chester WyUie playing opposite her,
and Mrs. Flora McKellar as rival in
Church Thursday evening.
The W.C.T.U. wiU meat at the the affections of her sweetheart.
vestry of the M. E. Church Friday Frank D. Rowe did excellent work as
afternoon. The Mission circles of the villain and Arnold Teague as the
the churches are invited to attend. constable brought down the house
A special program has been prepared. many times, as did Mrs. Mary Berryacting the part of a friendly neighbor.
The Beta Alpha Club met in the
Baptist vestry Monday evening. Last but not least the triplet old maids
They busied themselves sewing upon played by Miss Tena McCallum. Miss
Annie Starrett and Mrs. Alena Star
articles for the use of the town nurse. rett, took their toll of laughs. Music
The annual meeting of the Thom was furnished by the Thomaston High
aston Nurse Association will be held School orchestra of eight pieces, di
at the selectmen’s office, Friday, rected by Miss Alcada Hall.
March 11, at 7 p. m.
The play was directed by Mrs. Flor
♦♦**
ence Gardiner, assisted by Mrs. Grace
Wyllie, Mrs. Abbie Newbert, Mrs.
Miss Angie J. Mayo
The funeral services of Miss Angie Flora McKellar and Mrs. Alena Star
J. Mayo were held at the late resi rett. Mrs. Grace Spear and Mrs.
dence Sunday afternoon, Rev. H. F. Evelyn Robinson were in charge of
Leach officiating. Interment was in the candy, and the girls who -sold it
the Thomaston cemetery. The bear were Edith French, Christine Star
ers were Arthur E. McDonald. rett, Olive Teague. Marguerite Has
Charles E. McDonald, Henry E. Mc kell, Beatrice Haskell and Florence
Donald and Myles Weston. The Packard. Elmer Jameson, Jr . Gerald
flowers were of the best obtainable. Brown. Marshall White and Andrew
Miss Mayo was a native of Thomas Connell were ushers. Appreciation is
ton, born April 27. 1862. a daughter of expressed for help given by Frank
Daniel and Alice (Vose) Mayo. She Montgomery with the stage setting,
had always lived here. For many and to Dana Smith for use of his
years she was employed in the tailor truck and aid in many incidentals.
shop of E. H. Rose & Co., Rockland. Grateful acknowledgment is made to
Her later years were spent at home, Elmer Jameson for widening the
helping to carry on the farm on stage, to Elmer Jameson, Jr., for the
which she lived. A year ago she re lighting, to Roger Teague for giving
ceived injuries from which she never the bugle calls, to Mrs. Gertrude Rowe
fully recovered. She is survived by for arranging flowers in the fernery,
two brothers, Silas V. Mayo of to Oscar Starrett and Crockett BachSheridan, Wyoming, and Alexander elder for use of the horn and battery,
Mayo of Thomaston; a niece, Miss to Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Hahn tor
Margaret McDonald,
and
four janitor work, to P. D. Starrett for the
of bulbs, and to Mr. Johnson for
nephews, Charles C. and Henry E. loan
the loan of his fernery. The courtesy
McDonald of this town, Arthur E.
of the chairmen of the Democratic and
McDonald1 of New York and Robert Republican caucuses was appreciated.
Mayo of Southwest Harbor. '
Tickets were sold at the door by Wil
x
♦ ♦ ♦ •
liam Allen and taken by George
Mrs. Adelia L. Masters
Walker.
The funeral services of Mrs. Adelia
L. Masters, who died at the Lucette,
EAST UNION
Main street, Saturday morning, were
held at St. John the Eaptist Episco
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Merrifield of
pal Church this Tuesday morning at
10.30. Rev. Peter Franklin officiated. Hope were entertained at cards
The service was attended by relatives Thursday evening at the home of C.
and friends and fine floral offerings E. Wellman.
Grevis Payson was home from Bos
were made. Interment was in the
Thomaston cemetery. Mrs. Masters ton over the weekend. He was ac
was born in Thomaston, Oct. 1, 1853. companied by Hollis Watts who en
She was a daughter of Nathaniel and joyed the few days with his parents,
Nancy (Campbell) Woodcock. On Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Watts.
This community was shocked to
Oct. 22, 1873, she was married to Silas
For a! hear of the sudden death of Lewis
W. Masters of Thomaston,
number of years she was connected Gould of Warren from pneumonia.
Mrs. Mary Payson entertained the
with her husband in the management
of the Knox Hotel and under their Community Club last Wednesday.
administration the hotel had.a great There were 17 present and an excel
reputation among the traveling pub lent dinner was served at noon. The
lic. After the death of Mr. Masters afternoon was devoted to the sewing
in 1906 she continued to make her of patchwork which caused much
home in the town for some years, amusement. The next meeting will
later going to Boston to live. Ill health be held Wednesday with Mrs. Millie
had been hers in the past several Jones and Lilia Morton.
A good delegation from Pioneer
years. Part of such time she had
spent in hospitals in Massachusetts, Grange attended Knox Pomona at
finally coming back to her native town South Hope Saturday.
The Farm Bureau met in Grange
to close her life. Mrs. Masters had
been cared for by a niece, Miss Addie dining hall Friday with 16 members
Catland. She is survived by a sister, and one visitor. The subject of this
Mrs. Ida M. Stone of Thomaston, and meeting was "Breakfast Suggestions"
which proved a delicious menu. After
several nephews and nieces.
the business meeting a brief program
Dunn <fc Elliot Co. carries a full was presented pertaining to the
supply of the nationally advertised Farm Bureau. Miss Lawrence will
Carpenter-Morton Sof-Glos paint — j be present at the next meeting on
adv
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March 18.

In Everybody’s Column

PSYCHOLOGY TO AID

FOR SALE

Advertisements in this column not to
exceed three lines inserted once for 25
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
tional lines five cents each for one time.
DRY FITTED hard wood under rover,
10 cents for three times. Six words *10;
junks. $10; long. $8; soft wood
From the Monthly Bank Letter for March Issued by The National City Bank of New York
make a line.
mixed. *8. T. J. CARROLL. Tel. 263-21.
26-tf
Simple Intelligence Tests
WAYSIDE STORE for sale. 10x12.
electric lights, two show cases, counter
HE seasonal upward move volume of elig ble commercial pa rate,” it states, “is undoubtedly
to Be Applied.
and oil stove. $150. MRS AUGUSTINE
ment expected with thv ap per outstandn g, has been inter designed to, and will, facilitate
NEWHALL. Ash Point.
29*31
♦
proach of spring failed to fered with by the extensive the distribution of forthcoming
— •* ♦ ♦ ■» ♦ u
Washington. — Psychology will
SEVERAL HEAD of Jersey cows and
materialize during February, hoarding
ac
of currency at a time Government security issues by
BUNCH of keys lost—op short pocket heifers for sale. Some have just fresh
play a vital part in selection of the
cording to the March 1 Review of when the supply of commercial giving the banks a spread between
chain not on a ring. Reward. Return to ened. Will trade for 1930 Ford or Chev
navy's aviators in the future if a
The National City Bank, which paper is at its lowest point on the rates on such securities and
A. H., this office._________________ 28-30 rolet PA ton truck. EDGAR W. MOODY.
Tel. 9-4’Union.
27-29
series of experiments nearing com
states that the month was another account of the business depres the rediscount rate, so that banks
GENTLEMAN'S open face gold watch
ONE DODGE ton truck for sale cheap,
pletion prove satisfactory.
lost Friday; has picture of baby on face.
period of slack trade and disap sion. With :he usual basis for which have purchased Govern
Reward if returned to W. H. WINCA or will exchange for hens or new milch
A wealth of data collected on the
pointing performance by the currency expansion so reduced ments will be more inclined to
PAW, 3 Lindsey St.
28-30 cow. Inquire E. F. RUSSELL. 12 Knox
major industries. The review- and currency oemand unusually carry them and not force them
St.. Rockland.
27-29
basis of a study of naval aviation
adds, however, that in the mar heavy, the review states, it upon the market, thereby bring
DRY hard fitted wood $10. Junks $10.
personnel over a period of four
♦
»
i
*
»
'
4-foot wood $9, delivered. M LOPMAN.
kets and in the indexes of public seems clear that some temporary ing about a shrinkage in the bank
years, has revealed certain simple
R. F. D. 1. Rockland. Me. Tel. 263-11.
sentiment provided by the num provision for broadening that deposits and further deflation.
intelligence tests which ntay deter
27*32
ber of bank failures and the vol basis is not only justified but The sale of Government securities
mine whethoa man is fitted to fly,
SEVEN-ROOM house for sale, bath, fine
ume of currency in circulation, necessary.
at this time may be taken not
cellar, barn. 14 acre field, Oliver St.,
before he is even allowed to ven
the showing has been better,
% mile from postoffice. Quick sale
The fear that the use of Gov simply as an ordinary fiscal oper
NAMES wanted—I want to hear from $2500
ture off the ground, according to
St.
both security and commodity mar ernment securities as a basis for ation of the Government, but as
persons who are suffering from Piles as Tel. 1080.V. F. STUDLEY, 69 Park 18-tf
navy experts.
kets reflecting the hope for im currency will iead to the difficul part of a broader program of
I know I can cure many. Write me for
A NUMBER of used cars, open and
particulars. MRS. JENNIE A. GILES.
provement afforded by the Glass- ties which Euiopean countries ex raising funds in the principal
Board to Get Data.
Spruce Head.
___________ 27*29 closed models, for sale cheap. Terms to
Steagall bill.
perienced in post-war years, as a money centers which would then
They plan to present their stud
responsible
parties. E. D. LINSCOTT. 73
POWER BOAT 28 or 30 ft. long wanted,
29-31
Although judgment as to the result of the same procedure, ac be distributed throughout the
ies nnd conclusions to the navy gen
in good condition. Write "BOAT,” care Crescent St. Tel. 812-W.
cording
to
the
review,
fails
to
sufficiency
of
the
steps
which
country where needed through
FOUR ROOM bungalow, just off Main
The Courier-Gazette.
29*31
eral board with a recommendation
in Thomaston for sale. In perfect
have been taken in support of takb into cons,deration the fact the medium of the Government
SECOND-HAND stroller wanted, in St.
that all navy aviation personnel be
condition, large lot of land. Many other
credit cannot yet be final, accord that in those countries additional credit relief agencies.”
good
condition.
TEL.
645-W.
29-31
desirable
properties. DR. ALLYNE W.
required to come to certain mental
ing to the review, the improve currency issues were needed to
BOYS AND GIRLS wanted to sell flav PEABODY. Tel. 52-11 Thomaston.
Reports
of
900
industrial
cor

type standards before being al
pay
governmental
expenditures
ment that has accompanied such
oring extracts after school; send for free
28-tf
lowed to train for flying.
They
sample. WAKEFIELD EXTRACT CO.
action is important, since being and to make good their own de porations, compiled by the bank,
COMPUTING scales, electric meat
Sanbornville.
N.
H.
22*31
show
1931
net
profits
of
$592,000,have for several years been con
grinder,
show
cases,
other
store
fixtures
preciation,
while
here
the
provi

based upon the expectation of a
for sale. HENRY CARLETOMT Rock
check to the further contraction^ sion for more currency is simply 000 against $1,258,000,000 in
vinced their methods would save the
port.
24*29
of credit, it touches upon the busi to enable the banks to meet de 1930 and $2,162,000,000 in 1929,
lives of personnel and prevent de
LATHE screw cutting hollow spindle
ness situation at the point where mands from toeir depositors and decline of 53 and 72 per cent
struction of expensive equipment,
15 in. x 8 ft. $65; cord wood sawing ma
remedial measures are most re to take the place of currency respectively. Aggregate capital
chines $25. saws $5. some surface planers.
and they carried out exhaustive ex
♦
which is hoarced. It is strictly and surplus of the group amount
M. E. DUNN, 105 Washington Ave., Port
quired.
periments to prove their case.
land. Me.
29*31
The review gives considerable an emergency measure the need ed to $17,703,000,000 at the
FIVE ROOM furnished apartment to
Officials in the naval station med
FARM IN LINCOLNVILLE of 150 acres,
let. good location, rent reasonable.
attention to the Glass-Steagall for which will disappear when beginning of 1931, upon which the
buildings, pasture land. hay.
icine office revealed that flying rec
ROBERT COLLINS. 375 Main St. Tel modern
bill for liberalizing credit, and hoarding ceases. It will still be net profits return averaged 3.3
77.
26-tf' apple orchards, lumber and Are wood.
ords, In virtually every case, have
states that those who criticize the necessary for the Federal Reserve per cent. Despite poor eam'ngs,
MRS H. P. BUCHANAN, 36 Mountain
21-tf
borne out prediction based on men
LARGE HEATED rooms with bath, to St.. Camden. Tel. 2597 .
provision relating to the use of to maintain the same reserve ra a composite balance sheet shows
let. MINNIE C. SMITH. 37 Spring St.
tal tests. In many cases these
Government securities as collat tios against. notes and deposits an increase in ratio of current
BARGAINS ln new and used Johnson
Tel.
981
-W
29-31
Outboard motors. A. L. ANDERSON,
eral for Federal Reserve notes on as heretofore.
men whom the mental tests showed
24*37
AVAILABLE for rent four medium Camden.
The action of the Federal Re assets to current liabilities from
the ground that it is inflationaryto be of a type unadaptable to (ly
6.6
to
7.2,
resulting
from
the
li

GRAY Rebuilt Marine Motors with
price tenements. $15. $20. $25 ERNEST
serve
Bank
of
New
York
in
re

should
take
into
consideration
the
ing have crashed to death or serious
C. DAVIS at Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
26-tf one year guarantee for sale. New list
fact that a- condition now exists ducing its rediscount rate from quidation of receivables, inven
out. Prices reduced On new 1932
injury, nnd in almost every instance
SINGLE house to let at 8 Rockland St Just
with respect to currency which 3'- to 3 per cen; on February 26, tories, short-term and bonded
electric lights, toilet, garage.
MR. motors. A. L. ANDERSON. Camden.
they have acquired flying records
24*35
was not contemplated by the the review states, may be inter debt, and an increase in cash and
SHAFTER, 15 Rockland St. Tel. 888. *
far from desirable from an effi
____________________________
28-tf
BARGAIN, 30 acre farm ln Waldoboro,
mthnrs of the Federal Reserve preted as in line with the general marketable securities. Public util
house ln good repair, barn, two
ciency standpoint.
Act. Ti.e normal fluctuation of program for checking excessive ity system earnings declined only
TWO apartments in Harmon Davis large
hen houses; cuts about flve tons hay.
Block. These tenements available at wood
“The reduction in 7 per cent.
Decision Near.
the demand for currency with the deflation.
for
own use. blueberries; near good
once, are heated. Let me show them to
brook; $500 takes It. FRANCIS
The navy has not adopted the
you FREEMAN S. YOUNG. 163 Main trout
St.
CLAIR,
17 Trinity St., Rockland.
St. Tel. 766-J.___________________ 29-31
tests as part of the requirements
28*30
FURNISHED APARTMENT of three
for prospective flyers, hut decision
CAMDEN
rooms
to
let
at
49
Pleasant
St.
Adults
in the matter is expected in the near
only. LILLIAN BICKNELL. 82 Llmerock
Frank L. Kennedy who has been ill
future.
St.
27*29
Tests were carried out under the at his home on Mountain street, is in
^CENTRALLY located room to let. in
private family, gentleman preferred.
leadership of Capt. Dallas G. Sut Knox Hospital, Rockland, for x-ray
TEL 961-M.
29-31
ton, navy representative at St. Eliza examination.
STORE to let ln Camden, formerly oc
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times.
Dr. and Mrs. Kenneth M. Green are
beth's hospital here. Sutton was
cupied by C. A. Carleton. Inquire FRED Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
DEAN. 28 Washington St., Camden.
at the Pensacola (Fla.) naval air spending a few days in Boston.
26-tf
27*32
Richard Young and family have
base when he began his experiments
AGENTS'
COMMISSIONS.
Sell
high
APARTMENT on second floor, three
razor blades. Cost you one cent
several years ago, and since that moved from the Montgomery block to
Methods Of Testing Compression
furnished rooms and bath to let. ANNE grade
each
Make
100
per
cent
profit
Send
the
Will
Dean
house
on
Pearl
street.
V. FLINT. 32 School St. Tel. 1013-M.
time has appointed members of the
for 10 sample blades and particu
Any One Of Them, If Intelligently Applied, Will Give The Desired
13-tf 25c
Dr. Elmer E. Gould and daughter
navy medical corps to co-operate
lars. JONCO SALES CO., P. O. Box 263.
TENEMENT
to
let
at
36
Mechanic
St.
Rockland.
23-tf
Mrs.
Abbie
Wilson
are
spending
a
few
Information
with him at Hampton Roads, Ya.,
Innulre of MRS W S KENNISTON. 176
days in Portland.
LADIES- Reliable hair goods at Rock
and at San Diego, Calif.
Main St. Tel. 874-W
_ 26-tf
THE DEGREE WITH WHICH the cylinders of an engine letain
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
Maiden Cliff Rebekah sewing circle
compression can best be determined by the use of a compression gage.
TO LET—5-room flat, all modem. 23 solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
Fulton St. Inquire ROSE PRESCOTT
will meet Wednesday afternoon with
This
is
similar
to,an
ordinary
steai.i
gage
anil
is
screwed
in'o
tlie
26-tf
Russian Lady, 107, Says
240 Broadway.
26-tf
work on quilts. Covered dish supper
spark-plug hole of the cylinder to be tested. The throttle is opened
WATCHES. CLOCKS, antique and
COZY five room apartment to let. all grandfather, repaired. Call and deliver,
We Are Dumb and Stupid will be served. In the evening fol wide, witli the ignition shut off, the engine is turned over by the
modern, hot water heat. gas. electric mall or leave. Experienced workman.
lowing the meeting there will be a
lights, bath. FLOYD L. SHAW. 47 North S. A. MACOMBER. Rockland. Tel. 958-J.
Columbus, Ohio.— Mme. Marie St. Patrick's entertainment with re starter and the gage indication is Tt.'.d. The maximum obtainable
Main St. Tel. 422-R
27-tf
enmpresssion pressures range from 63 lbs. to 80 lbs., approximately,
27-tf
Charlotte de Golier Davenport, bom freshments.
dependent upon the ratios adopted in the design of various makes of
UNFURNISHED flve room apartment
HARD WOOD fitted. $12 ana *14:
in Russia 107 years ago and edu
with
toilet
to
let.
Inquire
12
KNOX
ingines and tlie nearer the gage reading approaches the theoretical full
junks. *12; small round wood, stove
There will be a rummage sale at A.
ST. Tel. 156-W
26-tf lengths. *10; fitted soft wood. *8. O. H.
cated in Vienna university and the H. Parson's store March 14-15 for the
pressure the more nearly perfect is the retention of compression in the
CRIE. Thomaston. Tel. 122-2_____ 26-tf
HOUSE
of
6
rooms
to
let,
flue
cellar,
Sorbonne, claims a number of pre benefit of Camden Community Hos
cylinder under test. Any cylinder which falls far short of the comtoilet, electricity, gas and furnace; extra
SKATE SHARPENING Is a specialty of
rogatives for her years, including pital.
puted value is leaking gas and needs repairs to bring up the power of
large veranda, large yard. Adulta only CRIE HARDWARE CO.. 409 Main St.,
Inquire 23 T STREET. City.
26-tf Rockland.
tlie engine. Gas tightness of a cylinder can also he checked by
frank criticism of her hosts.
26-tf
Regular meeting of the American;
FOUR ROOM heated apartment, suit
She indulged the right without Legion Auxiliary tonight with Mrsfl means of an “engine tester," which is a hand operated air compressing
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your saws
able
for
family
of
two
or
three,
at
15
and repair your furniture at 216 LIMErestraint on a recent visit to Colum Edna Burrell and Mrs. Arthur Larnen pump, that can be screwed into a spark plug hole, and has a pressure
Summer St. Apply to MRS. FROST ROCK ST. Tel. 1010.
26-tf
gage attached to it. The cylinder under test is set oil its compression
Tel. 318-W
26-tf
bus. She said:
furnishing the entertainment.
stroke, the pump plunger operated and the rapidity with which the
NEWLY RENOVATED half house, no
"l’our people are stupid and un
Mr. and Mrs. William G. Stover oft air pressure thus developed falls off indicates the extent to which gas
connection. Three rooms down, three up.
Lewiston spent the weekend with MrJ leakage is taking place. Testing compression of a cylinder with the
friendly and impolite.
large front hall, open attic, good yard.
“Each time I return here I And and Mrs. Robert Jamieson.
Garage If desired. Apply 12 WARREN
handcrank is accomplished as follows: Spark-plugs from all cylinders,
26-tf
Mr. and Mrs. John L. Tewksburyf except tlie one under test, aro removed, the throttle is fully opened and I ST. Tel. 577.
your people more dumb.
HOUSE to let. hath, gas and lights.
“They don't produce anything; entertained Mr. and Mrs. Findlay' the engine is turned over by hand until this cylinder begins its com
MRS E C. GRANT 1R4 South Main St.
they jog along like so many jack Calder, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert TnomasJ pression stroke, which is indicated by resistance to cranking. If this
Tel. 526-M.
26-tf

NAVY PICK FLYERS

GENERAL BUSINESS CONDITIONS

LOST AND FOUND

T

WANTED

TO LET

HINTS
FOR
THE

MOTORIST

! MISCELLANEOUS ♦

By ALBERT L. CLOUGH

; EGGS AND CHICKS ;

and Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Jamie-., is strong and so well sustained that tiie "rank will spring back repeat
edly when it is encountered, the cylinder is vety nearly gas tight, but
son at dinner and bridge Saturday
night. Mr. and Mrs. Calder had h;gh» if on the contrary, there is very little resistance to cranking felt, which
scores and Mr. Jamieson and Mrsf very soon disappears and the hissing sound of escaping gas can be
heard, the cylinder is leaky and requires attention before good comThomas the consolations.
<
Rev. Lewis Witham is spending a. - pression can be obtained.
few days in Biddeford.
ning clown. We think, however,
ENGINE OIL GETS THIN
Mrs. Agnes Knowlton enttrtains the
R. S. B. writes: Every time I that you will find your trouble in
use my---------- ear for a Ion:; drive. 1 the carburetor jacket heat supply.
Friday Auction Club this week.
[ notice that the engine oil gets
The Comrades of the Way of the
DOWNDRAFT 4 ARIJl RATION
thin and seems to be partly
First Congregational Church will en .very
E. E. I*, asks: Do you think that
gasoline. Can you suggest what is
tertain the Comrades of the Way of the cause of this?
the installation of a downdraft car
Rockiand Sunday night.
buretor and manifold on the engine
of my 1930 --------- car. such as
Movies this week at the Comiquct
furnished on the 1931 model would
Army Shows Progress
Tuesday, Greta Garbo and Ramon
give me improved results and, if so
Made in Gas Warfare Novarro in 'Mata Hari;" Wednesday
how should I co about getting the
and Thursday. "Frankenstein;" Fri
change made?
Washington.—"Excellent progress" day. Adolphe Menjou in “Friends and
in preparing gases and protective Lovers;” also the Sharkey-Carnera
equipment against gas for use In fight picture; Saturday. "The Tip
war was made by the Chemical War Off;” March 14-15. Wallace Beery and
fare sprviee of the army during the Jackie Cooper in "The Champ."
last year, Maj. Gen. Henry L. Gil
The Republican caucus tonight at
christ, chief, told Secretary of War
7.30 will be held in the main court
Answer: This may be the result
Hurley In his animal report.
Gilchrist said that "special em room at the Court House for the pur- i of incomplete vaporization of the
gasoline,
resulting from too little
phasis" had been placed on reduc pose of' selecting delegates to the
heat being furnished the carbure
State
Convention.
—
adv.
Answer: Such a earburation sys
ing the cost of some of the more
ter. Your carburetor is dependent
upon a full supply of exhaust heat, tem. if it could be installed, would
expensive items of chemical war
passing through its jacket, for se probably give you a little more
TENANT'S HARBOR
fare.- Also, he said, the service has
curing a supply of “dry vapor” speed, hut we hardly think the
devised better protection against
adaptation could lie made, prac
for the engine and you may find tically speaking.
The child health conference for this
However, you
chemical agents.
that its exhaust heat passages are might inquire of the factory as to
will be held March 16. It is
During the past year the service month
stopped up cr that the linkage con this. The downdraft construction
expected that a doctor will be in at
made 25,974 gas masks for tlie army. tendance.
nection from the throttle to the would bring the carburetor so high
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Davis of Red- I exhaust gas shutter is out of order that it could not be fed from the
tank, which, we believe, is
stone. N. H„ are spending several, or not set right. Possibly your vacuum
Deficit in 1930 Budget
engine's piston-rings are badly used on your car, and a fuel pump
weeks at their summer cottage 'for
have to be installed to sup
of Palestine Government merly the Dean Kal’.och place > at the worn or that the oil you are using would
ply it.
As your engine Is not
dees
not
stand
high
temperature
Creek.
adapted to drive such a pump,
New York.—A deficit of nearly
and
thus
does
not
seal
the
pistons
the
idea
of
making this proposed
Mrs. Annie Smith who is ill at the
£2,000 In the 1930 budget of the
effectually against fuel-ends *-un- change docs not seem feasible.
Palestine government, was disclosed home of Mrs. Emma Lane in Willardby I. K. W. Stead, director of ham is reported as gaining which is !
Palestine customs. Tlie deficit is pleasant news to her friends.
professional call here Wednesday Sivewright, John Reid, Allen ConCopied from a Massachusetts pa- : night.
ary, John Bald. F. W. Barton, Emer
attributed in part to the financial per
is the following obituary notice:
Miss Eva Torrey has been confined son Murphy, Jr., Leander Wiley and
crisis in America and in part to the "Died—Hattie A. Glidden. in her 73d
emonomic setback suffered as a re year; wife of L. S. M Glidden. 38 to the house with a severe cold hnd Philip Murphy. Vernard Watts, oper
ator of the sawing machine, helped
sult of the riots in 1929.—Opinion. Brookfield road. Waltham. Funeral I rheumatism.
Business looks rather dull for the
wood after the completion of the
services at the residence Feb. 29. at quarries this spring. This is serious split
sawing. Mr. and Mrs. Wall wish to
1.30
p.
m."
It
will
be
remembered
Injured Pigeon Hops
news, for If it were not for the quar
that Mr. and Mrs. Glidden and ries St. George would hardly be on thank all who assisted in any way and
express their sincere appreciation
in on Veterinarian daughter Georgia used to make sum the map. as that is the chief indus to
of the thought which prompted the
Orillia, Ont.—When Dr. D.“ It. mer visits frequently with the for try here.
deed. Mr. Wall's health does not per
Calev, a veterinary surgeon, opened mer's parents. Mr. and Mrs. Charles
James Paterson is out again after mit him to do any laborious work,
Glidden
at
the
Creek.
his front door to go duck hunting,
although he is steadily recovering
Mrs. Minnie Benson is at Hhox Hos being ill with grippe.
an Injured pigeon hopped in. Caley pital for observation. Her many
Town meeting dinner will be served from his recent illness.
postponed his hunting long enough friends are hoping for good reports of J at Masonic hall by Naomi Chapter.
to Set tlie bird's kroken wing. Tlie her health.
UNION
John Reed and family are staying
pigeon then hopped awa.v. There
Miss Muriel Procter was baptised at the home of W. E. Sheerer. Mrs.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Clinton Cummings
was a sign over Gilley's door an recently at Tremont Temple Baptist' Rccd is caring for Mrs. Sheerer who
have moved from the Bessey apart
nouncing Ills profession.
Church, Boston, which will interest is seriously ill.
ment to the home of Dv ight Cum
her friends and Sunday school a'soT.iere will be election of officers mings.
ciates.
Miss
Procter's
address
is
41
Dies of Laughter
at the ladies' sewing circle.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lermond are
Whitney Wheeler is driving his spending a few week,? in Massachu
Los Angeles.—Mrs. ifnry Arnil- Angel street, Dorchester. Mass.
Mrs. Olive Sheerer passed her 75th father's delivery truck while on his setts.
sted, fifty-three-year-old widow, was
The four oldest children of Mr. and
believed to have laughed herself to birthday anniversary Thursday ol vacation.
last week and was well remembered
death. She collapsed in the aisle of with a cake, flowers, plants and sev- , Dr. Hodgkins of Tho&iaston attends Mrs. Donald MacEdwards are at the
a theater during the showing of a eral greetings which were gratefully j M.-. hiveieite Snow who has an in home of an aunt for their vacation.
fection in her foot,
The household goods of Mr. and
comedy and was dead when a police received. "Gram" Sheerer as she is
Mrs. Frank Pullen has gone to Mrs. Charles Morton were moved
surgeon arrived.
called by young and old, is critically j Vinali.aven on a short vacation. She from Dorchester some time ago. Mr.
ill but bears her trouble with forti accompanied her daughter and infant and Mrs. Morton will arrive to make
tude and is always found wearing the daughter home.
their home here in April.
same sweet smile as of old when call- ' A bit of friendly spirit in the com
Mr. and Mrs. James Cameron who
ers are permitted to see her.
munity was manifested Thursday spent the winter with their son George
Gilchrest
Dr. Neacy of Milwaukee was in this when a group of men manufactured have returned to their own home.
Monumental Works place last week looking over the ter six cords of wood for Sewell Wall. A Seven Tree 4-H Club will hold a
ritory as a probable practicing ground. collection was taken at the village to meeting Friday evening at the home
Main Street
Tlie townspeople will be pleased to pay for the sawing machine. These of their leader. Miss Spearln will be
Thomatton, Maine
have a physician locate here as one men donated their labor: Joseph Sim present. There will be special ob
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
is needed very much.
mons, Robert Bald, Sr., Samuel Davis, servance of George Washington’s anTelephone Connection
Dr. Keller of Thomaston made a Edwin Wheeler, Jame6 Cant, David J niversary.

asses.
"I See no progress here; the peo
ple want no intelligence.
“All of the great stimulus that Is
the human soul Is gone out of your
people.
“I speak-freely; I have seen so
much.”
But of the American people in
general, Mme. Davenport said:
"You are darlings and I love you
all.”

WHEN IN PORTLAND—You can buy
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
home news, at Central News Co.. 00 Con
gress St.; or Ross News-stand. 381 la Con
gress St.

NORWICH UNION INDEMNITY CO.
New York, N. Y.
ASSETS. DEC. 31. 1931
Stocks and Bonds .................$3,280,177 75
HAWES -BARRED ROCK chicks lfic
Cash ln Office and Bank
303.118 35
Agents' Balances .................... 692.341 28 Every chick from large hen’s eggs of high
egg
production. Let me hatch your eggs
Interest and Rents
48.416 26
All other Assets ...................... 828.601 31 l’/2c each, guarantee your chicks free
of all diseases. ALFRED C. HAWES,
28-39
Gross Assets ........................*5.152.654 95 Union.
Deduct Items not admitted
90 395 74
R. I. RED CHICKS $15 per 100. State
tested.
Accredited.
Trapnested and
Admitted ............................*5.062.259 21 bred for heavy laying and egg size. W.
L. MERRIAM. Union. Me
25-tf
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
Net Unpaid Losses .......... *1.830.141 47
BARRED ROCK BABY CHIX 15c;
Unearned Premiums .......... . 1.324.945 96 hatching eggs, price right. My broilers
All other Liabilities .......... . 1.043,512 14 bring 5 cents a pound over other breeds.
Cash Capital ........................ . 500.000 00 ALBION WOTTON. Box 207. Friendship.
Surplus over all Liabilities
363,659 64 Me. Tel. 128-11.
26-45
THREE BUFFALO incubators. 390 egg
Total Liabilities and Surplus *5.06* 259 21
capacity.
Price
$20
each;
two
Blue
Hen
29-T-35 brooders, $10 each and one Queen
$5. All ln good shape. E. A.
CENTRAL SURETY AND INSURANCE brooder.
WINCAPAW. Friendship.
21*26
CORPORATION
S. C. R. I. Red baby chicks. Hatching
Kansas City, Missouri
eggs. Accredited stock $16 per 100 E.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
C. TEAGUE. Warren. Tel. 13-42 War
Real Estate .............................. *25.861 OS ren.
27-tf
Mortgage Loans ...................... 859i342 7?
WYLLIE'S STRAIN S. C Reds Have
Stocks and Bonds ................. 2.272.561 48 you
your March chlx? We have
Cash ln Office and Bank ...... 521.163 47 themordered
$160 a thousand, postpaid.
Agents' Balances ..................... 615.113 90 Smallerfororders
slightly higher. State
Bills Receivable .....................
55.614 21
for pullorum disease. F. H.
Interest and Rents .................
50.938 07 accredited
WYLLIE & SON, Thomaston, Me., R. 1.

Gross Assets ..........................*4.400.594 96
Deduct Items not admitted .... 113.605 70
Admitted ................... ......... *4.286.989 26
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1931
Net Unpaid Losses ............... $865,545 36
Unearned Premiums ............. 1.103,912 85
All other Liabilities .............. 485 694 72
Cash Capital ............................ 1.000.000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities,,
831.836 33

Total Liabilities and Surplus $4,286,989 26
29-T-35
MASSACHUSETTS FIRF. AND MARINE
INSURANCE COMPANY
The securities ln this statement have
been extended at values approved by
the National Convention of Insurance
Commissioners.
ASSETS DECEMBER 31. 1931
Stocks and Bonds ................. $2,559,237 01
cash ln Office and Bank .....
41,971 94
Agents' Balances ................... 218.330 26
Interest and Rents .................
14,120 00
All other Assets .....................
410 43

Gross Assets ........................ $2,834,069 64
Deduct Items not admitted ....
37.344 01

Admitted .............................$2,796,725 63
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1931
Net Unpaid Losses ................... 69.133 00
Unearned Premiums ........
597.639 09
All other Liabilities ............... 344.720 74
Cash Capital .......................... 1.000.000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 785.232 80

LARGE LOTS Hawes' Barred Rock
chicks. 16c and up, according to quantity.'
Guaranteed disease free Raise 100 per
cent—all chicks fumigated. Hatched In
Buckeye, newest equipment. Also cus
tom hatching. l>ic per egg. ALFRED
C. HAWES. Union.
21-32
S. C. R. I. RED baby chlcksl Hatch
ing eggs. Accredited stock Four good
cockerels. One 240 egg Buffalo Incubator,
one 550 egg 103 degree Incubator, for
sale. E. C. TEAGUE, Warren. Me. Phone
13-42 Warren.
26-tf

MICKIE SAYS—
■
VJMAT KEEPS ME’kl TH'SOSS
AUD
OFFICE FORCE IU
"THE WEWS PAPER. BIZWESS
AlkJT TW' SMELL O' PRINTERS
IWK«-MO.SlRw its -THE
FRiEWDLY FEELIWf? AMP LOYAL
eOOPERATlOkl OF OUR
<3000 OLE FAMILY OF REAPERS
WHO ARE FORBEARING
TOWARD OUR MISTAKES AMP
ENTHUSIASTIC OVER OUR.
SUCCESSES! (SOP BLESS
ALL OUR REAPERS

Total Liabilities and Surplus $2,796,725 63
26-T-32

TRANSCONTINENTAL INSURANCE CO.
New York, N. Y.
ASSETS DEC 31. 1931
Stocks and Bonds ...._...
$2 675.676 61
Cash ln Office and Bank
659993 65
Agents' Balances .........
359 421 76
Bills Receivable .............
1.882 39
Interest and Rents
10.731 77
All other Assets ............
6.533 76
Gross Assets ....... ,...........
Deduct Items not admitted

$3 714.239 95
353.811 57

Admitted ................. .......... $3,360,428 38
LIABILITIES DEC. V. 1931
Net Unpaid Losses ................. $81,812 68
Unearned Premiums .............. 670.370 52
All other Liabilities ...........
577.829.75i
Cash Capital ............................ 1.000.000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 1.030,415 43

*

Total Liabilities and Surplus $3,360,428 38

26-T-32

I______
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Every-Other-Day
EIGHTY LIONS

Socletv

BUSINESS WOMEN’S WEEK

CLOVERDALE

Are Due To Roar Tomorrow Is Happily Presented By the
Members of The Methe- Something About the Useful Organization Which Has
Night—To Be Addressed
Made Such a National Impress
besec Club
By Noted Airman

Camden, Rockport, Rockland, Wal
doboro Lions hold a joint meeting to
Mrs. Charles Peltala, whose hus
band is on the mechanical staff of morrow night and have selected neu
Maine Air Transport, Inc., flew to tral territory for that impressive oc
Boston Sunday with Stanley Boyn casion—namely the Knox Hotel in
ton. She will visit friends in Bos Thomaston. Plans call for an at
ton for a few days, then go to visit
tendance of about 80.
her parents in Haverhill, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. K. B. Crie who at
A chicken supper will be served at
tended the hardware show in Boston
6.30, after which there will be stunts
The
Saturday
Night
Club
had
sup

last week arrived home Saturday, ac
and an entertainment program' in
companied by Mrs. Crie’s brother, per at the home of Mrs. Edith Jones. cluding a talk by a famous flyer.
Bridge
was
the
subsequent
diversion.
Horace Getchell and Mrs. Getchell of
Capt. Dexter has 4000 flying hours
Somerville, Mass., who will be their
to his credit. He saw service during
Chapin Class is having picnic sup the war, first as ambulance driver in
guests.
per at 6 o’clock tonight at the home the French army, later as pilot in the
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Karl had as of Mrs. E. F. Berry.
American air forces. During the war
guests at Twin Maple Farm, West
Dr. and Mrs. Perley Damon were he became proficient in aerial pho
Rockport, Sunday. Mr. and Mrs. Wil
tography and in 1927-28 he mapped
son Foster, Mr. and Mrs. James F. 1 hosts to the Friday Night Club. Sup- the coastline of Florida for the gov
1
per
and
cards.
Carver and Mr. and Mrs. Arthur F.
ernment.
Lamb.
This was followed by further in
Hugh Snow who has been the guest
vasion of the tropics in Central
of
friends
in
Chicopee,
Mass.,
has
re

The Woman’s Foreign Missionary
America where he took air photo
Society of the Methodist Church turned home.
graphs of mountains and the jungles.
meets Thursday afternoon at the
Dr. and Mrs. Philip F. S. Gilley and He has flown for Canadian air mail
home of Miss Minnie Smith, Spring
_ services.
and Union streets. Mrs. H. H. Marr sons Frank and Philip of Southwest j In the spring of 1930 Capt. Dexter
as leader will have as her topic Chap Harbor were guests Sunday of Clay took over the aviation research work
ter 4 from the text book, "Christ ton E. Gilley and Mr. . and Mrs. of the Standard Oil Co. of New York.
George E. Dunton, Broadway.
Comes to the Village.”
Capt. Dexter’s first task was to con
Mrs. Edward Gonia was hostess to duct extensive tests of a new type
Mrs. Grover Knight of Broadway
plane, the autogiro. Under Socony
entertained the Thimble Club last the THE. Club last evening for pic auspices the autogiro test plane was
nic
supper
and
cards.
caning.
flown over 300 hours. This strange
"wind mill” craft visited nearly every
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ardrey
Orff
of
Ocean
Mr. and Mrs. John G. Snow gave
airport in New York and New Eng
a bridge luncheon Saturday evening street, entertained several friends at land last summer. Capt. Dexter has
bridge
Saturday
evening
with
three
at their home on Orange street.
a reputation as an extremely safe
Honors were won by Miss Margaret tables. Honors were won by Mrs. pilot and as he himself laughingly ad
Guy Douglas, William Vinal and
Snow and Stanley Boynton.
mitted when interviewed “It isn't my
Mrs. Carl Borgerson.
ambition to be the fastest or the great
The Diligent Dames will meet
Miss Winnifred Burkett who visit est pilot but to be the oldest.”
Thursday afternoon in the Congrega
ed her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Benja
tional vestry for a picnic tea.
min Burkett in Camden over the
FORTY CLUB PLANS
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Karl have re weekend, called on her grandmother,
turned from Boston where they at Mrs. Annie Douglas, Sunday, on her President Peaslee Names the
tended the hardware show last week. return to East Raymond where she
iff a teacher in the public schools.
Committees—Coach Heal
’ Mrs. Carl E. Freeman gave a bridge
Mr. and Mrs. George Barnes of
Spoke
luncheon Friday evening at her home
at Glencove, with three tables. Hon Wheeler's Bay were the guests
Dr. E. W. Peaslee was inducted
ors were carried off by Mrs. Harrison Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. A. V.
into office as president of all the
MacAlman, Mrs. Gardner French, Sawyer, James *street.
Forty Clubbers last week and to
Mrs. Forest Brazier and Miss Hazel
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Mills and lit day announces his committees for
Marshall.
tle son Jackie of Waldoboro are in the ensuing term. He is laying plans
■*------ t
Carl E. Morse served a beefsteak this city, guests of Mr. and Mrs. for an administration of serious,
dinner Sunday at his Crescent Beach A. V. Sawyer, while another son Neil, constructive work with definite ob
cottage, his guests being Dr. J. A. is ill in Knox Hospital. Master Neil jectives and' a sustained effort. To
Richan, Everett Roberts. George Rob underwent an operation Saturday that end he has appointed these
erts. William Tait, A. L. Briggs and for appendicitis, and is getting along committees:
nicely.
Athletics—A. E. Orff, J. A. Black,
Mr. Nelson.
L. Daniels, J. H. McLoon.
Miss Vora Nye, who teaches in
The Tuesday Club is having dinner
Attendance — B. J. Dowling, L.
at The Thorndike with cards at the North Warren, is home for a week’s Dandeneau, R. P. Bird.
home of Mrs. Leola Rose, Union vacation, having as guest for a week
Business Standards—P. P. Bick
her cousin. Miss Evelyn Rand, who nell, C. A. Palmer, H. Berman.
street.
teaches in Greenville.
Boys’ Work—A. L. McAlary, R. L.
Group 5 of the Congregational
Stratton, A. S. Peterson.
Dr. and Mrs. Kenneth M. Green
Church is to have a bridge party to
Civic Affairs—J. M. Richardson, I.
morrow evening at the home of Miss of’Camden are in Boston this week Gordon, H. Struckman, A. L. Whit
Helen D. Perrv. 64 North Main street, attending the optometrists’ conven temore.
with playing at 8. The committee in tion at Hotel Statler.
House—L. M. Richardson, H. P.
charge consists ot Miss Perry, Mrs.
Studley, H. E. Coombs, C. H. Berry.
Miss Alice Ewing who has been the
Harold Karl. Mrs. David Beach, Mrs.
Legal Affairs—F. A. Tirrell, J. C.
Basil Stinson. Mrs. Harold Coombs. guest of Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Burpee, Burrows.
Mrs. George E. Dunton, Miss Mar-1 Main street, for several weeks has re
Vital Statistics—W. H. Butler.
garet Snow, Miss Dorothy Snow and turned to Stoughton, Mass.
Membership—A. F. Lamb, C. F.
Mrs. Warren Eldridge. Reservations
Joy, H. L. Jackson.
Miss Lucinda Young of Knox Hos
may be arranged with Miss Perry or
Music—Vf. R. Conley. E. B. How
pital nursing staff has returned ard. C. B. Popplestone, R. C. Perry.
any one of the committee.
after visiting her parents, Mr. and
Program—J. E. Blaisdell, March;
Mrs. Hilda M. Ames and infant j Mrs. Jason Young. Vinalhaven.
J. W. Robinson, April; G. H. Welch,
daughter Earlene have left Knox
May; C. L. Sleeper. June; R. C.
Hospital and returned to their home ' A very pleasant evening was spent Wentworth, July; D. C. Leach,
yesterday
at
the
home
of
Mr.
and
in Matinicus.
August.
Mrs. W. S. Pettee when the Jolly
Publicity—J. C. Burrows, J. M.
Games were Richardson, W. F. Senter, Jr., F. D.
Ruth Mayhew Tent gives a bridge Jokers met there.
party this evening at Grand Armv played and refreshments were served. Ome, H. E. Coombs.
hall, it being the first in>a series, with Present were Mr. and Mrs. Pettee,
Social Affairs—J. H. McLoon, O.
a capital prize to be awarded at the Mr. and Mrs. William Widdecombe, E. Wishman, E. A. Munsey, W. H.
Mr. and Mrs. Ensign Winchenbaugh. Glendenning, Jr.
close.
Clarence Widdecombe, James Wid
Welfare—E. L. Scarlott, D. T.
The Junior Harmony Club meets decombe, Mrs. Annie Lloyd, Mrs. Darts, H. Cohen, J. G. Snow.
tomorrow evening at 6.30 at the BPW Etta Gray, Clarence Simmons. The
Yesterday's speaker was Durward
Club rooms, with Mrs. Leola Noyes club meets next Monday at 8 o’clock Heal, director of physical education
and Mrs. Faith G. Berry in charge.
with Mrs. William Widdecombe.
for boys in the High School, who
presented his talk on the aims and
The Rubinstein Club meets Fridav
Mrs. C. I. Burrows has returned objects of physical education with
afternoon at 2.15 in the Universalist j horrfe from Miami, Fla., where she particular reference to its applica
vestry, when a program on “Out-1 spent several weeks with Mr. and
tion and development in the Rock
standing Moderns" will be presented Mrs. L. N. Lawrence.
land High School.
under the direction of Mrs. Dorothy
Smalley.
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Hooper were guests
Mr. and Mrs. John N. Glidden of
of relatives n Sargentville last week
Ml's Barbara Blaisdell is the guest and attended the auto show in Ban Damariscotta were Sunday guests of
Mrs. Rose Glidden who is spending
of friends in Marblehead, Mass., for gor.
several weeks with her brother, John
a few days.
Lothrop.
The Congregational ladies will serve
Mr. and Mrs. Earl McIntosh had as circle supper tomorrow at 6.15 with
All officers of Edwin Libby Relief
dinner guests Friday evening Mr. and this committee in charge: Mrs. C. F.
Mrs. J. A. Burpee of Main street who Snow, chairman. Mrs. A. L. Ome, Corps are asked to be present at
were observing their 33d wedding an Mrs. Harriet Frost. Mrs. J. E. Stevens, Thursday night's meeting as conven
niversary. Mr. and Mrs. Burpee were Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper, Sr., Mrs. H. tion plans are to be discussed.
remembered with a gift. A feature of A. Buffum, Mrs. John I. Snow. Mrs.
the dinner menu was a bridal cake Frank Norton, Mrs. Joseph Blaisdell,
bearing the conventional bride and Mrs. C. D. North and Mrs. C. I. Bur
WED.-THURS.
groom.
rows.
In addition to personal notes regard
ing departures and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires Information of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
gladly received.
TELEPHONE ........... '.......... 770 or 794-W

k
(

A “MAINE” PROGRAM

Page Seven

“Maine In History, Legend and Ro
mance" was the subject of the un
usually interesting meeting of the
Methebesec Club Friday afternoon at
the home of Mrs. Nettie Perry, with
Miss Caroline Stanley as program
chairman. There were 28 present.
Miss Stanley gave a paper on “The
First Settlers on the Coast of Maine”
which displayed careful preparation
and diligent research for material.
One of the points brought out was
that the Pilgrims first considered
what is mow the State qf Maine as
their first landing place, the idea be
ing abandoned because of the ex
tremely rugged coast line which ap
peared most discouraging to them
after their tempestuous voyage. Mrs.
Ava Jackson’s paper was on “The Re
lations Between the French and In
dians in the Early Days.”
Miss Helen D. Perry read a group
of poems by A. B. Price, a Maine poet
—"Memories of Maine,” “Fog,” and
“Wild Ducks Flying Across the Bay;”
also “Dix Island," by Miss Anna
Coughlin of this city. Miss Annie
Frye read "The Baron of St. Castine,”
by Henry W. Longfellow, and as a
part of the response to the roll call
Mrs. Angelica Glover gave Edwin Os
good Grover’s poem “Down East and
Up Along.”
Miss Stanley presented “Maine:
The Union's Aurora” by the late
Beulah Sylvester Oxton, and pointed
out that Maine's first poet was Enoch
lincoln, who wrote “The Village;”
also that Maine’s first novelist was
Mme. Wood. Among several other
Maine writers mentioned was Sarah
Ome Jewett, who in her “The Coun
try of the Pointed Firs" referred to
Tenant’s Harbor.
At the business meeting presided
over by Mrs. Irene Moran, reports of
the social and ways and means com
mittees were given, the latter being
devoted to the success of the course
of dramatic criticisms bv Maud An
drews Lincoln the past season. It
was immediately voted to engage Mrs.
Lincoln for a course of similar criti
cisms for the season of 1932-33. This
announcement is sure to be received
with delight by those who have had
the privilege of listening to this tal
ented woman.
The next meeting will be at the
home of Mrs. Angelica Glover, 1
Claremont street, when as an ob
servance of St. Patrick's Day. Mrs.
Irene Walker will present a program
based on Irish music. Miss Anna
Coughlin will be the speaker, her sub
ject being “Ireland and Irish Music.”
At this meeting the chairmen of the
various committees are asked to give
their annual reports, in place of pre
senting them at the annual luncheon
as has been the custom in the past.
Mrs. Perry assisted by Mrs. Bernice
Havener served homemade candles.
NO OMELET!
| For The Courier-Gazette 1
I raised e hen. “Mehltable,"
As black as she could be.
And I looked forward to the day
When she'd lay eggs for me.

One day I saw her fighting
With a rooster big and bold.
And I felt real unholy pride
When "Hltty" knocked him cold.

Then grim old Fate laid on my heart
A large and heavy load—
Mehltable. her duty done.
Flew to the fence—and crowed!
Peggy.

STAINLESS

Same formula . . same price. In
original form, too, if you prefer
j
, /for

Ram* formula, . . Same priCi

10/

VICKS

COLDS
W VapoRub
»/.---------------------------------------rMILLION JARS USED YEARLY

WED.-THURS

THE VICE RING
EXISTS!

The National Federation of Busi
ness and Professional Women's
Clubs, which is sponsoring the fifth
annual observance of National Busi
ness Women's Week, is the largest
national organization of business
women in the world.
According to Mrs. Exle Perry,
president of the local BPW Club, it
now has 1,325 branches in an equiva
lent number of communities in this
country, the Hawaiian Islands and
Alaska, and its membership numbers
approximately 60,000. It is affili
ated with the International Federa
tion of Business and Projessional
Women, which has branches in Can
ada and in 13 European countries.
While the National Federation is
composed primarily of self support
ing women, its program has had
sufficient appeal to attract to mem
bership such women as Mrs. Her
bert Hoover, Mrs. Calvin Coolidge,
the majority of the women who have
successively served in Congress, Mrs.
Nellie Tayloe Ross. America's first
woman governor, Mrs. Franklin D.
Roosevelt, and others of equal cali
bre.

* ♦ ♦ •

The Federation has sponsored two
important researches into the prob
lems of business and professional
women. The first was an inquiry
into the occupational history of
nearly 15,000 members of the Federa
tion, which disclosed illuminating
facts about the stability of women in
the business world, their earning ca
pacity, their education, their living
conditions, their ability to save. The
research committee is now sponsor
ing a second research to determine
whether advancing years are a deter
rent to business success, and if so,
whether the middle-aged business
woman can combat the situation
through adult training or psycho
logical adjustments.
A vital phase of the Federation’s
program is its educational work.
Approximately. $300,000 accumulated
in nearly 700 local scholarship loan
funds throughout the country is
used to realize the educational ob
jectives of the organization, “At
least a high school education for
every business girl.” Last year more
than $80,000 was loaned to keep busi
ness girls in school until they had
achieved a high school diploma, or
in advancing funds to women who
wished college or professional train
ing.
i
In the vocational field the Federa
tion has taken almost unique leader
ship
Through vocational round
tables held in connection with its bi
ennial conventions and regional meet
ings it affords the newcomer in busi
ness an opportunity to pool her ex

periences with experts in various vo
cational fields. It is also working
through its local clubs to better vo
cational guidance facilities in hun
dreds of communities throughout the
United States.
The# Federation is affiliated with
the National Committee on the
Gause and Cure of War and sends
large delegations annually to the
Cause and Cure of War Conference
in Washington.
It has worked
actively in behalf of the KelloggBriand Pact, has campaigned to se- 1
cure the entrance of the United
States into the World Court, and
participated in the recent campaign
to secure 1,000,000 signatures of
American women to send to the Dis
armament Conference in Geneva.
900 MEN EMPLOYED

Work On Highways Utilizes Labor
Of Nearly A Thousand Maine Citl-

STORES
Stop Chan&in& Coffees' Cloverdale’# Kleeko is
just what you’ve been looking for. Always fresh—
the inner parchment seal holds in the fine flavor.
Never bitter—the chaff has all been removed. Try
Kleeko once—discover its rich, pungent, completely
satisfying flavor—and you'll never change again.
Take advantage of the exceptionally low price dur
ing this

Coffee sale
Quarter Box

Watch this space for
weekly 25c specials

•
Dole vacuum-packed

PINEAPPLE
Broken slices

25c

2

Gold Medal Flour

“ Kitchen -tested”

24V2-H>

Total of 900 Maine men were given
work on state highly construction
in Maine during January, according
to the President’s Organization for
Unemployment Relief. The state
made no report concerning number of
miles contracted for or contract price
during January.
For the country as a whole, 184,582
persons were employed on state high
way projects in January and 1,723
miles of highway were contracted for
at a total contract price of $13,756,759.
This is a decrease in the value of
contracts let, but an increase in num
ber of persons employed, indicating,
according to W. C. Markham, execu
tive secretary of the American As
sociation of State Highway Officials,
that states arc eliminating, where It
is economlenlly possible,
highpowered machinery and are employ| ing more men.
The number of those employed in
other New England states follow:
Massachusetts, 4,307; New Hampshire,
5.336: Rhode Island, 1.320. Vermont
and Connecticut made no reports.

HOPE
Several members of Hope Grange
attended Knox Pomona at South
Hope last Saturday. A bountiful din
ner was served at noon and at the
afternoon session an interesting pro
gram was presented by the lecturer.
Elmer True, master of Hope Grange
gave an interesting talk.
The ladies’ Farm Bureau held an
afternoon meeting at the Grange hall
last Tuesday, the subject being
“Library." A traveling library of 25
books has been obtained for the use
of Farm Bureau members.
Saturday evening a whist party was

BAG

KLEEKO

milder in fldior, lower in price—

REX BRAND . . *ibPk, 23c
* PAN AMERICAN
J}'
Foss* Extracts lemon or vanilla .!
Cloverdale Mince Meat . *
French's Bird Seed
Banner Quick Oats .
Hershey’s Baking Chocolate
KRE-MEL assorted flavors

2-oz bot 29c
plrg 10c
•
pig 13c
. lg pig 1 5c
T^-lb pig 17c
• 2 pigs 9c
.

I

Uneeda Biscuit

....

CtlipSO (flakes or granules)

Ivory Soap

ibthv27c

■

....

Hershey's Cocoa

.

4 pkji 15c

■ 2lgpkg.39c
3

.

med cakes

2

’/4-lb tin.

Pillsbury's Pancake Flour

Old Mine Molasses

Blue Ribbon Malt

.

.

.

21c

2 Pkg> 21c

cooking molasses No. 1 Mt can

Statler Toilet Tissue

19c

10c

3 rolls in ctn 19c

■

3-lb can

47c

Crctc.nl Heed Rice

lb pkg . • • 10c
Mule Teem Borax
• • ■ 15c
(or hard
cleaning jobs can 22c

pig

•

DRANO

Boneless Codfish

lb wood box ■ 25c
Kippered Herring

Marshall’s No. Jjtin 17c

4+

Cigarettes, 2 for
Carton,
Lard and Compound, 2 lbs .15

Fancy Cloverdale Bulk

Teas, lb.,
Gold Medal Flour,
24'<i pound bag

CLOVERDALE
BETTER GROCERIES at LOW PRICES

held at Grange hall for the benefit
of the street lights. There were ten
tables and homemade candy was
served.
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Ludwig were
guests Sunday of Mr and Mrs. W. C.
Wellman in South Hope.
Misses
Margaret and Marion
Wright, Katherine True. Rachel
Noyes, Eileen Payson and Mrs. Alice
True attended the Camden-Rockland
basketball game ln Camden Friday
evening.

ELECTRICIANS
For Reliable and Complete Elec
trical Service of Any Kind
First Class Work at Fair Prices

HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc.
585-7 Main St.. Rockland, Maine
Established 1920
Telephone 721
23-tf

Prices Will Never
Be Lower!
The Furniture Market Has Hit Bottom—The Reaction
To Present Conditions Will Come, and Soon, When
Prices Will Go Back To Normal Levels—Moral: Buy
Now! In Our Sale Some Prices Are Actually Below
Manufacturers’ Costs.

Two Great Specials
IN OUR EARLY SPRING FURNITURE SALE

Mrs. Judson Fish of Camden was
Capt. and Mrs. Albert Hays had as
guest over the weekend of Mrs. guests for the weekend Mr. and Mrs.
George W. Foster, Cedar street.
George Renaud and Mr. Renaud’s
mother of Boothbay.
Mrs. J. Lois Maguire has returned
to her home, 9 Wadsworth street,
Mrs. T. C. Stone is the guest of
Thomaston, after caring for the late Mrs. Edward Byron in Augusta for
Miss Angie Mayo for the past two the remainder of the week.
months. Mrs. Maguire has had sev
eral years’ training as relief nurse in
The sewing group of the Speech
cne of the largest institutions in Con Readers' Club met at the home of
necticut and is highly recommended Mrs. Frank Hewett Thursday, sewing
for her efficiency in the sick room.
for the Red Cross.

There will be a meeting of the
executive board of the Methebesec
Club Thursday evening^it 7.30 at the
home of Mrs. Irene Moran, Chestnut
street, together with these members
of the luncheon committee, Mrs. Nina
Beverage. Mrs. Irene Walker, Mrs.
Minnie Rogers. Mrs. Mildred Wash
burn and Miss Helen D. Perry.

'

Mr. and Mrs. Dean Candage mo
tored from Seal Harbor Sunday to
visit their aunt, Mrs. E. M. Adams,
who has been ill at her home, 28 Elm
street.

Mrs. John DeOrsay who has been
the guest of her sister, Mrs. Ava
Lawry, returned Saturday to Water
Mra. A. U. Patterson of Vinalhaven ville.
was the guest Friday of her daughter,
Samuel Candage and sisters, Mrs.
Mrs. Charles Schofield, enroute to
Arthur Candage and Mrs. John Burke
Boston.
of Seal Harbor were recent guests of
Mrs. Joseph Dondis and Miss Ann their aunt, Mrs. E. M. Adams, Elm
Povich are in Ellsworth, called by the street.
illness of their mother.
Reservations made for the bridge
Miss Evelyn Pietrosky, whose en party to be given in The Thorndike
gagement to Matthew P. Folan was grill this evening by a group of young
recently announced was tendered a people indicate that the Washington
delightful surprise party Friday eve fund will be increased quite consid
ning at her home on Winter street, erably. No particular individuals will
the occasion proving to be a linen profit from the proceeds of this party,
shower. Mrs. Dorothy Sukeforth and the returns going into the general
Mrs. Frances Gibson were the insti fund to make it possible for all mem
gators. The guests numbering 15. bers of the senior class to go to Wash
spent the time happily in cards and ington. Last minute reservations
refreshments. Miss Pietrosky, daugh may be arranged with either Ruth
ter of Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Pietrosky, Richards or Virginia Proctor. Play
\
' was graduated from Rockland High ing will begin at 8.
School last June and has been em
The Republican caucus tonight at
ployed in the office of Dr. Harry L.
Richards. Mr. Folan is a member of 7.30 will be held in the main court
the crew of the Kickapoo. He Is the room at the Court House for the pur
son of Mr. and Mrs. Mathias Folan pose of selecting delegates to the
State Convention.—adv.
of Saugus, Mass.

THE

» ,iprr\l/olilifyn ^ayer

This drama is true—and start
ling! Beauties on thrill-h^nts
snared by the Beast! Stark, un
diluted thrill!
•

with
LILIAN RICH
EDMUND BURNS
RICHARD TUCKER
TODAY
JAMES CAGNEY
in

NOW SHOWING

“HIGH PRESSURE"
with
WALTER HUSTON
JEAN HARLOW

6-PIECE BEDROOM SUITE

Walnut, Beautifully Made — Bed,

Full Vanity—Beautiful Bed, Chest

Vanity and Dresser—a Truly Won

of Drawers, Spring and Mattress—

der Value.

Choice of Selected Walnut.

CASH OR EASY TERMS

“STYLE AND QUALITY AT A PRICE”

A Paramount Publix Theatre

“TAXI”

A Paramount Publix Theatre

3-PIECE BEDROOM SUITE

Performance* at 2.00, 6.30, 8.30
Continuous Saturdays 2.00 to 10.30

313-19
MainSt.

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

Rockland
TeL 980
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AT HAPPY HOPE FARM

BIRTHDAYS WILL NOT STEAL THEIR BEAUTY

"N. M. S." Gives Charming
Observations With Screech
Owl Motif

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
It was on the 26th of February and
outside the snowflakes were merrily
falling. It meant that I could make
further use of my "new" sled. I'm
rather proud of that sled. You see,
I’d been wishing for one to carry
weights too heavy for mv arms. Buy
Screen Stars
ing was out of the question, so I de
termined to make one! Wasn't I the
know the Secret
granddaughter, daughter and sister
of carpenters?
On walks about the farm I had seen
of
the wreck of a sled thrown away. In
FROM
vestigation showed that it was the
Youthful Charm
top and one side of a child’s curved
runner sled. Two halves make a
whole, so I brought the wreck in and
evolved another half. Two oak strips
HE screen stars have no fear of
from the top made a new runner and
Washington, D. C.—Along with
growing old! Birthdays have
new braces were cut from a piece of most other New England congress
no terror for them. They know the thick board. In a few hours the sled men, Representative Partridge just
was complete, including a coat of now is receiving many protests
TRAPPED ... by a human wolf!
Helen Chandler, stage and
secret of keeping youthful fresh
gTay buff paint, to hide its weather against the proposed federal gasoline
Alone ... at the mercy of a beast!
screen favorite: “I guard complex
ness right through the years!
beaten appearance. So I have a sled tax. The letters, some of them from
ion beauty with Lux Toilet Soap! ’
That was the memory that haunted
strong enough to hold my weight— filling station proprietors and others
“Guard your complexion above
her every living moment. And she
and I’m tempted to try it on a nearby who sell gasoline and others from
Sally Blane, charwiing star:
Joyce Compton, beloved
everything else,” they will advise
was madly in love with another...
hill some moonlight night! O yes, I those who drive automobiles, protest
“I’m glad I’ve found the secret of
young star: “Lux Toilet Soap
LAST CHANCE!
did all a woman carpenter is supposed that the automobile owner already
you. And even the youngest of them
engaged to be married. What
*
rv
keeping a fresh complexion—
keeps one’s skin youthful.”
to do. I sawed a hole in my apron, has to pay enough in the way of di
should she do?
give
their
own
peach-bloom
skin
Lux Toilet Soap.”
some epidermis off my knuckles and rect and indirect taxes. From all
Must
she
give
up
her
sweetheart
10,000
PRIZES!
the most zealous regular care.
missing a nail, sliced the end of my over New England these protests are
... her wedding... her happiness?
finger!
coming in and the multitude of them
“We use Lux Toilet Soap,” they
Must she pay for that wrong . . .
I hough February proved more of almost rivals in number the propa
*22,000 IN CASH!
confide. Those in their twenties—
a winter month than its predecessor. ganda against the proposed five per
even though she was innocent?...
I
have
observed
several
signs
of
'
those in their thirties—those in their
cent tax on automobiles.
Suddenly, the answer came. Sud
spring.
Chickadee is calling his:
• * • »
forties—keep their skin youthfully
If you want money .. . $5,000 . . .
denly,
when all hope seemed gone,
spring plaint of "Mee-e-see-e!” gray [
The six Maine midshipmen at
$2,000 . . . $1,000 . . . $500 . . . $250
smooth and aglow with this fragrant
the miracle happened. Again love
squirrels and little striped chipmunks
. . . $75 . . . HURRY! The Greater
are frisking about, I found pussy-wil Annapolis Naval Academy scheduled
found the way!
white soap!
lows in full bloom on the 17th and to graduate next June would be com
TRUE STORY $22,000 contests
Read the amazing solution. I*
missioned
ensigns
in
the
Navy
bv
a
lastly, crows and owls are planning
close in a few days! 10,000 prizes—
will stir you! It will thrill you.
9 out of 10 Screen
their nests. Some owls lay their eggs bill passed this week through the
easy to win! Get the April Greater
Read
“
In
Defense
Of
The
Woman
House
of
Representatives.
by the last of February, as their eggs
Stars use it
The roster of navy officers is now
He Loved”—and many more grip TRUE STORY before it’s sold out!
can stand much cold.
filled and special legislation is neces
See page 8 and page 194. Get your
ping, real-life stories in the April
• • • •
Of the 694 important Hollywood
sary if the 261 midshipmen graduat
share of this $22,000!
issue of Greater TRUE STORY.
ing
in
June
are
to
be
given
commis

When
my
aunt
was
a
child,
she
dis

actresses, including all stars, 686
sions.
The
Vinson
measure
just
aDcovered a small screech owl sitting on
use Lux Toilet Soap. Their prefer
a wall. “Nice little birdie,” she said, proved by the House would authorize
MAGAZINE
ence is so well known it has been
putting out her hand to stroke his these commissions.
Of the 261 midshinmen to graduate,
gray, mottled feathers. At the sound
made the official soap for dressing
of her voice the bird turned and six were appointed from Maine, 30 in
rooms in all the great film studios.
| opened his large, yellow eyes. The j all coming from New England. And National Guard, is expected to attend
child stared a moment, then ran in the New England House delegation the three-day conference of National'
Surely you will want to guard
I terror to her mother crying, “Mother, voted substantially for the bill to Guard adjutants general here.
your
complexion
the
wise,
sure
way
Laura LaPlante, popular
Claiborne Foster, stage and
Anita Stewart, screen star:
and
mother! The devil is sitting on the commission them as ensigns in the
Secretary of War Patrick J. Hurley j
screen star: “Lux Toilet Soap
screen star: “I don’t fear birth
“This nice white soap keeps my these lovely actresses do!
I wall and he looked at me!”
j Navy, only five New Englanders dis- will be the principal speaker at the.
keeps my skin flawless.”
days—I use Lux Toilet Soap!”
skin smooth and clear—so easily I”
While living in the Berkshire hills senting. Those New Fngland mem opening of the annual conference, b
my husband rescued a screech owl, bers voting against the measure were Other sptakers scheduled for the con- j
GO HAND IN HAND
which had made its home in the kiln Tilson of Connecticut, Treadway, ference are: Chief of the Militia Bu- 1
Buy From Thc Guy
shed of the lime plant. One of the Luce, and Wigglesworth of Massa rcau, Major General George E. j
Who Can Buy From You
' workers threw a brick and broke its chusetts and Wason of New Hamo- Leach: Col. William H. Waldron, the
wing. We kept it for several weeks, shire. The Maine delegation in the executive officer of the Militia Bu
Ca\PPCN_ S4LESB0I KS
until it could fly again, when I put it House voted solidlv for the bill, Rep reau; and Col. Harry C. Kramer,
Or Spccialty Printing
i in a small box and paid a boy to take resentatives Partridge, Beedy, Nel chairman of the Joint Army and
Jot Any Purpose
it by trolley several miles away from son and Snow all casting their ballots Navy Selective Service System.
its former home. He released it in a for passage.
Coming up for consideration at the
conference is the proposed memorial
Jean is quite a heroine, her opponent second grade the last day and gave LUCKY NORTH HAVEN forest of heavy evergreens.
"Owley,” as we called him, ate
Maine had three of New England’s j to the World War dead of the Na
bring a much larger and older girl.
this program- in honor of Washing________ Stanley, this is March
__ ton: Exercise. Washington's
..<uuxu.vu.io nv.uu
bread, chopped meat and mice. He: 24 broadcasting stations included in tional Guard.
Remember
Picture,
. • • «
and a new picture is needed for the Marie Tripp Ralph Monroe Marion' No Taxes Due In That Fortu- »'as allowed the liberty of the kitchen the honor roll list of the Commerce
1 after nightfall and after gaining the' Department for January, made pub-, The babv bonds, backbone of the
blackboard.
Rawley, Arthur St. Clair, Norma
nate Town — The Larger use of his wing, would fly at any j lie this week by the department. Two administration’s anti-hcarding cam- i
Clayton McMahon has brought in Newton, Edwin Cross, Robert Brack
stranger entering in the dark. Even ' of these deviated less than 50 cycles paign, are a New England contribu- '
the first pussy-willows.
ett and Tfilie Haskell; recitation.'
Tax
Payers
Mr. S. was not exempt, having a | and one less than 100 cycles,
* * * »
tion in a verv material sense. The
Like Washington, John CTOckett;
feathered baU strike him on the head. | The Maine broadcasting stations paper on which they are engraved
Tyler School, Third Grade, Mad- song, Georgie Washington, eight Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
when
he
ventured
into
the
kitchen.
|
included
in
the
list
are
WRDO
at
Auand printed is manufactured by1
girls; recitation. Two Little Letters,; Town meeting Monday saw ice
lene Rogers, tfeacher:
Two new pupils have been added Harry Richardson; Doing Our Part. houses well filled with fine ice, the But Owlev never flew at me and; gusta, WCSH at Scarboro—the studio Crane and Co. of Dalton. Mara.
merely
sat
and
blinked
at
intruders
if
;
is
in
Portland
—
and
WLBZ
at
Ban

The Treasury Dtnartment keeps a
Barbara Waldron; Washington’s Day,! roads clear of snow, with no ice in
this term. This makes 42 in all.
Tyler School, Grade 5:
I accomvanied them. He would sit gor. The two former are in the less
The names of Sylvia Webster, I The schoolroom was decorated Douglas McMahon: song. Stand Up I the Thoroughfare. It begins to look on my finger, but his claws were so than 50 cycles deviation class and the supply of this bond paper, engraved
for quick service cn hand. In order
laura Sylvester, Clarence Childs and during February with hatchets, America;, recitation. February, El-1 like spring. Soon the migrating peo- sharp I did not take him up often.
latter in the less than 100 cycles de- , to get out a bond issue in a hurry all
Myron Nevelson who danced the hearts, etc. and a valentine box was mer Pinkham;
. song,
, , ,America's
_
„Sol i pie and birds will be returning to
viation
class.
that is required Ls some printing on
• • « «
diers, seven boys led by Elmer Hav- North Haven and all will toe glad to
minuet, and Susan Hutchinson enjoyed.
Massachusetts had 12 broadcasting the face of the previously engraved
Douglas McMahon and Ebba Kal ener; recitations. Washington and ■ see them
m
Wi6h
dressed as an old fashioned girl
One day I noticed that the small stations on the January honor roll of bond.
nttle blrds with toe on my father's foot was crooked. the department, Rhode Island four,
should be added in connection with loch brought several flags which they Linco n.Vir»n,a Haskell: A L^son to would not kill
had made.
America Ebba Kalloch Little George their air
s There
been a "Did you break it sometime, Dad?" I Connecticut and Vermont two each
the Feb. 22 program.
Newedd—“I wonder why it is we
The flag was studied during Febru- Washington Carl Kalloch; The New little bird 8that buiU her nest under asked.
Myron Nevelson is wearing a very
and New Hampshire one.
can’t save anything."
Hatchet,
DiaZ2a
of
Qur
home
for
a
numher
becoming scarf and sweater sent to ary. the pupils learning the meaning ; Washington
"Well,
child."
said
Dad,
“
a
screech
ten ohiisronPia2Za oi
o{ our
our nome
home ior
for aa numoer
number
Mrs. Newedd—"It's the neighbors, I
of stripes stars and colors.
w.«hin»tnn
nioviot
piazza
Washington, ton
ten childrenchildren: ^iauiet'
playlet, 1i
- i._ - owl was responsible for that, In the
him bv his mother from Germany.
H°pk "
a
Brigadier-General James W. Han dear; they are alwavs doing some- J
During February Longfellow's poem Storv of the Flag, Shirlene McKinney, °Ly^t, El
During vacation the janitor had
davs when I was sparkin' your ma.”
son, adjutant general of the Maine thing we can’t afford.”—Tit-Bits.
painted the blackboards and wired “The Children's Hour" was learned. Ritchie Linnell, Grace Blethen. U“A screech owl!" I exclaimed.
The boys won the spelling contest cille Melvin. Elmer Havener. Lena I ab’X ‘C? d
the corner for a more convenient
"How could a screech owl break your
handling of the radio. If you have for last term. The boys and girls are Cuccinello. Lucy Munroe and Rob- c,law"'
5 0 8
de" “ C“
alj?‘ght 0,11
not toe?"
any doubts as to the popularity of , tied now. each side having won for ert Brackett.
So Dad proceeded to enlighten me.
The several rooms of the Tyler , 8e‘Jicar?d’ ‘s dead'
that janitor, you should have seen the ' one term
agaln’ He had arrived home late from a trip
startling array of valentines, a sure
Some verv attractive pictures of School show the handiwork of teach- _ We!1' back
to South Kingston, hustled through
test of the children’s love and affec- Lincoln and Washington have been ers and pupils in the posters and Everyone wants to keep the expenses his chores, got into his best Sundav}he
that can be
tion.
! on the bulletin boards this term. dados which are disposed about the i
go-to-meeting clothes, after a hasty
The children are rejoicing because Many pictures and stories have been walls, especially of the lower grades.1 done and not cripple the town de- supper, and had then started for his
Girls and boys in Dutch costumes.' Partments. TTiere is some talk of
Jean Clukey won the roller skating brought in ^or the scrapbook,
fiancee’s home. He had to walk over j
race in Bangor Tuesday evening.
The third grade joined with the cut from paper, and driving geese be- ^rrln? P?'1? ?f the State road. The two miles through forest paths, before !
fore them, seem quite realistic. The State will help on all road that has
sand tables show much Ingenuity in bs*n built since 1925. The roads and reaching the highway which led to;
the arrangement of the buildings with schools are the two larger expenses the village and his future father- inthe ever present windmills and boys (5'ot including the sewer). One law’s farm. It was a very dark night,
and girls playing about, thus repre-1 thing about North Haven, and she and the tiny crescent of a new moon
senting a real Dutch scene. One can j tias a hit of good things, there ls not had given up trving to light the earth,
gone to rest behind the tree-tops.
surely
imagine hearing- the cackling a cent on taxes due the town. She and
We could write a book on the GOOD things to be had in every loaf
“I couldn’t see mv hand afore me
of
the
geese.
has
a
clean
slate
on
taxes.
of Golden Heart Bread, but the entire subject could be summed up
without the lantern.” said Dad. “And
Douglas McMahon of the third
The following pay $100 tax and the light of the lantern made the
in five words—
grade has constructed a microphone; over:
shadows look blacker than ever. I
from a tin pieplate and raised it on Estate of A. C. Ames.............. $123 00 was hustling along through some
I a standard ready for the announcer. Mrs. W. L. Ames ................... lis 90 heavy fir trees, thinking of the buss
Thousands of women know this to be true. If YOU are one who
Probably each child will try his or Estate of Fremont Beverage 147 15 (kiss) I would get from your ma's
has not experienced the joy of this SUPERIOR loaf of bread, get a
[ her skill In broadcasting.
Frank and Arthur W. Bever
sweet lips—(“Jimmy, how can you be
loaf today, and know the pleasure of HOME-LIKE BREAD with
age ....................................... 198 78 so silly” chided mother). Father
KICKAPOO DOINGS
out the worry, bother and expense. Any leading grocer or Clover
Mrs. S. C. Beverage............... 115 66 gave her a roguish smile and proceed
dale Store can supply you with—
O. Brown & Son "Foy W.” 245 67 ed. “Just then there came a shrill
Staunch Shin Is Concluding Busy J.Elsie
and P. L. Brown............ 108 99 screech right side of my ear!
Winter’s Work— What the Men Mr. and
Mrs. F. M. Calder
'Twas so sudden my nerves reacted in
Are Doing
wood ................................... 158 87 a jump that must have been nigh a
Blanche Cushing ................... 118 28 yard ia a straight leap up in the air.
Now that the Penobscot and St. J. B. Crockett .....................
188 93 The side of my foot came in contact
Croix rivers are clear of Ice the H. T. Crockett ........................ 212 05 with a big stone in the path, and
"THE BEST DOUGHNUTS EVER!”
Kick's hardest winter work is over. H. W. Crockett ...................... 534 97 maybe it didn't hurt some when I got
This is what folks say once they have tried the doughnuts that
The Penobscot had ice about 20 Mrs. Lizzie Gillis ................. no 70 back to earth and sat down to 'nuss
have taken FIRST place in the list of QUALITY doughnuts . . .
inches in thickness, the St. Croix W. S. Hopkins ......................... 629 35 it ’til the shootin' pains stopped.
Get a package today . . . They are MADE FRESH and KEPT
only about nine inches.
H. M. Leadbetter ................... 163 92 Speakin’ of shootin.’ I wished I’d had
FRESH. Ask for KRISPY.
E. DeCosta, CBM, has been trans- Mrs. Etta Noyes ..................... 366 34 the old shot gun to finish that hanged
GOLDEN HEART DOUGHNUTS
ferred to the Tampa.
William Sampson ................. 102 63 screech owl!"
"The BIG Doughnuts With the LITTLE Hole"
Boatswain P. T. Johnson has re" : c "*B”staoTes
“Well,” finished Dad. “I picked up
282 28
-nm the
FHo Marine
Marino Unc.
" , '
..........................................
turned to duty from
Hos I _Walter
my lantern, where it had landed up
and Charles Water
pital
at
Portland.
ON THE RADIO—Melody Parade, Station WCSH Wednesdays at
man ..................................... 144 17 right in some pine needles, found my
C. Perdue, F2c. is the new fireman C. E. Waterman Co.................. 214 21 hat and went on. I got my buss (an
5.45 P. M. Hear the Golden Heart Tenor, Fridays,
aboard the Kick.
Station WHDH, 6.45, P. M.
There are many others that pay a other roguish twinkle at mother) and
An exchange of stations has been large
tax. The largest tax paid by forgot about my foot, until about two
effected between G. Carroll, RMSc of any summer resident is Mrs. T. W. weeks later, when I noticed that toe
the Kick and R. L. Smith, RM3c of
Lamont, $2,486.40. Mrs. D. W. Mor had twisted around and was looking
the Ossipee.
row follows, $1351.60. then Mrs. C. itself in the face!”
The Kick's second annual ball was G. Weld, $1,586.80 and a close second
The farmers here are hurrying to
a greater success than the first. The is Mrs. John Zimmermann, $1,517.
get out their cord wood before spring
BIGGEST ENGINES ANYWHERE
dancers were loud in their praise of
thaws. George Wiley passes Happy
F.
B.
O’Reilly’s Orchestra, which was one
Hope Farm with large loads drawn by
NEAR THIS PRICE...................AND
two-yoke of handsome Hereford
of the best heard in these parts. Re
cattle. Mr. Wiley, though nearing
freshments were served through the
three score years and ten, and father
courtesy of Boatswain A. A. Troy.
DO YOU KNOW WHAT ELSE?
tou 11 enjov stopping at
of a^arge family, is still hale and
The grand march was led by Captain
vigorous.
Uns ultra-iiioaem taoteL
and Mrs. A. Hays.
NEW IOW PRICES—NEW DODGE SIX $795 to $895. NEW DODGE EIGHT <H>5
Now I’ve stayed long enough, so
Located "a step from
“good-bye" and good luck to every
to $1185. F. O. 8. Factory low delinnd pricet. Conrani.nl terim. five win or
Broadway’1, overlooking
FILE CAMPAIGN EXPENSES
body.
N. M. S.
damountobfo wood whotlt, no nxlro coif. Duplafs lofefy plalo glosi $9.50 to
world-renown Times
Waldoboro.
.
Paul C. Thurston of Bethel, Demo “My complexion wu very poor
Square, l’he city’s most
$17.50. Automate Clutch itondord on Figkfi, only $8 on Sint. Clond modnll
cratic candidate for governor, has because of pimples and blackheads
interesting places, thca*
wired for Philco-Transitono Radio.
filed his February primary campaign which covered my face and neck. I
ties, smart shops, busi
had
been
advised
to
try
Resinol
expense
account
in
the
secretary
of
ness centers are all near
state's department, showing expen Soap and Ointment, but had tried
FOR SALE
by. .1400 outside rooms,
DODGE TRUCKS. ..V2 TO 7 TONS PAYLOAD... $375 ANP UP
diture of $222.11. Edward C. Moran, so many other things without suc
each with a private bath I'
cess I was disgusted with every
RUUD
Jr.,
of
Rockland
who
has
announced
ttub and shower), a radio
his Democratic candidacy for rep thing. However, a friend urged me
Instantaneous Automatic
and servidor. Note sur
to try a sample anyway. In three
resentative to Congress from the days*
prisingly moderate rates.
time the improvement was
second district, reported that he had so great I could hardly believe it. I
SIM.I.I.
.*»<). ft ft
spent $13.43.
will always have a word of praise
ooebLM. fti-fts-gu

LATE NEWS

keeping

WASHINGTON

T

GREATER TRUE STORY

Loyalty
Success

Lux Toilet Soap—lot

Wall
aiiop „ .

in a velvet glove*

That’s new Dodge action___ -

FIVE WORDS TELL IT ALL

Same fine quality

Great new values

‘THE BEST BREAD IN MAINE’

GOLDEN HEART BREAD

FACE COVERED
WITH PIMPLES

44t«45St>.
•t»rtiAva,N.V.

•OY MOUITON
Manager

Mrs. De Style (at modiste's, as
mannequins display gowns)—“Which
do you like best, Robert?"
Husband—"I prefer the tall bru: nette—er—that is, I mean the pink
1 chiffon, my dear."—Boston Tran
script.

for Resinol." (Signed)
Pauline Bunch,
•914 Warren Ave., Dallaa, Texaa.

FOR FREE TRIAL
size package of Ointment and Soap
with Skin Treatment booklet,

write to

Resinol,

Baltimore, Md.

Dept n’
3 ’

GAS HOT WATER
HEATER
Size 4. Style F
Practically New
Can Be Seen At This Office

130-tf

I

DYER’S GARAGE

54 Park St.

Tel. 124

Rockland

